
manifesto

OF THE WORLD FEDERATION OF TRADE 
FOR MAY DAY *950

UNIONS

Working Men and women, 
>

On the occasion of international Labour Day, May 1st, 1950, the
' World Federation of Trade Unions, sends warm fraternal greetings to all 

■ working men and women.

Mighty in their unity, the workers-will make May Day.1950 a world- 
wide day of active expression "•f the working peoples’ desire to establis

■* 8. stable and lasting peace throughout the world. 
* I . X

. .. Responding to the appeal of the W.F.T.U., the working men and
..women of the whole world will sign on May Day, in huge numbers, the 
solemn declaration of the world Committee of Defenders :f Deace, which, 
at its last meeting in Stockholm, called for*

t - The total banning of atomic weapons,.which are arms of aggression 
and of mass extermination of whole populations;

I
‘ i - The establishment of strict international control to ensure the

J implementation of this ban;

- The outlawing, as a criminal of war, of the Government which 
first dares to use this terrible weapon.

• • >. Thus International Labour Day will also be an international 
f ..peace Day.

Forward for unity

Unity of the workers is more necessary than ever in the struggle

J

.against poverty, want and hunger, still prevalent among sc many sections 
jPf the population in capitalist and c-lonial countries.

j • Through unity we shall yzin the just and lasting 
- desired by the peoples.

J

: ardently

‘‘ * * Workers’ unity is being ceaselessly attacked by the people’s 
r0n*mies and by th~se servile agents of capitalism, the splitters in 
'the ranks of the unions.

When they wish to make an attack on wages, the 
smash workers’ unity.

■ty'-r,

.. ah'

When they wish to weaken the power of the trade unions, the 
employers and capitalist governments engineer division among the 
workers.

When they wish to restrict the people’s political and democratic 
rights, t© imprison and execute the people’s best sons, the 

reactionary governments at tempt to line up the workers against 
each other.

g . \fhen they prepare a war of imperialist aggression or carry on 
,"',j colonial wars, the imperialist forces organise splits among the

workers, hire and subsidise those who act as their agents and 
betray the unions.

The scab international of strike-



The Scab International of strike-breakers, which is a special 
organisation in imperialism’s struggle against the 7.F»T»U. , oears the 
stamp of the betrayal of the interests of the working class.

The success of the campaign for working class unity, and the 
fraternal rallying cf the workers in their trade uni ns, can only be 
guaranteed end protected by the public, forthright and categorical 
denunciation of the acts of treachery committed by all these who have 
attacked or who are attacking the unity of the workers and the just 
defence cf their interests and of peace.

Created by and for the workers, the trade unions must be run by 
the workers themselves.

On May Day, the workers of the whole world will affirm their 
uncompromising condemnation of all the criminal acts if the 
imperialists and their trade union agents of the Scab international 
against peace, unity and the welfare of the peoples.

Working class unity is a precious possession; it must be constantly 
defended because its opprnents, who well understand its volue, constantly 
seek to destroy it.

Unremitting Action in Defence of Peace

Peace-loving peoples are realising that the Marshall plan, the 
Atlantic Pact, the attempts t: organise a pacific pact, as well as 
point 4 of the Truman programme, are all part of the policy of the 
American imperialists1 mad drive t: dominate the world.

The imperialists refuse tr admit that the two w rids, the world 
of established or growing s-ciulism and the world ~f capitalism, can 
peacefully co-exist '.r carry on peaceful competition, and they ere 
driving towards a third wrld wer.

But the rising pressure of the peoples, already the strongest 
barrier in the way of achieving this diabolical aim, will push them back.

The working class is firmly resolved to put a stop to the 
preparations for imperialist war. it stands in the forefront of the 
struggle. It is uniting with all the active progressive and democratic 
forces throughout the world in the World Front of Defenders of peace.

The world Front of Defenders ^f peace is open to all, men and 
women, old cr young, who in their hearts and minds desire world 
peace, peace for the peoples still suffering fr'm the aftermath of 
the second world war.

But peace is something which has to be won. The pc'pies will 
win peace; but to win it, it must be desired and it must be fought 
for.

In many capitalist countries which are being used as bases f r 
aggression the workers are fighting against the production and transport 
of arms .

Those whn do this have the right not only to the gratitude of 
ordinary people throughout the wrld, but also to their effective support.

Every honest person c nsiders with disgrace and shame the leaders cf 
the Scab International who have declared themselves in favour of war 
preparations and the handling of arms. These agents of the warmongers 
hove even set up Vigilance Committees charged with recruiting gangsters 
so as to succeed in the tasks which their imperialist governments 
propose f^r them and in order, through their strong arm men, to break 
the courageous activity ^f the workers fighting for peace.

The workers will intensify
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The workers will intensify their action. They will set up and 
make effective Peace Defence Committees at their place of work.

The net work of these committees must grow until it covers every 
country in the wo.rid.

f
War budgets are an unbearable burden for the peoples; instead of $ 

increasing expenditure on food, unemployment relief, public health, 
social insurance, housing and education for young people, the imperialists 
ape pouring the money extorted from the people intr' an arms race 
unprecedented in history.

. Whr is already raging in a number of colonial countries. Terror 
and persecution is striking down thousands of men, women and children 
in th^se regions. .J . A

At the same time, Chiang Kai-Shek’s American planes ere bombing 
the peaceful civil population of Shanghai, spreading death among tx: 
people who long only to be able to carry on constructive work.

By organising effective solidarity in accordance with the decisions, 
of the Pan'Asian Trade Union Conference of Peking, and by backing these 
decisions, the workers of all lands will be contributing to the defence 

world pe^^, inseparable from the liberation of subject peoples.

Every people has the right to take its future and that of its 
country into its own hands . Colonial oppression is thb running 
sore of imperialism.

The Tree peoples Build a New world

It is an historic fact that in the many countries where the workers, 
peasants and intellectuals have taken the future into their own hands, 
a new and happy life is being built.

In these countries the trade union organisations have grown 
considerably, and the extension of their rile and power in the State 
constitutes one of the elements of true democracy. These trade union 
organisations honour the U.p.T.U* by according it their fraternal and 
friendly support.

In the great Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, that bastion of 
peace, the exploitation of man by man has long been abolished, and the 
fruits of their labour belong to those xvhc toil. The U«S«S*R* has rapidly 
recovered from the aftermath of the war and continues to develop with 
energy its planned economy and to ensure a steady rise in its peoples’ 
cultural and living standards.

The foundations of socialism are being laid in the people’s 
Democracies. The great Chinese people, closely united, has torn internal 
•md foreign reaction to pieces and had set up a people’s Republic.

The German Democratic Republic has been created and is now develop
ing its strength.

The Korean people’s Republic has been created and is now developing 
its strength.

The Viet Nam Democratic Republic is stubbornly carrying on the 
battle for the total liberation of the country.

The peoples of these countries, vzho represent one-third ''f mankind 
are facing the future with certainty and confidence. They constitute 
a powerful support for the w^rld forces of democracy and progress.

In capitalist and colonial countries the w^rkers are fighting
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In capitalist and colonial countries the w: rkers 
are g nga?.nsT~ poverty and Kunge'r ,~ 'and Tor

cl t. 0 C» * t(' y *3 tiC. j> 6 rxc 0

In striking contrast, in the capitalist and c-lcnial countries, 
although the crisis is only just beginning, there are already ever 
45 million totally unemployed and tens of millions of pe.rtially nnemplcyei

The workless and their families are in a terrible situation: under
nourished, ill-clcthed, their health being daily further under-mined, 
these millions of human beings are living under a regime incapable of 
ensuring them a future.

I *
To defend and increase their profits, and in spite of unemployment, 

the capitalists are seeking to apply speed-up leading t: still greater 
exploitation of the workers.

In many countries the workers are obliged tc resort to strike 
action. Their wages are insufficient; the cost of living is steadily 
rising while the employers’ and capitalists' profits grow higher rand 
higher, thus aggravating the intolerable contrasts between capital and 

labour.

In these great strike movements the workers only too often encounter 
savage repression, police open fire on strikers. Since last May pay 
the list of working class martyrs has grown, a measure of the increasingly 
bitter struggle between the workers and their age-long exploiters.

The ".up.T.U* pays tribute to the memory of all these working 
class martyrs and greets those workers today languishing in prisons, 
assuring them that the cause for which they ^re fighting remains in 
good hands.

The increasing exploitation of the workers, the preperati",n for 
imperialist war, the repression of the working class and the attacks 
on democratic rights, the enslavement of economically weaker peoples, 
the persecution in colonial and dependent territories, these are the 
signs of the internal crisis of capitalism. These social crimes and 
evils of capitalist society enable the workers to appreciate the true 
wort'h of that "Western democracy" of which American imperialism is the 
champion. £hd the Scab International which tries to adopt the role of 
a defender of democracy is in reality one of its most corrupt by-productf..

It is trying to detach the workers fr"m the solid bloc which the 
7.F.T.U. constitutes and to associate them with the policy of poverty 
md war preparations which is being carried on by the imperialists.

The action of the Scab International and its traitrous activities 
will be denounced by all the workers who must, in order to defend their 

own interests, their rights and their future, link themselves still 
i ore closely each day to the W.y.T.U. and daily take a greater part in 
its general activity.

The workers in the capitalist and colonial countries must unite, 
help each other, develop working class solidarity and strengthen 
their links with their brothers in those countries where the

"rkers have already taken their destiny into their own hands.w

Grwoth of the W.F.T*U«, the



Growth of the 7.F.T*U . , the or Ran i s at ion of the 
wcr kers , set up Ey w5 rke.ve thei~n 5 elves t 0 'def end~ v--- ~— JT -

Despite the split, despite the sabotage by the reactionary forces 
of its activities on behalf of working men and women throughout the 
world, the ^.F.T.U. is growing. It is still at the head of the 
organised workers throughout the world because it is the workers’ 
organisation, created by the workers themselves. They give it their 
backing even when forcibly enrolled into the Scab international, as is 
the case in the U.S.A., Great Britain and the Scandanavian countries.

Reaction’s attempt to isolate the W.F.T.U* has been a failure 
just as was the attempt to dissolve the \V.F*T»U» in January 1949.

The forces and membership of the 'Jcrld Federation of Trade Unions 
have grown since May Day 1949. New trade unions hnve joined its ranks; 
twelve Trade Unions Internationals (Trade Departments cf the 7.F*T.U) 
have been set up. The W.F.T.U. baa defended the workers’ interests 
wsth all the means at its disposal and has given active solidarity to 
all those fighting for their demands. Within the united Nations (u.N*O) 
che W.N.T.U. has spoken in defence of trade union rights, against 
unemployment, forced labour, national and racial discrimination, for 
equal pay for equal work, and for workers’ social insurance.

The V.F.T.U.’s programme and activity serve as a basis and guide 
for the activity of workers throughout the world. Women and young 
people find in the W.F.T.U. the natural ally and firm defender of their 
demands. The workers in the towns and great industrial centres are 
uniting more and more with the peasant classes and intellectuals in 
the strug’gle against their common enemy.

WORKING MEN AND WOMEN’.

UNITE IN THE W.F.T.U. WITHOUT DISTINCTION 0? NATIONALITY, RACE, 
COLOUR OR RELIGIOUS AND POLITICAL CONVICTIONS IN THE STRUGGLE FOR PEACE, 
DEMOCRACY, BROTHERHOOD BETWEEN TRE PEOPLES AND LIBERTY, FOR HIGHER 
LIVING STANDARDS, FOR ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL PROGRESS, AGAINST UNEMPLOYMENT 
FOR A COMPLETE SYSTEM OF SOCIAL SECURITY, AND FOR THE APPLICATION OF 
THE PRINCIPLE OF "EQUAL PAY FOR EQUAL WORK" •

DEFEND YOUR TRADE UNIONS AGAINST THE EMPLOYERS’ AND SPLITTERS’ 
ATTACKS, AGAINST ANTI-LABOUR LEGISLATION AND REPRESSION’.

BACK THE COLONIA PEOPLES’ FIGHT FOR LIBERATION’.

UNITE UNDER THE BANNER OF THE WORLD FEDERATION OF TRADE UNIONS! 
FIGHT WITHOUT RESPITE FOR INTERNATIONA TRADE UNION UNITY’.

UNITE IN THE STRUGGLE FOR PEACE, DEMOCRACY AND WELL BEING FOR 
THE WORKERS’.

LONG LIVE MAY FIRST, RALLYING DAY OF THE FORCES OF THE WORLD 
WORKING CLASS ’.



RESOLUTIONS PASSED BY THE GENERAL COUNCIL

of the , 
ALL INDIA TRADE UNION CONGRESS 

(Bombay, February, 26-27, ’50)

ON LABOUR RELATIONS BILL

The Labour Relations Bill introduced by the Government of India 
is a fascist measure aimed at completely suppressing the militant 
trade union movement and all working class struggles, Ji ;

At a time when mass unemployment and starvation has already 
assumed colossal proportions, when capitalists are making desperate! 
efforts to overcome the determined resistance of the workers and 
carry out their schemes of mass retrenchment, the bill proclaims that 
the employers have the unrestricted freedom to retrench thousands of / 
workers and throw them out of employment, /

In order to carry' out this ferocious offensive, the Bill totally 
denies the workers the basic fundamental right to strike. it outlaws 
and illegalises all strikes and all resistance of the workers.

Having been unable to suppress the militant trade unions, -which 
refuse to betray the workers and surrender workers’ vital interests 
and lead their struggles, the Bill seeks to put them outride the pale 
of law. Fascist Unions, on the model of Hitler’s Labour Front, are 
sought to be imposed on the workers.

■ Having failed in its attempts to win the working class from the
path of struggle, having failed to secure any support of the working 
class to the discredited capitalist agency, - the INTUC unions, - 
the Bill seeks to bolster tihem up by fascist methods. The nefarious 
deals and agreements of the INTUC with the capitalists, which have 
been repeatedly rejected and repudiated by the workers in every 
centre, are being sought to be sanctified by law as collective 
agreements binding on all workers.

It is no Labour Relations Bill. It is a Criminal Law- Bill - one 
more deadly weapon in the armoury of repression against the working 
Class. Under it, the exercise of the most fundamental right to strike- 
and freedom of organisation are made criminal offences and any

• worker daring to exercise the fundamental rights beccmcrs a criminals

The General Council-of the All-lndia Trade union Congress 
denounces this fascist measure - known as the Labour Relations Bill an<i 

demands its withdrawal.

On the one hand, the Bill leaves the employers absolutely free 
to attack the workers at any time and in any vzay they please. But it 
prevents the workers from resisting these attacks.

Under the provisions of the Bill relating to negotiations, the 
workers should first submit to the employer in writing any dispute 
with the employer and patiently wait for a week for the employer 
to answer. They must then carry on negotiations for fourteen days. 
Even after these 14 days they cannot go on strike but should give 
another 14 days’ notice of strike.

While the employer can go on. mounting his attacks, in the meanwhile 
under Clause 96 of the Bill, any strike which has not been preceded 
by this notice and negotiations is declared illegal.

Today, the determined and

j 1 i
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Today, the determined and immediate strike and resistence of 
the workers to every.attack of the capitalists is the powerful weapon 
in the hands of the workers, before which employers find themselves 
powerless to attack the workers and are often compelled to retreat. 
All their fond schemes are getting dashed on this solid rock of 
workers*' resistence. These provisions of the Bill which seek to 
illegaline tae spontaneous resistence of the workers, aim at disarming 
the workers and at enabling the employers to mount attacks as they 

•please, without fear of resistence.

. But even after all this, workers cannot go on strike once the 
dispute is referred to a labour court or tribunal for adjudication, 

^by the Government or employer.

W Faced with the decisive rejection of compulsory adjudication by 
Wthe working class, which had fought heroic strikes in defiance of 
£ these awards and often smashed them, the Bill seeks to^impcse
I compulsory arbi.tr ox i on on pain of imprisonment. under Clause 115 of 
F the Bill, any peison who '‘commits a breach of the order of a labour 
L court or of an award” shall be punishable with 6 months' imprismment • 
J

Not only does the Bill seek to impose compulsory arbitration
I with six months’ imprisonment, but under Clause 96 it declares all 
; strikes, whatever Be their purpose, - even if one arose out cf an”" 
; entirely different and fresh dispute, even if tnu had nothing to do 

with the points covered by the award, - are declared illegal during 
the period when an award is in operation.

The Bill repeatedly declares that "discharge of workers surplus 
to the ’’oouircmerms of the employer" is not within the perview of 

even the labour courts and industrial tribunals. By thus defining 
retrenchment as falling outside the scope of trade disputes, trie 
Bill Outlaws o.ll strikes ageinst retrenchment, I# thus gives a 
guarantee to capitalists that the entire machinery of state will be mad 
available to their to crush workers' resistence to the capitalists' 
offensive of mass unemployment and retrenchment.

The determined resistence of the workers before which the schemes 
of the capitalists and Government to increase workload and force the 
workers to do double their precept work, is further being sought to be 

overcome by declaring that "y^-slow" policy would be deemed to be an 
illegal strike Clause 99 of rhe B1J1 declares, that "Go-slow policy 
shall include any policy or. account oi which there is an appreciable 

B fall in productive capacity ,or there has been a marked decuriorat- 
$ ion in the articles produced”.

h And in addition to the punishment of imprisonment^for illegal 
k strikes. Clause ICO further declares th-t "any employee who commcncear 

continues o?* otherwise cobs in f u;t arence of a strike, which
| is illegal und ;r this act; shill forfeit his claim to v/ages, leave, 

bonus if ary, >he contribution rry by the employer to i he provident 
i Fund, if any and otner cunceosior for the period of strike1-.

Thus if any labour couit declares that workers have been 
following a policy of "Go.,.* lew” in any month, workers will f orfeit 
their wages, dearness all^\ once and all their rights, in addition 
to facing criminal proteentien icr illegal strike.

This is how the sebems cf rat i~nalisat ion ^ddydlncrease of w~rk-!'m 
load - four sides in the ‘c^xtile Mllu, the recommendations of the 
Railway Inquiry Committee and other schemes worked out by the 'job 
analysis" experts and ’’time and motion study” experts - are being 
sought, to be imposed on workers, by deblaring them to be on illegal

■/ strike, by threat of forfeiture of wages and by imprisonment 
criminals.

Having thus prohibited

arbi.tr
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Having thus prohibited all strikes and resistance of the workers, 
the Bill further viciously attacks the fundamental rights of rat 
organisation in order to ensure that there will be nc> organisation of 
workers which will rally the workers despite all the fascist repressio

In the very definition clause the Bill declares, '’dismissal of 
any employee from service for good cause shown shall not be deemed 
to be a labour dispute”, fhus the employer has only to state 
some reason for dismissal and all strikes against it will automatical! 
become illegal. Victimisation of trade union workers and militants 
is thus legalised and a powerful weapon placed in the hands of the 
employer to be used to beat the workers into submission.

In the name of conferring on the workers the right of bargain-. . 
ing the Bill seeks to thrust the discredited, INTUC on the-workers 
forcibly and makes it the .arbiter of the destiny of the workers.

Under Clause 33 of the Bill, there shall be only one’bargaining 
agent'“in respect of any establishment in any local area. The 
bargaining agent shall be either (a)a Federation of Trade Unions, 
having a membership in good standing of not less than 15 per cent 
of the total number of employees employed in that establishment or 
that- class of establishments” or (b) a registered trade union having 
a membership of not less than 30 per cent o-f the total number of 
employees in the establishment or class of establishments in that 
area or (3) the representatives of the employees elected in the 
prescribed manner”.

Claus^ 34 declares bat there shall not be more than one 
bargaining agent and that ” a registered Federation of trade unions 
shall have preference over a registered trade union and a registered 
trade union over, the elected representatives of he employees”.

Every worker knows how the employers and Governments have bolster
ed up the INTUC and how they have shown fictitious membership and 
made it the "representative” of the Indian working class in 
international bodies like the international Labour Organisation, These 
clauses, mean that if the INTUC shows a membership of 15 per cent of 
workers in any area, which is very easy to do with the help of the 
capitalists and their funds, it will become the sole bargaining agent. 
It alone will have the right, under the Bill to conclude collective 
agreements with employers; it alone will have the right to represent 
the workers in the labour courts and tribunals.

Clause 87 declares that such "collective agreements" are binding 
"on all ■ employees who were employed in the establishment at the time 
of the 'agreement and on all employees who subsequently become 
employed"•

To fortify this, Clause 115 declores that "any person who 
commits a breach of any term of any collective agreement shall 
be punishable with imprisonment which may extend to six months" .

Any possibility of resistence and repudiation of these collective 
agreements, is sought to be prevented by providing in ‘Clause 96 
that any strike during the period of the operation of a collective 
agreement is illegal. Further-mo re, Clause 95 declares that the 
bargaining agent - and the INTUC will be registered as the bargaining 
agent everywhere - alone can even give notice of a strike. And any 
strike that takes place even after giving notice by all the workers 
in an establishment is illegal.

Thus, the INTUC despised and spurned by the workers everywhere^ 
whose agreements with the-managements have all been torn to pieces by 
the workers everywhere - even in Ahmedabad vzhich they claimed to be 
under their influence - and such bogus "federations" are sought to be 
made the $ole arbiter of the workers' fate. Workers cannot reject 
these "agreements” concluded by the INTUC with the Government and the 
capitalists. They can do so only on peril of being sent to jail.

Militant trade unions cannot do
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Militant trade unions cannot do anything against these agreements* 
Any activity of theirs against these deals of the INTUC and such 
federations is declared an illegal activity under the Bill-

Thus the Bill seeks to declare illegal all the activities of 
the AITUC and the militant unions affiliated to it, which refuse to 
betray the workers and which are mobilising the workers for determined 
all India strikes and struggles to defeat the ferocious offensive of 
mass unemployment and starvation and for securing the basic demands 
of the workers.

Workers and trade unions cannot even agitate against the principle 
of compulsory arbitration and the denial of the basic right to strike. 
Following the .notorious American Taft Hartley Act, Clause 82 of the 
Bill makes provision for proceeding against persons and organisations 
for contempt of these courts and for punishment with six months imprison* 

me nt *

With all these, the Government is not sure of crushing the workers* 
It,, therefore, declares in Clause 98 that all strikes in sympathy 
with any other strike are illegal. It further declares that any strike 
•'which has any object other than or in addition to the settlement of 

a labour dispute which has arisen” is illegal. This meens that all 
protest strikes, all political strikes are illegal.

By thus illegalising sympathetic strikes, the Bill aims at 
preventing the growing unity and solidarity of the working class- and 
at crushing the strikes and struggles, that are bound to take place 

despite all these fascist measures and brutal repression, in isolation.

By illegalising political strikes,* the Bill seeks to disarm the 
working class in its struggle against the regime of repression and 
oppression, to prevent it from leading the struggle of all toilers 
against oppression and exploitation-and thus to protect the tottering 
rule of capital.

The Bill is thus a total denial of all rights to the working 
class. The worker is denied even the right to struggle against poverty, 
unemployment and exploitation.

It is a. fascist measure completely depriving the workers of the 
most fundamental rights of the working class - the right to strike 
and the right to organise.

It seeks to crush the militant trade union movement and .to 
fortify by fascist methods the agency of the capitalists, the INTUC 
modelled on Hitler’s Labour Front.

It is a Charter of slavery to the working class. Its enactment 
would reduce every worker to the status of a bond-slave.

Its enactment would mean that every right that the working class 
has won by countless struggles and priceless sacrifices, are to be 
taken away from the working class. It is a charter of complete freedom 
to the capitalists to exploit the working class as they please. It 
means that tie offensive of rationalisation, retrenchment, and mass 
unemployment, of wage-cuts and intensification of exploitation is to 
be pushed through and all workers’ resistance is to be crushed with 
bullets, machine gun and rifle.

Against this grave danger that threatens the working class, against 
the danger to the job of every workers, to his right to organise and 
fight, against mass unemployment and for better conditions, against the 
ftrave danger to all the gains that the working class has won by countless 
struggles and tremendous sacrifice., the General Council of the All- 

India Trade Union Congress calls upon all workers, irrespective of 
Whatever political opinions they may hold, to unite together in a 
Righty united front of struggle.

The General Council calls upon
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The General Council calls upon all Trade Unions to rally all the 
workers against this Black Bill and compel the Governmet to withdraw 
it.

The General Council calls upon all Trade Unions to observe 
April 3, 1950 as '’ANTI BLACK BILL DAY" and hold meetings, pr ocess.i_ons 
and other demonstrations denouncing the. Black Bill and-demand_ Lt a 
withdrawal.

ON PEACE WEEK

The General. Council of the AITUOgreets the mighty forces of 
"Deaoer-.-through out the world headed by the Soviet--union.

In the .brief period of ten months since the World Congress of 
Peace was held in Paris in April 1949, events of wo-rld.^hlL.t.oric 
significance have taken place, st rengthening-t-he-world peace Prcurt,

The establishment of the democratic Republic of China, -the*~-b.lrth 
of a peade-loving Democratic—German Republic, the conclusion of the’''" 
Sino-Soviet Pact of friendship and amity - all these signify a 
trenrondoue-'-aCceesLon of strength to the camp of peace, Democracy and 
Socialism.

The bases of colonial imperialism^--which represent—-a-.graye 
threat to peace, are crumbling throughout he world, before tdie—powe'r—.. 
ful-as&ault of the peoples fighting for their liberation.

The--Beax^_Gcu^^ -held .in many countries, the great rallies 
of the working people and toiling masses throughout the world on 
the-lnt'c-rnat i onal Peace Day, alL...wLtnaaaed_the' tx.euLejalauh'-^ta^m _  
ing of the f or^ea—ef-peaoe.

The great rally of one lakh of workers-and toiling p£mple__^md--cf- 
"'rrve-r'^we-th ouaarrd' 'representatives of working 'clasvand—toiling 
people's organisations in the Calcutia-Peace Congress, showed that 
the Indian people are united with the millions of the. partisans of 
peace throughout the world, and are determined to unite all forces 
of the working and toiling people of India and defeat the machinations 
of imperialism and of the ruling circles in India to unleash a third 
world war against the Soviet Union and the countries of peoples' 
democracy and China and involve India in the war.

The General Council cf the AITUC recognises that these victories 
of the peace camp provoke the ever-growing fury of the war-mongers, 
who, caught up in the gigantic economic crisis are feverishly preparing 
to find a way out through a war. The increasing military budgets of 
the capitalist countries, the feverish rearming of Western Europe, 
the recognition by the United States and Britain of the puppet bag-Dai 
regime in Viet Nam and the military and financial aid being rushed 
to carry on the colonial war waged by French imperialism against the 
people of Viet Nam, the hysterical propaganda for war, the desperate 
search for the Hydrogen Bomb and other "weapons of mass destruction 

more deadly than even the Atom Bomb, all testify to the desperate 
preparations being made by the Anglo-American imperialists for a war 
against the Soviet Union and the peoples' Democracies and China and 
hharply underline the war danger.

The recent Colombo Commonwealth Conference, the refusal of the 
Government of India to recognise the Republic of vi,headed 
by Dr.Ho ShinMinh, its intrigues iig Tibet against the democratic 
Republic of China, its refusal to support the Soviet resolution to 
expel the representative of the Kuomintang clique from the U-NOO- 
all these have further underlined the Nehru Government's collaboration 
with the war plans of Anglo-American imperialists under the cloak of 
neut rality•

The General Council of
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The General Council of the aITUC, therefore, fully supports the 
decisions of the All-India Peace Committee to intensify and strengthen 
the campaign for peace.

The General Council calls upon all trade unions to form peace 
committees in every factory, workshop and mill, in offices and 
in working class areas and carry on the ceaseless campaign, exposing 
the war plans of imperialism and its satellites. It calls upon them 
to firmly unite the workers against war and for peace.

The General Council further calls upon all trade unions to conduct 
a signature campaign, as directed by the peace Committee, for peace. 
It calls upon all workrs to pledge themselves to firmly fight all 
attempts to drag India into a war against the Soviet Union and the 
countries of people’s democracy and China and to fight always on the 
side? of the Soviet Union, the first land of Socialism.

The General Council of the AITUC fully supports the proposals 
made by the World Peace Committee in its address to every elected 
Assembly the world over, viz.,

1. That an end be put to the armaments race, which is creating 
wide poverty and destroying all hope of prosperity. This can be 
achieved by the reduction of military estimates and armed forces

2. That an end be put to the terrible threat of atomic attacks. 
This can be achieved by the banning of atomic bombs.

3.

5.

That an end be put to the wars of intervention directed against 
the peoples of Indonesia, Malaya and Viet Mam. This can be 
achieved by the opening of immediate and direct discussions 
under international auspices..

That an end be made of all repressive masures directed against 
the defenders of peace, which aim to break popular resistance 
and to leave the field clear for war preparations.

That an end be put to the war of nerves and confidence be 
restored. This can be achieved by the signing of a peace pact 
between the great powers within the framework of the united 
Nat ions.

The General Council demands the Government of India to support 
these proposals in the United Nations.

With a view to strengthen the campaign for peace, the General 
Council decides to observe the vzeek following the first anniversary 
of the World Congress of Peace, from April 23rd to 1st May as 
"THE PEACE VZEEK".

The General Council calls upon all trade unions to hold meetings 
and rallies and other demonstrations during this week in cooperation 
with all other democratic organisations and rally the working class 
and the toiling masses in support of these proposals.

The General Council is confident that the peoples forces are 
far strong enough to enforce their will to peace.



ON UNEMPLOYMENT

The General Council of the All-India Trade, union Congress strongly 
protests against the policies of the Government which have already led 
to colossal growth of unemployment and have inflicted starvation on 
millions of working class and middle class families*

In the textiles; already over one lakh workers have been thrown 
out in the streets due to complete and partial closure of mills and 
measures of rationalisation. Most of the mills in the Madras province 

■ are working only for three weeks in the month, thus forcibly inflicting 
unemployment and wage-cuts on 50,000 workers.

; • * - .,ln the jute industry 12^ per cent of the looms have been sealed 
fa om Apixl 1949, thxowmg out over 25,u00 workers. Since July 1949, 
all the jute mills in the country have been closed for one week every 
month, thus rendering 5 lakh workers unempl oyed f or - cne_ .week._eve ry 
month™

Over a million handloom workers have been unemployed for months.

In tie Railways, thousands of workers have already been retrenched. 
Gangmen are forced to work four miles instead of three miles of 
Railway track, and thousands of workers have been thrown out as a 
result™ Hundreds of clems and workers from every department’ and -work
shops have been thrown cut of their jobs, All new Railway construction 
work 'has been stopped., throwing out tens of thousands of temporary 
and casual workers cut of employment.

Thousands of workers have been retrenched from every department 
of the Cer’iro.1 and Provincial Governments * Thousands have already, 
been ' .5 et renched from the ports of Bombay, Calcutta and Madras.

Many -engineering factories in the country have been closed 
completely • r partially and have retrenched thousands of workers. 
Oil mills have been closed in U.P™ and fifteen thousand workers are 
unemployed.' Thousands, of workers from the leather industry, tanneries, 
printing presses, beedi industry, cigar factories - from every industry 
have been thrown nut.

One fourth the compliment of workers has been reduced in scindia's 
ship building yard in Vizagapatam™

The number of unemployed workers ia already over 20 lakhs.

Thus with ths bursting of the capitalist crisis, closure of 
mills and factories, short-time work, closure of departments, ration
alisation and retrenchment are the order of the day in every industry 
and department of Government.

But with all this the capitalist crisis gets still more intensified, 
instead of being solved. And with the further intensification of the 
crisis, the capitalists and the Government are making desperate and 
determined efforts to ;nflict still more unemployment•and starvation 
on the working class-with a view to transfer the burdens of the crisis 
on to the shoulders of the working class', plans of retrenchment and 
rationalisation are being sought to be persued with still greater 
vigour.■

The Governmotat of India, thus n: t only refuses to undertake its 
elementary obligation to f i nd v.n rk and employment for the workers and all 
the citizens, it is on the other hand actively persuing a policy of 
unemployment.

Yhile it reduces taxation



While it reduce^ taxation on the richer classes and capitalists, 
it maintains a huge military expenditure and announces plans Cf further 
retrenchment with a view to balance its budget. At the same time, it 
closes p.Oijublic works, irrigation works and other construction work.

With a view to enable the capitalists to carry out their schemes 
of inflicting still more'mass unemployment and retrenchment and crush the 
resistance of the workers, the Government is enacting lefei.Lsat i on which 
sanctions retrenchment and illegalises all strikes against retrenchment.

Having thrown millions of workers out of employment, the capitalists 
seek to use the unemployed workers, who are in a helpless condition, as 
a pressure against those in employment, to effect wage-cuts, to increase 
workloads and to further worsen their already unbearable conditions. 
Further, they attempt to use the unemployed as a reserve to break strikes 
and thus to emasculate the class struggle of its strength.

The fight against unemployment.has, therefore, become urgent and 
of supreme importance, Every worker and his family is faced with 
starvation and death. The trade union movement/faced with the menace 
of struggles workingeelassistruggles being weakened.

The General Council of the All-India Trade Union Congress, therefore, 
calls upon all trade unions to pay immediate attention to this urgent 
problem.

The General Council reiterates the demands of the unemployed made 
in the 23rd session of the All-India Trade Union Congress, viz.,

1. Every unemployed must be given a Job according to his capacity 
in artisanship

2. Till such time as the unemployed is given a Job, he be paid 
unemployed allowance equivalent t o E$,80 as minimum wage per 
month and dearness allowance at a rate that will fully compensate 
the rise in the cost of living

3. provision of cheap grainshd-ps for the unemployed where essential 
articles of livelihood be sold at 50 per cent their market price

4. Free school and college education to like children of the 
unemployed and free boarding and lodging arrangement for them 
at the expense of the Government and the employers

5. Provision of houses for the unemployed to live in

6. Proper arrangements throughout the country for registration 
of all unemployed.

The General Council of the All-India Trade Union Congress directs 
all trade unions to immediately start Unions of unemployed workers in 
every place and rally the unemployed workers for struggle to achieve 
these demands.

It calls upon them to organise meetings, demonstrations, conferences 
and marches of unemployed workers and start a vigorous campaign in 
support of the above basic demands ofttbe unemployed workers

The General Council further calls upon, all Trade unions to rally 
all the employed workers in support of the demands of the unemployed 
workers, by means of meetings, processions ad strikes and other 
demonstrations and to coordinate the struggle of the employed and 
unemployed workers.
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ON AGRICULTURAL LABOUR

The General Council of the All-India Trade union Congress warmly 
greets the mr i culturml wocf-ers throughout India, who, inspited by the 
heroic struggles uf c-hu urban industrial working class, have awakened 
to class co.'.sc ionones? end fought most heroic strikes and struggles 
during the lest two yearn.

The. agricultural workers of India are the most exploited sections 
of the, people in India. Their wages are incredibly low, ranging between 
two annas to eight annus per day. They are iorced to work for twelve 
to sixteen hours a day„ F.rced labour, known as .begar or yetti, is 
common throughout irdia. in meet places tae agricultural workers are 
yoked to lifr-isny to landlords in return for a paltry sum
loaned cut to them Their conditions herder on slavery, i

In addition to this terrific economic exploitation, the
' agriculture'... workers In most of the parts of the country are the 

> victim cf cruel social and caste oppression. They are dubbed as 
"urt.cu d'acler’1 , “ r or o iul € d cast es’: and are denied even the right to 
use public roads, tanks and wells.

7
Against this unbearable exploitation and oppression, agricultural 

workers have fought heroically in every province.

In U.P. , Maharashtra, Bengal, Tamilnad, Andhra, Kerala, • guj erat , 
Bihar and in the states, they have fought wide-spread strikes for 
higher wages, and won victories. Often these strikes nave been district- 
wide, as in Tanjore in Tamiinad and in Balliu in U.f.

In many places, as hi U-P. and Maharashtra, they have fought 
against the ’n/rearable debt-load and often compelled the sahukars and 
mon'ey--loudere to --’rite oft tno' unjust leans. They have fought for 
their^ rinct- to us-? pnolic cauks and wells, for fishin.-- rignto in tanks, 
for the right to cut fire-wood ?n the forests. They have fought against 
social oppression end ou'/te tyranny, and asserted their human rights.

Not only have the agricultural workers fought fcr their own 
rights, but they h;..’-e mco fop.ni in support of the struggles of all • 
toiling peasants .igfinvi. evi?! icr?, against the unjust procurement 
meupuius of the Gcv». rnm^i.t ofi'i ■. 1 ils , who attempt to dsiiive the 
toiling peasante of c Lx th sir feed They have fought as in
Kakdwip for Uu distriUutiGn of land to the tillers.

Just like the urban industrial workers, in these struggles, the 
fighting agr ..cult ur-..l .vmimrfc been, feeing the most unpvecedanted 
fascist repTer&b.i 1 ?t 1 cc ,,e on. cy the Congress Govqrrment • 
Tkuusands of tben ^a./e been ■'rres’-ed end sent once 1 to lone verms of 
imr;. i s onrient or f-tlsc c1 -j.^e Mwiy h i/o teen sente need to 'ieath in 
Andhra, 'iPlahur an.. T am ’• u- d or. ib-i se cn.irges. scares ou r e arc 
facing t rvmpea up charge? of mu rd;.-?.

i ■ Their meetings and p recess i on?> and demonst rat ions neve been 
banned, Thei-- or,- nui * cns xx o b^en illeg j, tised ^n , momilnad,
Andhra and in the Jn. ft ?.t c of o"- ava.i ” urs and b^-.bin- L ■ listless 
have been the j ch -mrcs thezi pro s i ? no aid J. ngs . genres
of agricultu^ul woxkers have ^i^llen mnr^.^rs i.i the nume.'.’ovs firings 
resorted to by the Coryr:ss G wornnert;s police.

Undaunted by this brutal fascist repression, the agricultural 
workers throughout India are fighting with ever more heroism and f'/.rm 
det erminat ion, X

It is of great signi'ficanc.
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It is of great significance that in these struggles, the agricult
ural workers are emerging as the leader of all toiling peasants, fight
ing to end feudal exploitation and for securing land to the tiller.

The General Council of the All-Xndia Trade union Congress fully 
supports the basic demands put forward by the Bengal and U*P* provincial 
Conferences of agricultural workers, which include among othersj-

1 .Living wage of Rs.80/- per month and full dearness allowance 
t.Seven hour working day
3 .Six working day week, with one day of complete rest every week 
4-Abolition of the Zamindari system without compensation
5 .Land to the tillers
6 • Canoellat i on of all debts of agricultural workers and toiling 

peas ant s
7 .One month holiday with pay in the year
8 .Pull employment and full wages and dearness allowance for any 

period of enforced idleness
9 .Complete abolition of forced labour.

The agricultural workers throughout India have seen in their 
struggles, the real face of the Congress ministries as the firm 
supporter and protector of exploiters - the rich peasants and landlords, 
the money lenders and the black marketeers.

Under the Zamindari Abolition Bills of the Congress ministries, 
the agricultural workers and the poor peasants do not get land. On 
the other hand, the Congress Ministries only seek to secure property 
rights and freedom to exploit the agricultural workers and poor 
peasants to the rich capitalist farmers, by buying out the Zamindars 
on payment of hundreds of crores of rupees as compensation. Not only 
are the crushing burdens of rack-renting not lightened to the slightest 
extent, but the burden of this huge compensation is also to be thrust 
on the shoulders of the toiling peasants and agricultural workers.

These Zamindari abolition Bills, thus, perpetuate and intensify 
the exploitation and to the already existing crushing burdens of 
feudal exploitation are added further burdens of bourgeois exploitation 
of the capitalist land owners.

The procurement measures of the Congress ministries deprive the 
toiling peasants of whatever little food grains they have, and leave 
the village hoarders and land-owners free to black-market and loot 
the agricultural workers and toiling peasants. The Congress ministries 
refuse to assure a minimum quantity of food to the agricultural workers 
and toiling peasants, who are thus thrown to the mercy of the black
marketeers 0.

All their policies have only led to acute famine over large areas 
of Tamilnad (Madras), Malabar, Maharashtra, saurashtra and Rajasthan. 
It is clear that the Congress ministries representing the bourgeois- 
feudal combine and out to protect its interests, cannot solve a single 
problem of the people.

The continuation of this bourgeois-feudal regime will only mean 
hunger, poverty, unemployment, famine, brutal repression and death to 
the vast majority of agricultural workers and toiling peasants.

The struggle of the-^ricultural workers for their basic demands 
is therefore part of the struggle of the working class and toiling 
masses to end the regime of bourgeois-feudal combine, and replace 
it by a people's democratic government based on workers, peasants, 
and oppressed middle classes.

The decision of the Conference of agricultural workers of Bengal 
and U.P. to affiliate the Unions of agricultural Wkker®tvith the All- 

India Trade union Congress
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India Trade Union Congress is of great importance. The General Council 
warmly welcomes the trade unions of agricultural workers inside the 
All-India. Trade Union Congress. The cementing of the fighting unity 
of the urban industrial working class and the agricultural workers will 
immensely strengthen the common struggle against the exploitation by. 
the capitalists and landlords, against mass unemployment and starvation 
and for a living wage and full employment.

The General Council calls upon the agricultural workers throughout 
the country to organise themselves in trade unions of agricultural 
workers and strengthen them and to prepare for district-wide, province
wide and country-wide strikes and struggles against mass unemployment and 
starvation and to win their basic demands of a living wage and full 
employment.

The General Council further calls upon them to unite with the toil
ing peasants and lead the struggle of all toilers in the country-side, 
in the coming months when acute famine in the countryside is being 
aggravated by the procurement measures, the agricultural workers should 
lead the battle of all toilers in the countryside for food and against 
unjust procurement measures.

The General Council further calls upon the agricultural workers 
to form broadbased elected committees of Action with fighting agricultural 
workers, as part of their preparation for these struggles. Such democratic 
committees with fighting workers alone will protect their struggles 
enable them to fight the fascist repression of the Congress Government, 
and ensure victory to the struggle.

AGAINST REPRESSION -__ FOR DEMOCRATIC RIGHTS

This meeting of the General Council of the All-India Trade Union 
Congress condemns the savage fascist repression let loose on workers, 

peasants, students and the movements of the common mass of toilers, 
by the Congress capitalist Government.

During its reign of three years, the Congress Government has 
imprisoned without trial over 25,000 leaders of the toiling people of 
India. Thousands of leaders of workers, peasants and other common people 
from North Malabar, Telengana, Bengal and other places were prosecuted 
under false charges and convicted without allowing any facilities for 
their defence.

The ruling circles did not rest content with imprisoning the working 
class, peasant, student and communist leaders and fighters, but resorted 
to brutal lathi charges and firings in various jails, resulting in the 
death of several fighters and severe injuries to many.

During the last nine months, since the 23rd session of the AITUC, 
the fascist repression by the Congress Government on workers, peasants 
and common people has assumed far more serious proportions.

Firing inside jails which fras began by the notorious B.C.Roy 
Ministry in Bengal in June 1949, went on mounting, culminating in the 
most barbarous and brutal firing in Salem jail on February 11, and in 
Nasik on 6th February, when in Salem no fewer than 22 peasant leaders 
were mowed down dead and 103 injured by bullets and in Nasik one 
was killed and over 50 were injured.

Since June 1949, 32 prisoners have been killed in jail firings alone 

in the period of nine months, even on
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In thia period of nine months, vffen on the basis of the far from 
complete reports in the bourgeois press, as many as 50 firings took place 
against demonstrations of workers, peasants and agricultural labourers. 
Between October 1949 and 4th February i.e. in four months alone, there 
were as many as 36 Strings.

In these firings 38 workers', peasants', and student leaders were 
killed .

Thousands of peasants from Telengana were prosecuted on false 
charges, in special tribunals. All normal procedure of law was abrogated 
Defence facilities were totally denied. After such farcical summary 
trials, 108 of them have been sentenced to death and many mere are 
facing trumped up charges of murder.

Three workers' leaders of Textile workers from Vikramsingapuram 
were prosecuted and sentenced to death. Four agricultural labourers 
who fought the atrocities of landless in East Godavari District have/" 
been sentenced to death and scores of peasants are facing murder 
charges.

Thousands of peasants and workers from Malabar, Tamilnad and 
Andhra have been sentenced to long terms of imprisonment, inside 
jails!these brave fighters are singled out for specially vindictive 
treatment and are forced to do the hardest labour and treated worse 
than the most hardened criminals.

in Morth Malabar, in several villages and towns of Madras province 
and in Hyderabad State, an unheard of reign of terror has been let 
loose by the police, in which several peasants and workers and their 
families have already perished.

The intensity of repression can be seen from the fact that in 
the first week of August alone, the Madras Government arrested over 
5,000 workers and peasants in Tamilnad. in Madura alone, 1,700 
workers were arrested and 2,000 working class homes were raided.

In Assam, Railway workers' colonies were repeatedly raided and 
attacked. Workers were frequently fired upon, resulting in the death 
of several workers.

Working class and toiling peoples' leaders are being killed by 
the police. In Madura, Comrade Mari and Manavalan were shot dead in 
cold blood. In Palni Taluq, Com.Tillaivanam was similarly murdered.

Working class and toiling peoples' leaders are subjected to 
indescribable horrifying treatment in police lock-ups, before which the 
blood-curdling legends of Spanish inquisition pale into insignifiaance.

Inside the jails throughout India, repression and persecution are 
mounting. Denial of family allowance and transfers with the purpose of 
segregation and discrimination against working class and peasant 
fighters, treatment worse than criminals and denial of all rights and 
privileges as political prisoners, these are the shameless means used 
to suppress the spirit of detenus and political prisoners.

The detenus and political prisoners have waged heroic battles to 
end classification, to abolish discrimination against working class 
fighters and secure family allowance to workers detenus. It is to 
suppress and crush these heroic struggles that innumerable lathi charges 
and firings have been resorted to in various jails, even when the 
political prisoners were on hunger strike. These attacks and firings 
have already taken a toll of 32 precious lives of brave fighters in 
the last nine months.

Not a day passes without some



Not a day passes without some news in the daily press of firing 
or lathi charges on processions or demonstrations of workers or 
peasants, or in some jail.

Today, every workers’ strike has to be fought in the teeth of 
fascist attacks, arrests, lathi charges and firing.''.. Every struggle 
of peasants against landlord oppression has to be fought in face of 
this brutal repression.

Having failed to suppress the working class, peasant, student 
and middle class employees’ democratic movements and struggles 
through a.ll this unparalleled repression, the Congress rulers have 
cast away all democratic pretensions and resorted to illegalisation 
of mass organisations.

In flagrant violation of the Charter of Human Rights of the 
United Nations Organisation to which they were signatories, in 
flagrant violation of even the IrL.0. Convention on Freedom of 
Organisation and Trade Union Rights, they have banned by executive 
decree over 80 trade unions of workers, Representing over 2,00,000 
organised workers, in Tamilnad, Andhra, Kerala, Karnatak, Madhyabharat 
and the United State of Travancore and Cohcin0

They banned tee Communist Party in these provinces and in Bengal.

Mass arrests of workers in every strike has become the usual 
feature, as many as 800 municipal workers were arrested in the 
Bombay Municipal workers’ strike, 3,000 railwaymen were arrested in 
9th March Railway strike. ^11 members of the forking Committee of the 
Delhi Provincial Trade Union Committee were arrested while in session. 
Thousands of industrial and agricultural workers in Bengal and Assam 
and U«P. have been .rrested. Sjimeen out of the. thirty members of 
the Working Committee of the A1TUJ and more tian 50 members of its 
General Council are in jail or driven undergrounds

One of the first acts of he Government after the inauguration 
of the new bourgeois fascist constitution on January 26th, was a 
summary order by the President, validating and continuing indefinitely 
all detentions without trzial,. All Provincial Governments are reenact
ing public Safety Measures Acts, which are even more severe than the 
existing ones. The Central Government is coming forward with over-all 
legislations in order to more efficiently direct this repression.

Under these laws any person can be arrested and detained 
indefinitely without trial or dlndicement by a police officer. Any 
newspaper can be summarily suppressed without 'resorting to Court 
Procedure, Property of democratic and mass organisations can be 
confiscated by a fiat of the Executive.

All fundamental human rights and freedoms as laid down in the 
U.NcO. Charter, in the declaration of the committee of Hernan Rights, 
and as are understood and accepted throughout the world, have been 
totally denied to the mass of workers, peasants and all toiling people

Today, there is no rule of Iqw, even as is understood in 
bourgeois democratic regimes, instead an open naked fascist regime 
exi st s.

With the happenings in jail and outside, with hundreds of peoples 
leaders killed, with refusal to release the 25,000 leaders of workers, 
peasants, students, women and common people, and with brutal firings 
on workers’ strikes and demonstrations, the bourgeoisie and their 
Congress Government are out to drown in blood workers’ trade unions, 
peasants' and student organisations that dare to fight the bourgeoisie 
that dare to fight against mass unemployment, misery and starvation.

Caught in the grip of a mortal econo
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Caught in the grip of a mortal economic crisis, faced with ever 
greater and determined resistance of workers, peasants and the entire 
toiling masses, panicky before the determined workers who are counter
attacking -g’.d preparing under the banner of the AITUC, for a 'general 
strike for securing jobs for all and living wage to workers, the. 
Congress bourgeois'rulers are desperately trying to postpone their 
doom by resorting to ever mounting fascist repression. Through this 
repression they seek to physically exterminate thousands of our leaders 
now in jail.

Through mass arrests and firings, through banning meetings and 
declaring trade unions, kisan sabhas and student organisations illegal 
organisations, they seek to disorganise and paralyse mass resistance 
so"as to enable the capitalists and zamindars to transfer the burden 
of the crisis on to the shoulders of the common people.

The AITUC characterises this state of affairs as naked fascist 
rule, the like of which even the hated British imperialists dared not 
introduce even during he worst war crisis. This brutal fascist 
repression launched at a time when faced with the most ferocious 
offensive of mass unemployment and starvation, the working class 
is moving forward to determined strike struggles against unemployment 
and for living conditions, threatens the very existence of the militant 

trade union movement.

The struggle against this fascist repression and for smashing it, 
is therefore of vital importance in defending the vital economic and 
political rights of the working class and for protecting the great 
militant organisations they have built up with infinite sacrifice. 
To organise a countrywide struggle to achieve this, is the urgent need 
vf the hour0 The AITUC calls upon workers in all industries in 
India to prepare for country-wide struggles for the realisation of 
the following immediate demands.

1» Immediate and unconditional release of all political prisoners, 
all those detained without trial in all the jails.

2. Withdraw the kan on trade unions in Madras, Andhra, Karnatak, 
Kerala, Maohyabharat and in the United State of Travancore and 
Cochin.

3. ’Vithdraw the ban on the Communist Party in Madras, Andhra, 
Karnatak, Bengal and Hyderabad

4, Release every worker jailed, reinstate him in his job and grant 
him compensation equivalent to full wages for the period kks 
ho was detained,

5. Abolish classification and treat all politicals, whether 
convicted or detained as political prisoners and ensure minimum 
standard for tneir treatment not below the equivalent of present 
standard in Cl ass I.

6. Family allowance equivalent to full wages of the workers detained.

7. withdrawal of Public Security Measures Acts in provinces and the 
preventive Detention Act at the Centre

8. Pull recognition, without restriction, of the right to organise, 
right to strike, freedom of press and freedom of speech.

The General Council of the AITUC calls upon workers in all 
industries to prepare, for a decisive struggle for the realisation of 
the above democratic rights of the trade unions and of every mass 
movement of all toilers.

The General Council appeals to all democratic organisations 
outisde the T-U.^C. to join with the AITUC in organising a common 
united struggle in defence of trade union and democratic rights, to 
defeat the offensive of the capitalists and smash the fascist repression 
of the Congress capitalist Government.

The General Council
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The General Council calls upon all trade unions to observe 
March 18 as ”/JITI-RErpESE ION PAY”, to hold meetings, processions 
and ether forms of cemonstrruions on that day and demand the repeal 
of the security acts, the release of all those detained in Jails and 
condemn the regime of repression.

ON THY CONSTITUTION OP INPIA

The General Council of the All-India Trade union Congress declares 
that the new Constitution of India inaugurated on the 26th of January 
1950, being; a product of the conspiracy of the Indian capitalist class 
with British .Tmpe: i clists, is an instrument for the perpetuation 
of the exploitation of the working class and the toiling people of 
Inoia by too Indian bourgeoisie in collaboration with Anglo-American 
imperialists.

The constitution does not embody the sovereignty of the Indian 
people tut its enslavement to the British imperialists and to the 
new exploiters - the American imperialists. It sells India’s right 
to determine her own foreign policy and takes it into the Anglo- 
American war camp against the Soviet Union.

Under this constitution, the workers and the working people have 
no right - no right even to struggle against their poverty and slavery,, 
while it guarantees the vested interests - Indian and foreign - the 
freedom of unhindered exploitation of the working class andthe people 
of India.

By assuring the inviolability of profits, by declaring as a 
fundamental law of the constitution that the people of India have no 
right tc confiscate the industries and assets owned by any profiteer, 
past, present or futurc; the constitution guarantees to the British 
and other foreign capitalists all their profits and the industrial 
ana economic power they have accumulated in India by open robbery for 
centuries.

The constitution guarantee that the state shall not take over the 
iroperty of the vested inte-Rets without compensation means that 
there would be no nationalisation cl industries in the interests of 
the people.

By this guarantee, the feudal parasites, the princes, zamindsrd. 
and jotedart-i are bolstered up and protected from confiscation of 
their 3 and by the people. It thereby denies land to the tillers -

The Constitution shamelessly declares that the staJc shall have 
no obligation to secure to the citizens the right to work and to means 
of live1 ihood. I4 una-'hrmedly denies any responsibility for providing 
the workers a living wage, u’mmploymenu relioi, old-age pension or 
a higher standard of Living and nutrition. it cynically refuses 
culture to the people oy refusing tc accept any enforceable obligation 
to introduce free primary education.

The Constitution denies the workers the most elementary right to 
form trade unions, by keeping in the Executive’s hands the unbridled 
power to declare any organisation illegal without any proof or evidence 
The right to strike and picket has been denied.

Freedom of the press is not even mentioned. It does not guarantee 
civil liberties. Under it the Executive is armed with power to 
arrest and detain without trial any one fnr any length of time.

The General council
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The General Council, therefore, denounces this Constitution as 
a Constitution for the Indo-foreign vested interests, against the 
Indian working class, Khet jiazdoors (agricultural workers) ond peasants 
against the oppressed middle classes and the progressive intellegtntia, 
against the whole population of the country.

The General Council pledges to ceaselessly rally the Indian 
working class against this slave Constitution. It calls upon the 
trade unions to rally the Indian working class for determined strikes 
apd struggles in defence of their vital interests and thus forge the 
sanctions for a people’s constitution which will embody the sovereignty 
and independence of the people, which will secure land to the tillei' 
and living wage to the workers, which will nationalise industries and 
ensure the right to work and economic security to all and which will 

place power in the hands of the toilers and will ensure the alliance 
of the Indian people with the Soviet Union, China and peoples’ 
Democracies for peace, against war.

PREPARE TO IMPLEMENT THE RASIC DEMANDS RESOLUTION 0? 
THE T'TENTYTHI RD~SESSION

The General Council of the All-India Trade union Congress notes 
with grave concern the alarming situation created through-out the 
country by colossal unemployment that sweeps over the whole country 
and is engulfing thousands of workers and middle class employees 
every day.

In their attempt to shift the entire burden of the economic criais 
on ttocthe shoulders of workers, peasants and common people, the 
bourgeoisie has further deepened the crisis which is bursting forth 
everywhere.

Over one lakh of textiles, workers are thrown out of employment 
in the short space of one year.

Over two lakhs of Central Government employees in ordnance and 
Clothing factories, Central Government’s General Engineering workshops 
and other establishments of the Government have been turned out of jobs 
in three years. Thousands of railwaymen are thrown out of employment.

Thousands of Metal and Engineering workers are turned out of jobs. 
Dock workers, J^ort Trust workers, Municipal workers, post and Telegraph 
worker^ and workers in all establishments and handloom workers are 
unemployed in their thousands.

Clerks, teachers, professionals, bank and insurance employees all 
are victims of mass unemployment. At a conservative estimate over 
20 lakhs working men and women wanting to work are ’without any job. 
This number of unemployed is rising at unprecedented rate.

Not only are the bourgeoisie and the Government callous and 
Indifferent to these 20 lakhs of people and over a crore of their 
dependents who are facing literal starvation and death, but they are 
launching everywhere new attacks, by way of rationalisation, cut in 
dearness allowance and imposing fresh burdens on the toiling millions 
in the country.

Over and fcbove the two million unemployed workers, nearly a 
crore of .agricultural labourers are literally starving and dying. The 
Government does not accept any responsibility to help the unemployed. 
On the contrary it itself throws thousand and thousands of Government 
employees out of job and refuses to give any unemployment relief.

It does not consifcate or
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It does not confiscate or take control of trhe mills and factories
when the employers declaMeaaliokkout, "but on the contrary it helps 
them tc close more and more factories.

It does not arrest the ever rising prices hut .on the contrary 
its policies of relaxation and withdrawal of controls-^ only help the 
capitalists and merchants to increase the prices and loot the people.

It keep*s at the disposal of the employers all its machinery to 
suppress every struggle of workers, suppress resistance in any form 
end shamelessly transfer the burden of crisis on to thexk shoulders, 
of working people.

As a result of this situation mass unemployment and mass starvation 
and death is facing every family of the worker, of the middle class, 
of agricultural labourer, or poor peasant and of every common man.

Conditions of workers has become desperate. under capitalist 
regime in the period of serious capitalist economic crisis workers 
in all industries and establishments are subjected to evsr increasing 
exploitation.

Against these condit ions-* workers in every industry are fighting 
with dogged resistance unparalleled in the history of Indian Trade 
Union movement. Textile workers, railway worker^, Government employees, 
teachers, metal workers, bank clerks and workers i'n.evsry establishment 
are fighting back with determination evsry attack of the- employers. 
There is not a single industry where strikes g.gaf.nst unemployment and 
attack on wages or increase workload ha.s net taken place.

Put the Government is crushing these struggles of -workers with 
utmost ruthlessness separately and in isolation.

Immediate all-india united struggle of workers in all industries 
and departments' and other establishments has become urgent and imperative 
7/ith such a coordinated action simultaneously workers will bd able 
to defeat the offensive of the capitalists.

Immediate preparation for a united all-India struggle of all 
workers from every industry for living wage, jobs for'all, and against 
all repression, for witnlrrwal of all repressive legislation, for release 
of all detenus and political prisoners, becomes our urgent task.

The General Council colls upon all provincial committees, Regional 
Councils and trade unions tconduct vigorous campaign for an All-India 
United Struggle and popularise the Basic Demands Resolution passed by 

the 23rd sessidn of the AITUC-.
Every Union should form united committees of action in every 

factory and department, rally inside the unions overwhelming’mass of 
workers in every industry, forge united front of all workerm in every 
factory, depaxhment or otner est o.bliobment s and vigorously prepare 
for all Inula united action as, stated in the resolution on Lcsic demands 
of the 23 rd seision.

The General Council is confident that the unions and prcvincil 
Committees and Regional Councils will reaxise the -gravity of the 
situation and immediately piepare fir all-lrdia action fen basic demands 
to enu unemployment, to secure jobs ^or ala and fn defence of trade 
union snd acmcorc/tio rio.hrs.
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0 N M AY T> AY

The General Council calls upon the Indian working class to observe 
May Day 1950 as a day of internetional working class solidarity of and 
fighting unity, as a day of fight for peace and against war, for the 
basic demands of living wage and security of service, full democratic 

liberties and trade union rights,
May Day 1950 sees the mighty advance of the world working class 

led by the World Federation of Trade Unions, to its cherished goal of 
peace people’s democracy and Socialism. It sees the Advance of the 
great Soviet workers towards communism and of the working class of 
the People’s Democracies to Socialist construction, in the creation of 
the People’s Republics in Germany and China it sees mighty increase in 
the people’s force of peace, which decisively changes the balance of 
forces in favour of the working people fighting for national liberation, 

people’s democracy, peace and Socialism and against the warmongers led 
by Anglo-American imperialists.

Against this reality of growing all round propserity in the soviet 
Union and People’s Democracies, stands another reality, the reality 
of the cspitalist world of bursting crisis, of unprecedented mass un
employment and wage cuts, of growing famine, pauperisation and death for 
the toiling millions, of feverish preparations for the third world war.

Against this menace, May Day 1950, sees glorious traditions of fight
ing international working class solidarity as witnessed in the great 
general strike of the Canadian Seamen, of dockers in London and Australia, 
of the French Dockers in support of the war of liberation fought by the 
people of Viet Nam and so on. It sees the people’s ever growing forces 
of peace led by the 'Vorld . Peace committee, inflicting defeat after defeat 
on the war-mongers.

May Day 1950 sees the people of Asia, of Viet Nam and Indonesia, of 
Purina and Philippines, of South Korea successfully fighting their wars 
of national liberation.

More than ever before. May Day 1950 sounds the inevitable and early 
doom of capitalism the world over.

The General Council calls upon the Indian working class to renew 
this day its pledge of fighting for world peace, of strengthening still 
further the bonds of international working class solidarity cf intensify
ing its struggle for winning national liberation, peace and people’s 
democracy.

The General Council calls upon the working class pf India to 
reiterate on this day the basic demands as laid down by the 23rd session 
of the AITUC, namely, (1) Minimum wage cf 2s. 8 0/- for unskilled workers _?- 
and 9s»125/- for clerks and skilled workers; (2) Full dearness allowance' 
neutralising the cost of living index; (3) Security of: service and right 
to work; (4) Seven hours day and forty hours week; (5) one month’s 
privilege leave with full pay, 20 days’ casual leave with pay and oldl 
age pension; (6) All temporary and hadli' wo^ke?^'ahould be made pexiaAxw.E 
(7) Guarantee against ■ unemployment; (8) - Four'- and a half month© wages 
with de&aness allowance as h°nus for 1948-49 for ^orkeyp in every 
industry (9) Rig|)| cf tpade unions work in thpfaptories; (10) immedi»st‘ 
and unconditional ■ release of all the leaders' |f’’workers, peasants, 
students, and women’s organisations an^ of'the communist Party, yp^^&rd 
^1,00, Bahujan Samad wadi Party and all' political -prisoners, who h^ye'bec.- 
anrasted for participating democratic struggles; (11) Repeal of $11 
rept^hsiye boning strikes -and attacking-trade union r|$hts.

$ha,General call's upon the vzorking class of India to
\le4g© on thi^ hf international working -class solidarity to 
intensify its.^ruggle for these demands by forging impregnable bonds 
of wo^king/^lajsa unity in the country as the purest guarantee of ills' 
fln^ vic^pjp/.

The Council calls upon ha work^rg and their trade unions 
over the country to unitedly observe this great day in a fitting 

by holding -pro^esaicns aud and all
$ther Vistula way a a :
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A, I. T. U. C. SPECIAL fuel

The General Council of the AITUC warmly greets the millions of 
workers throu-.h cut India, who, despite the brutal terror and. fascist 
repression unleashed by the capitalist government, have rallied in 
ever rrsater numbers under the banner of the AITUC* It is their 
struggles and support that have enabled the AITUC to boldly and unflinch
ingly face the brutal repression and firmly defend the- vital interests 
of the working class.

Lespite all the repression and the determined efforts at disruption 
the AITUC alone hos become the symbol of working class unity-- unity for 
struggle, Both nationally and internationally, it is recognised as the 
representative of the Indian working class, fighting for and defending 
the vital interests of the working class and leading them in the battle 
against ccpi’*ulism. Thousands of new workers ard daily looking to the 
AITUC and comxr.n towards it for guidance and lead in their struggles 
against capitalist offensive.

The AITUC is chosen by the Government as the special target of 
its attack because, the AITUC and its Unions arc an obstacle to their 
desperate attempts to transfer the burdens of the crisis on to the 

shoulders of the workers and inflict mass unemployment and starvation 
and carry out other attacks on the living standards and working 
conditions of the working class.

The strengthening of the AITUC is therefore of vital importance to 
the working class and its struggles. The strength of the aITUC is the 
strength of the Indian working class. The stronger the AITUC, the easier 
it is to smash the offensive of the capitalists and to win thefr basic 
demands.of rhe working class.

The tremendous repression of the Government on the AITUC Unions, 
the illegalisation of over 80 of its unions in the South and in Madhya 
Bharat - all these have told upon the finances of the AITUC, at a time 
when more funds are needed to carry on its activities in conditions of 
repression and to lead the struggle against the ferocious capitalist 
offensive and for winning the basic demands.

Confident that the workers of India will rally together to strength* 
the AITUC - their sole central fighting organisation - in every way, 
the General Council hereby decides to constitute a Special Fund to be 
known as the ”AITUC SPECIAL FUND'’ and to raise voluntary contributions 
from workers and all supporters of the AITUC.

The General. Council appeals to all workers to contribute their 
utmost to the Fund.

The General Council calls upon all trade unions to raise collcctionr 
from all workers and svnpoiters of the AITUC. It calls upon them to 
enrol permanent donors vino will regularly contribute monthly donations 
to the AITUC.

The General Council resolves to issue special May Bay Flags on 
the coming Mav Bay u.nd to arr uve for their sales to the workers 
through the provincial Commitvaes, Regional Councils and Tr&ds Unions. 
It further resolves that the sole proceeds of uhe May Bay Flags will 
be credited to the AITUC SPECIAL FUFU.”'



GREETINGS TO THE SOVIET UNION

The General Council of the aITUC sends its warm fraternal greet in-s 
to the working class and to the people of the 3ovtt union and the Great 
Stalin, headin; the world camp of peace, democracy and Socialism.

The great progress in the material well being and prosperity made 
during the.pre-war years which brought about the irrevocable victory 
of Socialism in the U.S.S.R., the colossal sacrifice in men and material 
which the people of U.S.3.3. made tc defend the peoples of all lands from 
fascist marauders and the rout of Hitler’s armies; the unprecedented 
production triumphs of the post-war years which have brought about all 
round prosperity, which has led to such material well-being that it is 
enabling the people of the U.S*S.R. to take rapid strides towards 
Communism, when the capitalist world is languishing, when it is in the 
throes of a. crisis, resulting in all round misery, destitution and 
unemployment; all these have created profound love and admiration and 
respect for the peoples of the Soviet Union.

These great triumps conclusively demonstrate t&e complete superiority J 
of the Socialist system over the capitalist system.

It is the Soviet Union and its Red Army that liberated the peoples 
of Eastern Europe and enabled them to establish the rule of people's 
Democracy and march to Socialism.

It is the Soviet Union that by routing the Japanese fascists 
created the conditions for the people of China to win their liberation 
from the American imperialists and the reactionary Kuomintang clique 
and for the final battle cf emancipation of all Asia.

It is the Soviet Union that champions the cause of the oppressed 
peoples of Indonesia, Malaya, Viet-Nam and of all other colonial, semi
colonial and dependent countries in their struggle tf overthrow the 
yoke of imperialism and native capitalists and landlords.

In the U.N.O. and other int ernat ional bodies, it is the Soviet 
Union th$t has consistently fought for the rights cf the Indians in 
South j>frica and Nest /cfrica.

It is the Soviet Union that has consistently fought against the 
suppression of tho Trade Union movement in Indian and other colonial 

countries end for upholding the trade union and democratic rights through
out the world.

It is the Soviet Union that has consistently unmasked the war 
designs of the Anglo-American imperialists. By its proposals to end 
the atom bomb and for the five power peace pact, it is the soviet union 

that consistently fights for peace and friendship among nations and 
cooperation among peoples.

These mighty moral and material achievements of the Soviet union 
inspire the working class and toiling masses of India to fight with 
courage and determination against the regime of capit alist-landlord
imperialist exploit ation rand oppression and for the establishment of 
a people’s democratic state which alone will enable them to firmly 
tread the path to Socialism and banish the pangs cf hunger, poverty 
and unemployment.
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GREETINGS TO CHIMA

The General Council of the aITUC sends its warm fraternal greetings 
to the working class and people of China and their leader, Com .Mac Tse- 
Tung, on the establishment of the people’s Republic of China, signalisir. 
the final and irrevocable victory of the Chinese people against the 
enemies and enslavers of China — the American imperialists and the 
clique of Kuomintang reactionaries.

This great and historic victory of the Chinese people has sealed 
the doom of foreign imperialists and their native agents on the 
continent of Asia and opens the prospects of the immediate liberation 
of the people of Asia. It has changed the balance of forces on a 
world struggle against the imperialist war-mongers and colonial 
enslavers, for peace, democracy and Socialism.

The working class and the toiling people of India rejoice in 
tfris great historic victory of the Chinese people and see in it a 
decisive defeat inflicted on the common enemy of the people of the 
world - Anglo-Me rican imperialism - which hastens their own liberation 
and has advanced the cause of world liberation. The historic struggles 
carried on by the Chinese people for twenty five years under the 
leadership of the working class and the great victory inspire the 
toiling masses of India to fight more determinedly and courageously 
their battle for ending the rule of capitalists and landlords and 
establishing the rule of people’s Democracy.

GREETINGS TO VIET MINH REPUBLIC

The General Council of the All-India Trade Union Congress sends 
warm fraternal greetings on behalf of the Indian working class to 
the working class and the toiling people of Viet Nam who, by their 
brilliant armed victories against the troops of the United States 
backed Drench imperialists and the traitor Bao Dai, have already 
liberated nine-tenths of their country from the yoke of colonial 
slavery. Even in the rest of the country, the tottering imperialist 
regime, which is totally isolated from and hated by the people, is 
rapidly losing ground to the advancing people’s liberation forces. 
The complete end of Drench imperialist rule in South East Asia is 
not far off.

The General Council strongly condemns the policy of the Government 
of India, which, despite this reality, has so far refused to recognise 
the Republic of Viet-Minh, headed by Dr.Ho Chi Min,. This refusal 
of the Nehru Government, completely exposes its professions of its 
interest of the freedom of the people of Asia. The General Council 
firmly holds that this refusal to recognise the Republic of Viet-Minh 
by the Government of India, despite all its mask of neutrality, is 
clearly dictated by the interests of the imperialist colonisers and 
Anglo-American war-mongers, it thereby helps the French imperialists 
backed by Anglo-American imperialists, in their bloody war against 
the entire people of Viet-Nam on whom they are desperately trying to 
reimpose their oppressive colonial regime.

The General Council demands of the India Government to immediately 
recognise the Government of the Republic of Viet-Minh, headed by 
Dm.Ho Chi Min, as the lawful Government of Viet-Nam.

The General Council assures the working class and the freedom 
fighters of viet-Nam that the AITUC will strive to unmask the machination, 
of the Imperialists and of the Nehru Government and rally our people 
to force the Government of India to recognise the Republic of Viet-Minh.
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GREETINGS TO FRENCH UORICSRS

This meeting of the General Council of the All-India Trade Union 
Congress sends its warm fraternal greetings to the working class of 
France end in particular to the French dock workers, who, under the 
leadership of the Confederation General du Travail (confederation of 
Trade Unions of France) are today waging a resolute and united struggle 
against the continuation of the colonial war waged by the French 
imperialists for'the enslavement of viet-Nam.

The Conference of Trade Unions of Asia and Australasian countries, 
organised by the ’Vorld Federation of Tiade Unions in Peking in November 
1949, appealed to the workers of the United States of America, Britain, 
France end Holland for solidarity with and support to the oppressed 
peoples of South East Asia fighting for their national freedom and 
independence, and gave the clarion call for ’’immediate and unanimous 
intervention against these unjust wars" .

The working class of prance has nobly responded to this call and 
thereby carried forward its great revolutionary international traditions 
The dockers of Marseilles, of pc rd i aux:, of Saint Nazaive, of le Havre 
and Dunkerque, by refusing to load munitions to Viet Nam, the heroic 
crew of ’’Pasteur" who delayed their ship leaving for Viet Nam, the 
arsenal workers of Toulon who refused to load arms on a ship, the 
workers of Dukal plant in Issy-Les-Mohineux who stopped production of 
tank parts, the railwaymen of Marseilles who stopped work for 24 hours 
- have all demonstrated to the ruling circles of France and to their 
American masters the determination of the working class of prance to 
end the war in Viet Nam, to defeat all their plans, to crush the 
liberation struggle of the people of Viet-Nam, to force the return of 
the expeditionary corps to France.

At a time, when the French imperialists and their American masters 
are frantically attempting to prop up their running dog pao Dai and stem 
the tide of liberation throughout South East Asia, this decisive 
intervention of the French working class has strengthened the bonds of 
international class solidarity of the working class and hastened the 

victory of the liberation forces of viet-Nam. By these heroic actions, 
the French working class has struck a powerful blow at the war-mongering 
plans of the Anglo-American imperialists.

The General Council warmly greets these glorious actions cf the 
French workers and assures the working class and the people of viet- 
Nam that it will rally the Indian people to defeat the arti-Viet-Minh . . 
conspiracies of the ruling circles in India.

G FEET I NG S TO IT AL I AN. C . G . T .

In the name of the Indian working class, the General Council of 
the All-India Trade Union Congress sends you its fraternal greetings, 

are deeply shocked and indignant to hear cf the brutal murder of 
s\x comrades at Modena and scud to you and through you to the working 
class of Italy cur sympathy on this occasion.

The savage murder of these six martyrs by the police of scelba 
proved beyond all doubt that the Gasperi Government and their masters, 
the American imperialist war-mongers "/ill stop at nothing in their mad 
drive towards war. it shows at tne same time the might cf the working 
class and toiling people of Italy who are detexminediy struggling to 
defeat these war plans, to bring an end to the exploitation resulting 
from the Marshall plan, to end American domination and to root cut the 
hb&iiasof fascism from Italy.

In India, today the



In India today the working class, fighting under brutal repression 
launched by the Congress fascist rulers under the guidance of their 
Angl o~ zmeri can masters have only recently lost in the same fight 22 
brave sons of the workers and peasants - mowed down by fascist bullets 
inside jail in Salem.

•/e know that these massacres - in your country and ours - these 
firings, murders and assasin^tions are only proof of the fear of our 
rulers and their masters of the growing and determined opposition of 
the people, proof of their weakness and not of their strength.

'7e are convinced that your struggle in defence of y~ur minimum 
living standards and against war is one with ours and import mt for the 
defence of world peace. And therefore the assassination of the six 
martyrs of Modena is an inexcusable barbarous act against the working 
class not only of Italy but of the whole world.

The unbreakable internetional solidarity which binds the working 
class of all countries so closely together in the common fight against 
fascism and war, in defence of living standards - these very bonds 
unite us today at the death of your six brave comrades.

In sending you rur sympathy we pledge to you to fi -ht decisively 
against our common enemy, in close cooperation with the working class 
of all countries, under the banner of the gTorld Federation of Trade 
Unions, for the defence of peace, for freedom and Socialism - for a 
better life in a world of peace - and thus avenge the death of the 
martyrs.

SUPPORT TO CENTRAL GOVURWUNT SMULOYEBS

The General Council of the AITUC wholeheartedly supports the 
determined struggles waged by the Central Government employees against 
the India Government’s vicious offensive of mass retrenchment, increased 
workload and attack on their trade unions and for winning their basic 
demands for a living wage and security of service.

Already from the Government of India’s departments alone over a 
^.akh and a half have been thrown on the streets. Not satisfied with 
this they have further planned to retrench no fewer than 60,000 railway 
workers and have refused to undertake any responsibility to confirm 
those tens of thousands who have been employed since September 1940. 
Along with this workload has been considerably increased for gangmen, 
workshop employees, loco shed workers and others. Rot only their 
dearness allowance is not increased despite sharp rise in prices but 
actually a heavy indirect wage cut has been forced on them through 
very drastic cut in grain shop concession, making amcckery of these.

Along with the railway workers, thousands of post and telegraph 
employees as also thousands from other departments like the 
Central P.V.D., Central Ordinance Depot and the various central 
Government offices all over the country are facing mass retrenchment 
and increased workload.

To force this offensive down ths Government has intensified its 
repression, arresting union leaders en masse, issuing orders against 
their employees taking part in politics, withdrawing recognition of 
the militant unions as on the railways and by countless other devices.

The Socialist leaders everywhere are only 
game by perpetuating disruption and sabotaging 
worsening Government offensive.

p 1 ay i ng the G o v c r nm ent’s 
joint action against the

The Railway workers, the leading
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The Railway workers, the leading and most organised section of the 
Central Government employees, have under the leadership of their fight
ing central organisation, the All-India Union of Railway porkers, 
decided to observe March 9 as All- India Railway 'Porkers’ fasic demands 
Bay. The General Council of the All-india Federation of Central 
Government Employees’ Union, has called upon all central Government 
employees to support this call through meetings and demonstrations.

The General Council lends its ’full support to and calls upon all 
Provincial Committees, Regional Councils and Unions to take every step 
in their power to mobilise other sections of workers to support the. 
Railway wor.'mrs and other Central Government Employees by means of 
meetings and demonstrations. For the battle the Railwaymen and 
Central Government employees ^^Gleading is not only the battle of all 
employees of the Central Government, but the common battle of all 
Indian workers against the common menace of mass unemployment and wage 
cuts and for a living wage and security of service.

' 0N RAILWAY 'WORKERS 1 .:'b

This meeting of the General Council of the AITUC heartily 
congratulates the heroic Railwaymen who have teen waging a heroic 
battle in the face of Fas ci st.repression by Congress capitalist 
Government and the treachery and disruption by INTUC and the socialist 
leaders.

The General Council fully supports the brave struggle of the 
Railway workers against retrenchment, wage cut, against increase of 
work load, against victimisation and for living wage and security of 
job to. all and assures Railwaymen all assistance in their struggle 
against Railway Board and the Congress capitalist-Government.

The AITUC strongly condemns the brutal repression let loose against 
Railwaymen by the Congress G.dveniment, it condemns the attitude of the 
Railway Board which made forty-five crores of rupees profit and at, the 
same time has launched all round attack on Railwaymen by mass retrench
ment, cut' in wages, increased workload^victimisation.

The AITUC General Council calls upon all Provincial Committees and 
Trade Unions to rally all workers tn support of railway workers

Protest strike struggle on 9th March, by holding meetings and demonstrat 
ions and by any other effective way of struggle.

ON TEXTILE WORKERS

This meeting of the General Council of the AITUC congratulates 
the brave textile workers of Bombay,’ Madras, Kanpur, Madhyabharat, 
Rajasthan, BerhiAhmedabad, Nagpur, Khandesh, Calcutta and other 
places for the'heroic SG-rug.-les they have been waging braving all 
repression and fignt mg back '-.he attacks of the mill-owners by way of 
mass unemployment, rationalisation, wage cuts and similar other methods*

The General Council while strongly .condemning the brutal repress!m 
let loose against motile wcrKsrs by the Congress capitalist Government 
and the irr 11- owners Uy way of mass unemployment and rationalisation am' 
whole-heartedly supports the call of the ;ill-India Textile workers* 

Federation for an early General Strike all over India for realisation 
of the basic demands against unemployment, for security of jobs, for 
living wages, for end of repression and assures textile workers that th 
AITUC will-do every thing possible to mobilise country-wide support bo 
the textile workers’ struggle.

The General Council calls upon workers in all industries, Prcvinoia 
Committees and Trade Unions to rally behind the textile workers end 
compel the management and Government to stop repression and concede 
all demands of textile workers.
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KHANLESH TEXTILE 'YORKERS' STRUGGLE

The General Council of the AITUC vigorously condemns the move of 
the mill-owners of Khandesh to close the mills for 13 days in a month 
only fr:m the 28th ci February and thus callously inflict unemployment 
and start etln, on 10,000 workers for more than fifteen days in a month 

and demares ohe immediate withdrawal of this decision and full employment 
of the wcikeroe

The Cenexrl Council congratulates the textile workers ^f Khandesh 
on their c'jc'.bim to resist this offensive of mass unemployment ’ey 
General Strike from the 28th cf February.

The General Council fully supports their demands fcr full employ
ment, living wage and security of service and calls upon all trade 
unions to support their struggle against unemployment.

BIHAR GCAL MINERS' STRUGGLE

The General Council of the AITUC congratulates the coal miners of 
Bihar, who by their one lakh strong strike of November demonstrated 

their unity and determination, t~ fight the offensive of coal mine 
owners, vajh the support of the Congress capitalist Government and to 
win tneir basic demands.

The miners have "been facing the ever growing offensive of the 
mine owners. Several pits have been closed leading to unemployment of 
thbusands of miners.

are
In several pits workers / given work only for three days in the 

week, thus inflicting unemployment for half a month.

The voluntary unemployment allowance that the miners were entitled 
to till 1948, has been taken away by the Congress capitalist Government.

•^heir rations have been cut. Even their bonus is denied to them. 
Hours of work have been increased in case of all monthly paid workers 
in workshops to 10 hours in complete violation of even the Factory 
Act. Their wages are appalingly low.

To enable the owners to carry through their offensive of 
ment, the Government of India has constituted a Retrenchment 
Rationalisation Committee.

ret ronch— 
and

The Congress capitalist Government has let 
on the mining workers. /Hl the Trade Unions of 
repeatedly raided and papers seised, ill their 
seized. Hundreds of workers and otfice cearers 
arrested and detained.

loose a reign of terror 
the AITUC have been 
office roc ord $ have been 
cf tne unions have been

Facing this brutal repression, the coal miners are heroically 
fighting and resisting evjvj c'.hck of the real wiaerewnevs. They have 
put on the run the discredited strike breaking agency of -he INTUC.

The Socialist lerdsrs, true to their rcle everywhere, hove 
repeatedly betrayed tie -A.vngLus of the miners, in the face of 
the mounting offensive of mass unemployment they cry their best to hold 
back the workers from strike.

The AITUC congratulates the miners, for breaking through those 
disrutpive barriers sought to be created by the Socialist leaiei.'s and 
going over for struggle and strikes againot the attacks cf the ocal * 
mine owners.

The General Council fully
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The General Council fully supports their struggle for a living 
wage of ^80/- per month, fcr full dearness allowance, fnr full 
employment and against mass unemployment.

The General Council greets the growing urge of the coal miners 
for general strike in order to smash this oJ,fensivevpJ^A^£Wl'W‘K^^ 
and for winning their basic demands. •• \erri'i Je mo'i’i ©Hu ao.e.--!

The General Council calls upon the (cp,al o^.i^^^in-^ycryupit 
sink al^Aif^flrenxjes'^h'a-*-n rge° g^uggi.^ufTi'athaitr-iu-TCxb
general strike! tfhibhUibn3-cah'-WAsft^ig„ of f^ q^^empioymenUni°-' 

rj!jS nJ.? I: ' r‘ ’ ^i-rrvo unirr
The General Council calls upon them to /:vv Committees of Action wit 

rank and file fighting workers, to lead them in their struggles.
yf.^1 ir-fonaC r

It calls upon them to intensify their resistence to every attack 
under the leadership of these committees and thus pyepare for general 
strike.

The General Council assures the coal miners of its fullest support 
in their struggle against unemployment and for their basic demands.

ON PUBLIC SECURITY METSURUS
•V

This meeting of the General Council of the AITUC strongly condemns 
the various Public Security Measures Acts enacted by the Congress 

capitalist Governments atrthe centre and in the provinces and demands 
their immediate repeal.

Through these measures the Congress Government seeks to suppress 
every opposition by naked fascist methods. Under these AtiUs 
powers are given to the police to arrest-and-detain'-'ah^vpbt£pn'Jm 
trial for an indefinite period; every kind of''f/Wdom-'c.f

speech and press is suppressed. _• ..........
■ i. t ' i r .. ■ f' #• - " L I'1 © ■' • 3 c.’ 5 ; X. •- ’ •' ■ •< 1 j *j> *i ■ ' 2 ful n'; M . >.i ■ . I - - ’• .i . i

The'gte ACt,slate aimed at suppress ion -"of 'workers /peasants, middle Z. 

class; atuc^nta and t eyery?movement top. the^conraori'people'and their 
organisations to ensure capitalist loot and to enable capitalists to' 
transfer the burden of the deepening economic crisis on the backs of con/ 
common tailing, .peoplet V*.' 4, * .. • • - «.

The fact that 25,000 leaders vOf^prkers, peasants, students 
and common people are imprisone4£>p  ̂ without trial and brutal
£ire and lathi charges are cpene’&yidi^^ comrades who bravely fought 
against disruption, and killed several and injured hundreds, show the 
fascist character of the Congress bourgeois Government.

The enactment 6f these measures exposes the bogus character of the 
Constitution introduced by the bourgeoisie and proves tc the hilt how 
not even the semblance of democracy and any single democratic right of t 
the common people exists under that constitution. The enactment of 

these measures denying any single right to people only shows how the 
Government of the bourgeoisie has lost all Support of every section 

'of people and how the Government is trying to maintain its power only 
by suppressing common people by brutal fascist terror and by no other 
means,

The General Council of the AITUC calls upon all Trade Unions, 
peasants and the student organisations and all democratic organisations 
in the country to forge mighty united front of workers, peas.-.nts, the 
oppressed middle class to organise a country-wide determined struggle -'. .-■> 
to compel the Government both at the cent re ' and ’ in t.he provinces ,to.. \ 
withdraw the Public Security Measures, to release immediately all 
comrades arrested and convicted under these measures,, and for unrestri6 
fed democratic rights of all common people.

Bn " '
j- "r: ' • ' ! The AITUC General Covnc.il

Covnc.il
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The Council salutes the memory of the "brave 32 martyrs who defied 
police firings in the.jails of Calcutta, cuddalore, Trivandrum, sabarmati, 
Nasik and in the last and the most ghastly massacre in Salem, to assert 
their supreme right to be treated as political prisoners, to end all 
discrimination against worker and peasant detenus, to demand open trial 
or release.

The General Council salutes the memory of the heroes who were 
martyred in Congress jails during epic battles of hunger strike which 
they fought in defence of their rights as political prisoners and against 
the fascist Government’s efforts at discrimination.

The Council salutes those countless, heroes, men and women, workers, 
peasants, middle class employee^ and students, who in defence cf their 
struggles for basic demands and against repression, in defence of the 
struggles which their.jailed comrades and leaders were waging, in 
repeated waves, all over the country, in cities and in the country-side, 
defied police bullets and smashed the Congress rulers’ game to drown 
their struggle in blood and terror.

The Council salutes the 'memory comrades like com.Abbasi in 
Bombay who fell martyr on January 26, demonstrating against the fascist 
Constitute n and who thus expressed the deathless determination of the 
working class and the toiling people of India >to resist the constitution 
with all their strength.

The General Council vigorously condemns these countless firings, 
regular firings inside jail which hven the hated foreign rulers dared 
not order. In the name of the martyrs it,demands an immediate, open, 
unofficial inquiry into each one of these firings and other atrocities 
that have resulted in these deaths and adequate punishment for all those 
guilty of these murders, it demands full compensation to the families 
of these martyrs and above all a definite end to this fascist policy cf 
physical extermination of the workers and toiling people’s leaders.

The General Council respectfully salutes these martyrs. They died 
because they resisted the hated congress rulers’ effort to drown in blood 
the toiling people’s struggles for a better life, for freedom and democracy, 
^heir death has only further steeled the working class and other toilers 
•o struggle to unite and close their ranks still further. The General 
Council pledges to relentlessly strive still harder to forge this fighting 
tnity under the banner of the AITUC and rally our people to force the 
Government to end this rule of repression, immediately and unconditionally 
'elease all detenus and political prisoners and guarantee full democratic 
nd trade union rights to the toiling people.

ON DEATH SENTENCES ON TELENGANA COMRADES

The general Council of the All-lndia Trade union Congress condemns 
b fascist measures of the Government of India and of Hyderabad in 
etencing 108 leaders of the toiling peasants of Telangana by special 
Ibunals and demands that >/<. be immediately cancelled and the prisoners 
released. . they

These savage sentences, the Council holds, are deliberately planned 
drown in blood and terror the peasants’ struggle for land and liberty, 
ch even 16 months’ of ceaseless military operation failed to crush, 
y are planned to force the peasants to once again accept the hated 
ressive feudal yoke of the Deshmukhs and handlords.

The special tribunals, the
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The Special Tribunals, the fantastic chargers of murder against 
the leaders of the peasants, the abrogation of all normal legal procedure 
and the shocking refusal of all legal facilities and the death sentences 
have all bedn undertaken only as a measure of reprisal against these brave 
peasants of Telengana.

Through a vigorous nation-wide campaign effectively supported by 
powerful democratic opinion thoughout the world led by the World 
Federation of Trade Unions, World Peace Committee, World Federation of 
Democratic youth, Women’s international Democratic Federation, 
International Union of Students, international Association of Democratic 
Lawyers, the AITUC and other organisat i ons of the toiling people have 
forced the Government temporarily to stay the executions of 13 of these 
108, which were planned for January 22-23.

The General Council calls upon the working class of India to further 
intensify the campaign, through mass signatures, by holding meetings, 
processions, demonstrations, and other ways open to them and thus 
compel the Government to cancel the sentences forthwith and release the 
prisoners. The Council further calls upon them to demand the immediate 
withdrawal of all military and armed police from Telengana, release of 
all the arrested peasant leaders and fighters and full democratic rights 
to the toiling people of Telengana.

The General Council welcomes the formation in Dombey of the 
’’Telengana Defence Committee” consisting of the representatives of 
the AITUC, Students' Federation, Progressive writers’ Association, 
the Indian people’s Theatre Association and other organisations. The 
Committee appeals to all trade unions to help the Committee in the 
collection of the funds and in all other ways, in the fight to save 
the lives of the 108 leaders of the brave Telengana peasants.

FIRING IN BIHAR SHARIFF

The aeneral Council of the AITUC strongly condemns the brutal and 
murderous firing on the demonstration of workers of the Mica factories of 
Jhummi Tallia (Bihar) on strike on 12th January by the pihar Cnngress 
Government’s police killing in cold blood t2 workers. The General 
Council condemns this atrocious brutal murder of a worker by Debi Dayal, 
owner of mica factory and condemns the Bihar Government which has not 
cared even to institute an inquiry and refused to prosecute the murderer 
Debi Dayal.

The General Council also condemns the firing on Biri workers at 
Bihar Shariff by Shet Kumar, a capitalist and landlord on 20th December 
in which workers were shot dead and wounding many.

This cold blooded killing of workers by the Congress police once 
again unmasks the fascist character of the present Government,

The AITUC congratulates the brave workers of Jhummi Tallia who 
defended themselves against the brutal firing and demands immediate 
impartial public inquiry into the firing and prosecution of the police 
officers and Debi Dayal on charges of murder. The General Council demar. 
of the Bihar Government to immediately order inquiry and also pay 
compensation to the families of workers who were killed in this firing. 
The AITUC salutes those martyrs and pledges to carry on with greater 
determination the struggles to end the regime of fascist repression and 
establishment of the rule of workers, peasants and the oppressed middle 
class. The General Council calls upon all provincial Committees, 
Regional Councils and tra.de unions to condemn this firing and de."-.nd 
inquiry.

tra.de
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ON DEATH SENTENCES ON VIKRAMSINGAFUR/M AND EAST 
GODAVARI COMRADES

The General Council of the 'aITUC strongly condemns the death 
sentences on three brave textile workers of vikramsingapuram, Madras 
Province and on four peasant fighters of East Godavari in Andhra.

These textile worker comrades stood in the forefront of the 
textile workers' struggle against the British mill-owner for the 
basic loments of the workers and in fighting the mill-owners' goondas 
who were let loose to terrorise the fighting textile workers.

The brave peasant comrades of East Godavari stood in the forefront 
of the struggle of the agricultural workers and toiling peasants in 
resisting the inhumrn sadistic atrocities committed by the landlords 
and the special ax’med police that was let loose by the Madras Govern
ment to suppress the movement cf agricultural workers and toiling pxx 
peasant s.

The General Council of the AITUC demands of the Madras Government 
the coneell arion of these barbaric death sentences and their 
uncendi’u i onal release.

GORAKHPUR LABOUR CAMP

The General Council of the AITUC denounces the Government of 
India for the organisation and running of a slave labour camp, known 
as the Gorakhpur Labour camp, in the mining areas of Bihar.

The Gorakhpur Labour camp was a military labour corps organised 
during the war,' of unskilled workers which was used to work in the 
coal mines due to the ’war-time shortage of labour.

The Government of India have handed over this entire camp to the 
mine owners. Workers in this camp are under military discipline. 
They are forced to werk 12 to 14 hours a day, on pain of being imprison 
if rhey desert. All mining regulations have been thrown tc the w'inds.. 
No trade union organisation is allowed to work. Their wages are the 
1owest.

The' maintenance of this slave labour force and the extraction of 
forced labour are a shamefaced violation of fundamental human rights. 
The slave labour force is maintained only for the purpose of being 
used as a black-leg force for breaking all strikes of the coal 
miners, who are fighting with unparallelled heroism the attacks ef 
the cpal mine owners.

The AITUC condemns these fascist methods and demands the immediate 
disbanding cf the sieve labour force.

The AITUC further demands that all the workers in this labour 
camps be immediately employed as free, labour, with all Trade union and 
fund am e nr al ri g h t s .

ON__ FILLING UE VACANCIES
In view of the situation ricejed by rev recsi on, it is hereby 

resolved thot all vacancies in the Cere’ml Copicil arising out of 
detention, arrest and chitr causes, may be filled up by circulation 
among members cf the Gencial Council,



RHPCRT ON TH I FID J/iNUARV STRIKE

On 3rd January through barbarous repression and on the 
strength of the police, the capitalist Congress governmant 
succeeded in preventing the strike of Ahmedabad Textile workers. 
But the reception given to the 3rd January movement by the 
Ahmedabad textile workers has shown that the beginning of the 
mental change among the Ahmedabad textile workers which will 
lead to many a strike like this, has been made. Ahmedabad^ 
workers have once more experienced the fascist character of the 
Congress Government and tho truth has been brought home to thorn 
that even the smallest struggle for bread and employment will 
have to be carried forward by fighting the repression of the 
capitalist Congress Government and thn* only Red flag is capable 
of leading these struggles.

in Ahmedkbad, since a long time, the mill-owners have 
started an all-out offensive against the workers in the form of 
lock-out, mass unemployment, rationalisation etc. under one 
jcXHxk pretext or other, during the last one year only the figure 
of retrenched workers has reached to 7000. Besides, lockouts 
have unemployed 25 thousand more. (it is not clear whether 
the figure written is 25 or 2? - $).

On this question of life and death of the workers as 
well as on every single questions: affecting the life of workers, 
the character of the vnhajan as capitalist agents, was understood 
by tho workers. That is why as soon no the news came that all 
India Textile A’orkers' Conference was being held in Bombay to 
achieve the basic demands of tho workers and to beat back the 
unemployment offensive, there was tremendous enthusiasm among 
the v/orkera here. .Yorkers elected their fighting delegates, 
from various localities and eent a big delegation of 45 
militants workers to participate in the conference. The textile 
workers* Conference showed them tho correct path to come out 
of the deadening grip of the economic crisis. ’ho worker 
delegates returned enthused with the call that there is no 
other way to achieve basic demands except through general u^rike 
and to prepare for it -organise strike on 2nd January ”, And 
to implement thio call, they began an all out propaganda work 
among the workers. The Ahmedabad Textile workers took up the 
work of preparation for the 2nd January strike with unprecedented 
tempo and enthusiasm. ’’be index of their militant spirit began 
to rise.

"he Ahmedabad textile workers began the preparations for 
this strike in the midst of several difficulties and severe 
repression. Section 144 was imposed since August itself to 
crush the wave of indignation in the working class ht the murder 
of Comrades jayanti and yodi and the atrocities perpetrated on 
the beloved leaders of the working class. cases were pending 

against several militant workers for leading processions and 
demonstrations. But uns rervingly the workers continued their 
preparat ions.

As soon as the Textile Conference gave the call, the Hill 
Kam d ar Union brought out leaflets. in the
leaflets brought out to protest against t shun on communist 
Party and trade unions in Madras, against the death sentences 
on Telengana comrades, in connection with the 22nd December 
unemployment Day and in the leaflets specially brought out in 
connection with the 2nd January - besides in the leaflets 
brought out in connection with individual mills - Monogram, Vijay, 
Ramkrishaa etc - thus the propaganda was carried on regarding 
the 2nd January through about 20 to 25 thousand leaflets.

On 11th December in the over filled premnbai Hall the 
delegates from Bombay gave their report ’’Organise strike on 2nd 
January” slogan resounded every where. in the meeting Jb.80/- 
was collected for the strike fund.
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in the meeting held in prema^-ii Hall on 15th together v.ith 
protesting against the unprecedonted repression in madras, 
speeches were mace about the 2nd January strike#

With the expiry of the ban on meetings and procession 
on the 17th, the workers seized the opportunity and the 
strike movement gained greater speed. on the one hand 
through the chawl meetings and the procession of children 
the slogan of “Strike on* 2nd January •• resounded in swriy 
every locality, and on the other hand, through huge mass meet
ings and processions and torch processions. The working area 
was humming.

On the 18th a huge meeting was held in Kamdar maidan. 
Workers came in procession from Naroda Hoad, Rakhiyan Road etc. 
It was 4000 strong, and protesting against the congress 
Government’s unprecedented repression and against the death 
sentences on Telengana comrades, a call was given for strike 
on 2nd January.

A big procession was taken out on 19th and moved about in 
the working class area and in the city, cn 21st 4000-5000 
strong meeting was held to celebrate Stalin Day* in this 
meeting greetings were sont to com.Stalin the leader 
of the world working class and a call fo’ strike on 2nd 
January was given.

On 22nd December threw® was the anti-unemployment day 
meeting with full force nd enthusiasm. AZ&in the workers filled 
up the Kamdar maidan with thousands. At the end of the meeting 

about 500 workers took out a torch procession and staged 
a demonstration at the offices of anti-working class Yajur 
Mahajan, Kill-owners’ Association, Congroee Rouse and 
Collector’s office. The entire working class and the main 

^o/r^da of the city right upto Rhadra resounded with the slogans 
against unemployment and for 2nd January strike lor achieving 

basic demands.

During this time the worksxx of postering and street 
chalking of the slogan of “Strike on 2nd January” in every 
locality on walls and inside mills, was continued, besides 
through out the c ampaign the collection of strike fund was 
organised on a big scale and thus the call for ’’Strike on 2nd 
January “ re chad every single area of the working class. By 
contributing ks. _  (this is kept blank - s) for the strike 
fund, the Ahmedabad workers expressed decidedly their feelings 
for the strike.

Frightened at this rising tempo and militancy of the 
textile workers under the fighting leadership of the Red plug 
the Congress Government made mass arrests of the worker leaders 
on the 23rd and 24th December. The arrested were coms.
i o - s) the working Committee member of the a11-
india Textile orkers* federation, the well known leaders of the 
mill Kamgar Union coms. Ramswarup, gulfikar, the militant 
leaders of the nonggram workers Coms.Mehmed Bengali, Rashid 
Mehboob, the leader of the Ahmedabad students union com.Ahsan 
and the leader of the Hotel Kamgar Association Com.Karimbhai. 
By effecting these arrests the Ahmedabad mill-owners and their

Congress Government had hoped to prevent and smash the ymr 
grow-ing enthusaism for the 2nd Jan ary strike. at the fight & 
w rkers of Ahmedabad, already inspired with the heroic struggle 
of Sabarmati Jail comrades and the martyrdom of Corns.jayanti'and 
Modi and having learnt to combat the police repression 
challenging the atrocities coramitteed in the congress jail, 
were^suppressed with this repressive attack.

Gn the contrary the workers replied back by argan..sin? 
amass meeting unprecedented in its huge attendance by taking 
out a torch light procession - 800 strong, the like o.. which" 
was never before ^een in Ahmedabad. in ^pltc of fact that 
their cxrerieiirec "'i -ed lenders were arrested, new miHtnn*
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than 5000 workers in the mass meeting on the 25th and celebrated 
anti-repression day and thus ohoy/ed to the capitalist Congress 
Government th;>t the slogan of ''strike on 2nd January” the 
echo of the very rank and filo workeris heart and hence he 
himself had t;.kon up the work of the preparation for t’ac strike. 
*he torch procession following the meeting moved in all the 
workers’ localities and made the slogan of “Strike on 2nd January* 
more resounding in every locality. The 25th meeting and 
torch procession increased the confidence in the mil it; nt 
capacities of the workers and Red Flag many fold. The enemy was 
was flabberghauted. The workers making fun of the armed police 
lorries at the meeting and following the procession, kept on 
shouting anti-Nehru-Patel slogans. ^«ia rising tempo and the 
revolutiona.y spirit of the workers wan truly reflected in 
the speech of the mother o the two arrested comrades. She 
said "Today the Government has arrested my two beloved sons, 
but from today you all are my beloved sons like Zulf-A»han.
Till the hardships are overcome and till the final victory 
of the working class, I will be with you”.

Hot only this, but like the exploited nuws all over the 
country, the working class here too was beginning to understand 
that there was only one way to beat back the repression and th/at 
was resistance to the repression. The Ahmedabad working class 
is no more prepared to suffer police repression peacefully. The 
resistence of Coms, zulfikar and Ashan's mother and sister 
at the time of rheir arrests, the resistance put up by 
Com, Rnmswarup at the time of his arr st and the w; y he beat up 
the c.I. D. do?.; ( xx? tTie-

1±L^—is meant—as-an-e-pi-Vhet) and the resist
ance of the militant workers even after their arrests* on 25th 
clearly shows that Ahmedabad working class io adopting fighting 
forms and is taking rapid strides towards beating back repression. 
The same is reflected in the fight put up by the militant workers 
of Ahmedabad against the police while demonstrating their 
protest against the slave constitution on the so-called 
Republic Day.

By now the scale of the propaganda for strike and the 
feelings for strike had become so wide-spread that workers 
themselves started saying "There will be strike" ("strike 
Hogi”) Not one worker was heard speaking against the strike. 
Every body was in favour of strike. Mahajan was loosing its 
influence and the seeds of the militant unity of the workers 
were being wa sown.

Such was the anger of the workers against the capitalist 
mill-owners that the notorious strike breakers -vuhajan find 
Socialists - dared not do any anti-strike propaganda. The 
Mahajan leaders habituated to haranging the workers not to « 
^all a prey to instigators” dared not hold u single me ting 
or issue a single leaflet against the strike. as on 9th 
March, the Mahajan supplied the list of ^^1)1 ant workers to 
the police and .-rot them arrested, as for Cocialiscs, they dared 
not even show their face.

Hence finding it impossible to break the strike through 
their agents, the capitalist mill-owners resorted to the use of 
foreeP police end the power of their Nehru-Hatel Government.

The opportunity vhich workers t;ot to hold meetings and processions, 
for a vzeek - from 17th to 25th - was too much for them. The 
barbarous repression let loose by the con reas sovernmenL has 
parallel only with that of the 9th March Railway strike. lection 
144 was again imposed on 26th. Ban wao imposed on every kind 
of propaganda such as processions at night, slogans, street
chalking, chawl meetings, use of loud speakers, etc. even 
the legally printed leaflets were taken Arrests w$re
made. From the ’fill Kamdar Union leaders bo the le fist >
distributors and even the slogan sh utere were arrested.
Between 25th and 2nd, 24 more comrades were arrested, enviously 
there was no question of the ri ' of picket c-.,.;,



The 2nd January being a holiday, the Hill Kamdar Union 
had called for strike on 3rd January. from the midnight of 
1st Itself, the police took possession of the mill areas. gt 
©very single mill there were armed police ior 24 hours. ihese 
were withdrawn only after 3rd. Armed police lorries begun to 
petrol the mill areas, inside the mills the Mahajan represent
atives took up the work of the police. they continued to spy 
and threat the workers.

The ‘discipline’ inside the mills was strengthened. Ho 
worker was allowed admission inside the mill without showing 
the printed cord. 'Before the strike itself, the militant 
workers were driven out e-g. Arvindx, New commercial and 
Gujecat spinning Hills .feesides by giving Ski. false promises of 
employment, the owners had kept ready through the jobbers and 
masters, the unemployed workers and these were taken inside 
the mills.

Thus besides attempting to instil fear through the violent 
Congress methods, several direct and indirect means were 
adopted, baring these vary days, the mill-owners started 
vigorous propaganda through newspapers that elevon more ikk mills 
will be closed down due to LHe shortage of cotton. even -Nanda 
himself joined in it. ’he Mahajan leaders engaged, themselves 
in this capitalist propaganda to prevent the workers from going 
on strike by threatening more unemployment and spread the 
propaganda tha if you go on strike for one day, all the mills 
will have to be closed down for four months.

It is only by resorting to unprecedented repression that 
the capitalists ana th ir congress Government have succeeded 
in preventing the strike on 3rd January. But with this 
repression their mask of democracy is torn off. Every worker 
was saying ’’This Congress Government rules or. the strength of 
bayonets only”. This fasciot character oi the 'ongress Government 
has been recognised not only by militant Red ylag workers but by 
the entire working class. The workers have realised that this 
Congress Government which resorts to such fascist; repression 
to break one day strike, will not coiky solve a single problem 
of theirs. Simultaneously, the workers have also seen the 
weakness of the owners and the Congress Government. The owners 
are no more able to prevent the workers taking the path of 
struggle, on the strength of the Mahajan. it has become more 
and more necessary to resort to lathis and bullets instead of 
Mahajan. And this fact itself shows that there is a growing 
unti-Uahajan feelings among the workers and tremendous prospects 
are opened up to rapidly built up the militant unity of the 
Ahmedabad working class under the fighting policy of the Red flag.

The most important reason for there not being any strike 
anywhere in spite of the fact that the movem nt for strike on 
2nd January was so wide spread, was that the necessary organisat
ion to bc&t back the mud repression let loose by the congress 
Government after 29th December was not built up. The Ahmedabad 
workers have learnt this bitter lesson. An organisation to give 
day to day guidance to the revolutionary fighting capacity of 
the forking class was indispensiblc. And such an organisation 
means the militant Mill Committees elected by the workers 
themselves, in two or three mills such a- Monogram, garangpur 
Cotton, such Committees were formed but in n me only. as soon 
ns the important members were nrr' sted, the remaining members 
become neryious and on 3rd January instead of taking leadership 
of the strike and bring out the workers from their mills, tney 
themselves took leave and did not go to the mills at all. tn 
other mills, the mill committees were not formed at all.

The experience of the Ahmedabad mill workers have taught 
them that without such fighting mill committees, the fascist 
Congress repression cannot be fought back in today*n situation. 
It was not engugh for the workers only to understand the necetsitv 
to light the repression and to fight it on their own ; -n He 
neendinn arisen. i th thn deenenin -nmie rrinin. thn



police repression is becoming more and more severe and to 
successfully fight it back mean© to make preparations before 
hand following the parh of Calcutta to carry forward the struggle 
and to combat the lathis and bullets. This lesson has also 
been learnt by the Jimcdabad workers from toeir experience on 
3rd January. And if this had been done then the Ahmedabad 
workers could have been brought up from the stage of nrt,here will 
be strike” (“Hdtal Hotei") to that of «/-e will organise the 
strike” ("Hartal karenenge”) This is the basic foundation 
of successfully fighting back repression, rha workers have 
clearly realised the necessity of forming the mill committees 
in every mill px composed of truly experiences and militant 
workers nd elected by the workers themselves.

The Ahmedabad workers and their only militant organis <tion 
the Mill Kamdar Union will definitely assimilate the lessons 
of the 3rd January. In order to build up a fighting unity of 
the working class in the class war against the capitalist 
owners and its stooge Government. The workers will form the 
united fighting committees in every mill and department and in 
very near future will carry towards to victory .ho struggle 
of textile workers for basic demands by smashing through 
all repression and by beating hack the capitalist offensive.



* St onograph! c not es of the me e 11n. ,• of t h e o 4 • k 1 ; < ? omm i 11 c c 
He£dr on the at 9 ?\4«

The working committee met at 9.30 a.#. under the presidentship 
oC Com.Chakkaral chettiar. He made a abort introductory Bpoechj

»*The presence of so many members of the '7.C. from different 
pnrts of our country in this meeting, in spite of the terrific 
repression that has been let looses' on the working claws and its 
militant organisation, the AITUC show the great interest our 
comrades have in the cause of the working class, i do not want 
to speak on the present situation of the working class as it is 
well known to you. VW have seen that* armies of vlolancc ihd 
intimidation cannot cow down the working class. 1 uch 1 ntimidatio n 
is not seen even under foreign rule, ye have today to take stock 
of the situation, how to meet this offensive.

’•The Governmentof India has introduced a no*/ bill in Che 
larliament, under the name and title of Labour Relations Bill, 
which ia the negation of :he fundamental rights of trade unionism, 
which seeks to outlaw all militant trade union movement, shade 
bur Government has completely identified with the capitalists 
kajuouat and they want to drown the militant work in, class movement 
in blood.

* In my own province there is severe repression, papers are 
not publishing our staterents and news at the dictates of the 
Government. But the public is becoming conscious
of the violation of human rights. There is wide agitation against 
Salem firing, it is because of this that they have instituted 
an inquiry into it. The ao called enqul?y is to be conducted by 
)etired judges and collectors, who do no' represent public opinion. 
Two of them are well known to me v being personal friends xaXxXx 
tut I knot? they cannot be trusted, moreover thio enquiry is to be 
held in camera. I do not expect much from this Tribunal. .;e 
have made clear that unless there is going to be a public enquiry 
we are going to boycott this enquiry. re should take atepe 
to see that such atrocities are not reported.

“You must have seen the recent legislation, the retention 
Bill. It completely take- away the civil liberties of our people. 
It seeks to take away the few rights that are still remaining. 
All these are matters whi ?h we are going to discuss. The present 
Government is not going to yield to any public agitation. 

■
have to see that many of our comrades are either arrested 

or underground, go we have to make relaxation in the rules regard
ing quorum etc, ye have to think how best we can carry on the
work. This la not a time when we can have rigid application 
of these rules.

MI am one of these people who do not become pessimistic
soon, I think there is more optimism in me than wh t is warranted
by my age. .e are goinq to succeed in the lon& run in spite of 
thia repression, in my province, &s i have told you, there is
terrible repression; th ngs are gointi on as In K&zi normony
under Hitler, inhuman utrocities are perpetrated by the police. 
I do not know about the other provinces except what zippearw in 
the papers and from the communication of the AX1VC central 
secretariat, in spite of this xepretsion we shall do our best, 
I hope we will have a successful sessions.

The attention of the y.c* members were drawn to the fln;ss 
presented to the aITUC by the Chinese Federation of labours through 
Com,Vikramsinghe.

*
Ok KfiLXXDCkxklXXKK could not be taken down by ms as j h$ve lost 

touch with short hand for some time, nut about 
S ninety per cent of the speeches, .:a
is taken haul overlookir^ thr»
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^he minutes of the last working committee were read out by 
jecvun and unanimously adopted.

Com.Baxi presented the accounts with a short apeech in 
Hindustani. He spoke about the repression on the working cla©s 
and how the treasurer who was elected at the time of the 
session was arrested and detained. After that, ho said, he was 
elected at the time of the lust meeting of the '/orking committee 
held nt Madras.

I
•Rankirn Mukherjee? The accounts show that the balance vzlth us 

is very meagre. uro in a critical financial position and we 
should, in my opinion, devise ways and means of strengthening 
the financial position of the AITUC.

ghakkarai? Apart from the affiliation fees, 1 think we should 
ap p e al t o 1 rid £ v i d u al workers on a particular day. ve will be able 
to get oome money by this, particularly we will to able to get 
some money from Unions which are banned and make up the loss 
on account of lllegalls&tion of unions (The resolution to ahKKxxa 
collect Special fund for aITUC received after this discus don 
in the W.C.)

Com.Newaekar proposed fchut the accounts could bo adopted 
and it was seconded by rhatak. Th® accounts was unanimously 
adopt ed.

Chakkarai t Since the question of banned unions in : udras has 
coma up £ncioentr:lly in our discussion, I would say something 
about it. Apart from the communist Party, you know that 19 
Unions are banned In Madras. About the ban on the communiat 
Party we are- not conenrned here at the present. he Trade Unions 
in Travencore and Cochin are also banned. jfar some time we were 
feeling that jutmHxwfxuKx that we should take it to a court of 
and challenge the decree, our lawyers in Madras have been 
considering about it. After the new constitution came into 
existence, our lawyers aay there are good chances of our )
succeeding in getting a favourable decision, our lawyers are 
young enthusiastic men, who are in full sympathy with our org; nisat- 
ion. Even though I am not a practising lawyer I know kaw the 
rudiments of law. I had a good deal of diecuuslon with them and 
we finally decided to take it up in a court of law. 'he day 
before 1 left for Bombay j filed a petition in my n:.me, as the 
preOdent of the AITUC, challenging this order, j do not know 
what ie going to happen, (joing through the constituMon, I find 
that freedom of association is given} at the time it is 
sought to be restricted. Trade Union organ!eat ions ara legal 
bodies, recognised under the law of the country, as a legal 
association, it has rights incidental to any organisation to 
carry on its activities. rhere is a section which says that 
organisations, which are in the opinion of the Government 
detrimental to the interest of public can be restricted in ito 
activities. But it cannot be banned, in our opinion the 
previous Criminal law Amendment Acts which could ban organisation© 

ultra vires under the new constitu ion.
wes¥<l<-t-iaha j?ven if some of the members are communists, they j
cannot ban tha organisation. I am told that the sovsrament of 
Madras is perturbed by the peltion. he chief
Secretary summoned the public prosecutor, the High court under 
whom it will come up for hearing and held consultations, x do 
not know shat will happen.

Under ban it. ha become impossible for us to carry on our 
activities^ ?ze have formed work Committees in s.I. • e have 
some form of organisation like this smon^ the workers in oth^r 
Indue triss also, recently we had a successful conference of 
S.I.R. workers. Bo not think that our work ha© cc^j© to a st^nd 
etill because our Unions are banned. ;g are watchirr; the 
situation,

JOK161:? r said thti our orA^ui r i. r, ,.o..
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are registered should have filed the petition.

Chakkarni t This is a point which I myself raised with our 
lawyers. They arid that you are the elected representative 
of these trade unions, you are also the president of the 
VPTUC. So they said, I can represent these unions. If the 
High Court rejects it on that ground, then individual unions can 
take it up and if n favourable? decision is made in regard to one 
Union it will apply to all. The secretaries of almost all 
Unions st$Q detained or underground; but members of unions can 
file it.

joglekar* can it not be done simultaneously.

Chakkarai; 1 will take this into consideration.

Bankim yukherjeet Apart from this, our old practice of 
starting new Unions Tn place of old unions should be tried, gay 
today activities, collecting subscriptions, keeping contact 
with Unions, etc nhould bo continued in this way, till the case 
is decided upon. Trom the aITUC point of view this is important. 
It is very likely than bans will como in other provinces also. 
So we have to think seriously about this.

Joglekar reverted to accounts and said th • a committee 
of the forking Committee may be set up to check the accounts. 
But it wan over ruled on the ground that our accounts arc 
audit ed.

A Credential committee consi^tin^ of Bankim, shanta, 
N.s.Nevaskar and Jo lekar was elected to go into the applications 
for affiliation.

It w pointed out the many of the unions have not paid th 
their dues, but we send it to them. 30 it should be made 
voluntary so that we need not send to unions which are not 
paying and which cannot make use of it due to language difficulties

Bahkirn। It Cannot, be done in that way. It should $0 to 
all Unions "bince we are publishing it and news regarding 
Trade Union movement end the AITUC are published in it. .e 
should make a drive to get the subscriptions from Unions.

Com.Bankim*s suggestion was accepted.

Then Kxaca the resolutions wore t^ken up.

shantabai suggested that w© should publish a pamphlet in 
various languages regarding the Labour Relations Bill,±nx taking 
it clause by clause.

Joglekar; "'ha resolution on repression is lull of 
re p et ition e•

H.H.Kewaskar; it is good to have some repetition. if 
there*is any objection it can be raised,

Joglekar; But it makes dull rending. Also points about 
Barelli firing, repression in Calcutta in the form of ban 
on organisations have to be mentioned.

N.R.Kewsakr Amritsar firing should he mentioned.

Bihar represents ive; Goonda attack on workers should be 
mentioned.This is an indirect attack, instances of this 
should be mentioned.

Ch a kk ar alt in Madras also there has been instance® of 
this. vikr^sin./^curam
goondna attacked our comrades, cur comrades resisted ,.m‘ 
it led to the death of some ^oondr;, ajuiU of c ., 1 t nil sts. 
It is fnr this thnt A-r An .« ..........
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Bengal. There ux*e instances where unions are not banned 
but their Tunc t i o n irig: is made impossible. Any comrad*' who goes 
and open the office will be arrested.

ChakkarM: This happens in Uadrae also.

U«p. pbbhaks This is tme in our case alee.

Bengal? This is worse than banning, ^orkora cannot go 
and have any functioning of the office.

Nawasknr< we should print a leaflet on it.

Bengal? ye should have a special rcaolutlon^it♦

joglekar; yacte regarding illegalisation are vary few 
in the resolution9 It should be added.

This suggestion was accepted.

joglekar? rhore arc figures in the Times of India of 
yasterday’s ’dute. it should bo incorporated in it.

LABOUH BILL

joglekar moved an amendment to the operative part of the 
resolution, The amendment io to invite other labour organisations 
for a Joint confei-o co to consider the Bill and to decide the 
action to be taken. (The text of the full amendment is attached 
herewith.)

yogiekar< w© wish to include all people who are prepared 
to p rot ds£ag afnet the Bill to join us. if the socialists are 
prepared to come, if at least aomo of them are prepared to 
com®, it will be good, if some of them come against the 
wishes of the socialist leaders wo will be able to break them 
away from their leadership, in the same way we will be able co 
bre-ak some INTUC unions from their leadership. :a should e 11 
a Conference of these people and proceed for a r oner-i strike. 
Hfc should leave the date to ba fired by the conference. They 
have been accusing uo that we are dictating our view on them. 
In fact AITUC has been vary accommodating and in spite of that 
their leadership take advantage of the prejudices against ua 
xasbekkee among the backward working cluse, a large portion of 
the vzorking class is away from the AITUC. So we should expose 
these people and show to the workers that they are the people 
who are standing away, yor exposing these people v/c have 
to say that this ©tap is taken in H e moat democratic way. 
we should leave the date btc. to be fixed by a conference to 
be called. The rank and file will go in the some way ae the 
AITUC proposes. The aITUC will be f.bl« to break reactionary 
opposition. Thia should bo the firat stop to bre xk then, 
Ithout the claeB unity of the workin olaes we cannot achieve 

anything, forking cle.se must forge united action, in ths 
present conditions of disruption xku we should call for x 
United front, "ho Bill cuts at the very fundamentals of 
the working class, yven the ranks of the IBTUC workers, 
Socialist workers have grout hostility for this bill, ive 
should utilise this in a proper manner, it io our historic 
duty as the representatives of the aITUC to give xkxnx 
correct lead, should give an opportunity for everybody to 
p art i c i p at e. 5ta«a^fe jdsdda^^exataxkd xcixu r/?. xtdWKx
ftesistence to this bill in the common b ;3iv ’../zu, on which 
unity can bo built up.

Bankimt X think that last oar-^.vh*, i.e, ..j operative 
pnrt requTrT? a llttju* more *■'-



chariot'r. It is threatening the very existence of \ITUC 
and the working class. such a measure can only be 
successfully fought by the united strengths of the working 
class of India, "he danger is of our being wiped out. e 
must bring about the most effective action of the entire 
working class against this Bill. we want unity through our 
Unionsi we vmnt all workers and organisations to protest 
against this bill. if we enn raise a storm, then spontaneous 
upsurge will compel the vacillating organisations to unite. 
Jogleknr says we ahuld invite other organisations, The 
Communist party as the biggest group is not able to accept 
joglekar’s proposal, xrxsksm

liewaskar ? v/e do not agree with joglekar. ’"he AITUG 
is alwaysIVTthe lead. The amendment la to avoid and 
bypass it. United front of joglekar is a call foi' the 
meeting of leaders while wewant united front of the working 
class. This slogan of United front as suggested by 
joglekar is to decieve. we have given a call in the resolution 
for united action. Those who object only because we moved 
first are not to be taken oeriously. (Hewasknr spoke in nindi)

Bihar comrade: ,'e want united front. but v.a caw in 
Railways what tKe socialists and INTUC have done, united 
front with ? he wo takers must be so powerful as to smash their 
influence.XKoix The ’working class fighting under AITUC banners 
is compelling and bringing other workers to the fold of 
fighting united front.(Hindi)

R»V>Patil (jalgaon)Marathi। There is contradiction in 
Joglekar^s amendment. He wxafccxxk auys he vents to smash 
reaction in the working class movement. nut to carry out 
this he wants to call 4he-.i,e><«e««tat4.V4aa»e4’w a conference 
of reactionary leaders, joglekar said that the workers in 
the iiocialiet organisations and INTUC are discontented, 
that this? Because workers see the lead given by ,UTUC* 

That is why J.p. iaanx was forced to issue a statement about 
Salem.

» <bmedabad; (Hindi) Socialists are Iosin.; in Ahmedabad 
today. forking class knows what the Socialists are. 
Therefore we must strengthen united front of workers by 
act ion.

Sol ini wukherjit (P.B. joglekar*3 jindi) rhe
amendment is nof moved bjth the purpose in
Kanpur disruption Is rampunt. There are three or four 
organieations in every factory. if we fail to launch united 
front we are doomed. OTU and Taking Conference given a call 
for uniting other organisations (interruption from other 
comrades) The Black Bill is very dangerous, other organis tions 
are also considering like this, sow we have the opportunity 
to invite and show oar broad mindedness and expose the 
leadership and bild U.K* with rank and file to smash the pluck 
Bill. It will Bh-ke the Government. The Rmvolutionary 
consciousness in the rank file worker of the .ocialist and 
INTUC is ©till there. «e have to mobilise it.

Baxi (Hindi); ve want to unite workers not the leaders. 
We had eari’ier givgn a call to leaders before. But no result.

Bengal: (Hindi) united front conception without the 
reactionary 'ledere. * Ae must see the fighting forces against 
the fascist regime. <e have to unite and i.ead these forces. 
There are many splinter groups in Bengal. They ar^ the agents 
of the capitalists, jogleker^want.o to call a conference of 
these people. in Bengal the Wikers panchayat secretary 
wants to Join A1TUV. This hae come through our MRikoxx militant 
action. Now is the time to forge working class unity by action 
and not through ouch



joglekar asked the president permission to speak no 
that he" may clear some mi a understandings, so ch^kkarai 
allowed him to speak,

• joOkkari I have aatmt moved the amendemnl to call 
all sections and not the leaders, our cominform Journal 
jpE^LS&lx has asked us to appeal to all sections of woi’kers, 
even the Catholics, criticism is levelled ’’This is to run away 
from action”. This is slander.

President ; I have given permission for joglakur to clear 
some mi aunde ret and i ng s and not to speak on hie resolution. 
He has done it once and i think no useful purpoce would ba 
served if he again-goes on speaking at length,

So comrades j will narrate the cace. It is for you to 
accept or reject it. One thing ire clear to us. ve are opposed 
to thia sill root end branch. There shell be no compromise 
with any party or ony section on this Bill, This Bill cuts 
at the very root of our organisation and Trade union movement. 
The whole Bill is permeated by hostility to oux' organisation* 
During the last two years no other organisation except we 
have launched a strike. The socialist Party and the INTUC 
have never lauched upon any strike. They are safe in their 
own obscurity. They have nothing to fear from this Bill, *e 
should not have any truck with any organisation.

Bow how are we going to organiee resistance to this Bill, 
jcnxaxjK:<»j$x You are agreed that we should reject this bill in 
toto. After havint said this, I want to know what fire wo 
going to do about this. How are we going to appeal to ths 
working class as k whole. All workers should join in the 
protest. t^]isKBxwex£lxxjd(ax£K^ If the Socialists and IKTUC 
joint with ua in our demonstrations etc. we have no objection. 
In the amendment it is said that we should cull a conforance 
of other organisations or sections, 'yell what is the situation, 
fitter they will come and Join tho conference or they will not. 
in my own opinion they will not, suppose they send their 
representatives. They may want to put off the date of the 
struggle, suppose they put off the date and we oppose it, 
then there will be division. They will try tc raiee all 
kinds of objections and water down our opposition. The 
IKTUC have nothing to fear from the Bill nor the socialists, 
WxaMXkxrinMBJd^^ the socialists and IMTUC arc agent© of the 
capitalists. The socialists have broken every strike by 
the workers, They have moved in police vans and betrayed 
tho working class leaders and acted as police amenta. Has 
any leader of the HTTUC or Socialists raised their voice of 
protest against this Bill, Have they come out with any 
programme of residence, ^either the Goolaliots or the IHTUC 
want any militant trade union movement in the country. 
They are traitors to the working class, jo you ask mo that 
I should trust them. Row can I trust them? They are 
in canfabulatio s with the capitalists and jovernment, They 
are I say a set of gangsters, traitors to the working class 
cause. The president of the aITUC is not prepared to invite 
them and ait in conference with them. I am not a
tooy, I speak with all the BeriouEjnese that i can command. 
Our comrades in Madura have wiped out these truijarwe, "’hey 
have betrayed one of the underground leaders there. And 
they have correctly acted, what is the use of inviting them? 
Have they invited us on any occasion. They will make our 
objective impossible to attain. ,e will carry on us a single 
body and if they join, well let them come, in Calcutta i 
was invited khax by them. I consulted our comra^ee there and 
they asked me hot to go. It waa correct.

The amendment was put to vote and lost,
Com.Bankim was asked by Chakknrai whether Ue wnted 

to st&nd by his amendment for amplification of t-..‘ oper^ui 
r^rt » ’^nnkirn
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2 Ball Ian«, 'hx^aUB. Com.chakk«r*x j sr, president
tA'Treaco preside-. t’emy.rs of the c=^iu« trom
anw'hnv r-’leuttr daflrar. 1J&dhyahharat, ,alhl, r.ntned
’j i‘ yBlhar and r"<:res«r.tative8 of varloua democrat 1 c orKanlOutious 
Ip’th. UTOC, J3U. «•* imatton^- * «•“»«.

The president in ni a introductory ramarks referred to u\° 
relation between India and Pakistan and how we a.e *-o 

or^uniue for pe< ce and against <ar.

■ The minutes of the pc vious committee and the re ort 
werap presented. Com.pathak (Up) proposed thut it could be 
adopted and Com.Shirai! (PSU) seconded, it, and was unanimously 
adopted.

A resolution proposing ths names of the office bea.ers 
was moved and adapted (Resolution attached herewith)

Then reports of peace movement from various provinces 
were called for.

The Bengal comrades submitted a written report and bl so 
th«ir expenses in connection with the peace conference. (Both 
these documents are attached herewith)

Com. Pathak (UP): ^he provincial peaco conference was hold 
in Lu ekn o w b h ' 261n and 27th January, squads who went about the 
wording olans area for propaganda we re arrested, -epreaentatives 
of mass democratic organisations such as trade unions, ki«an 
Sabhas, IFF A, FSU nambe^ag with a m< nbership of 40,000 attended 
the Conference. An IPTA play composed for the occasion was 
banned. District Conferences wore held in Kanpur, Agra and 
Lucknow, in the Provincial Conference 140 delegates attended 
One third of the delegates come from forking class and the 
remaining from other mass organic iticub .

Indoret in Ujjain, Gwalior and ^ndore we had rase rallies, 
in Indore, where provincial conference was held, wa^ attended 
by 6,000 people. The conference was held on the 18th and 19th 
December. 300 delegates attended, of this 80 camo from textile 
Unions from ujjain, Bhopal, Beawar etc. The President of the 
Conference, Bhagwanbha was arrested immediately after the conference.

Delhi; cur Conference was held before the Calcutta 
Conference, it was attended by 90 delegates and about 4 to 8000 
people in the open sosrion. Half of the delegates were elected 
directly by the people, in student me tings, in rail/way and 
textile workers* meetings otc, The rumuinin^ delegates were 
nominated by the respective .vorking ct dittoes of the organieutions 
ze did good propaganda . The conf archie wan held at a piuc:< 

whare we are not strong, in spits of .hat 4 to 5 thousand people 
attended. After the Calcutta confererce the dooiaione of the 
Conference were reported back by the c. jieg^tes. in the .italin 
Day meeting there was an attendance of 7,000. on the 22na 
November about 10 comrades were arrestud. v/e are preparing for 
their legal defence, on the 5th Janua y the entire working 
Committee of the PTUC was arrested, Ji vzus a great blow to us. 
In the Lenin Day meeting our main emph siu was u^airiist the 
Indian Constitution. Before the anti-constItuSfeon day a large 
number of arrests took place, «xaxstjodx have:.not yet been able
to recoup from it.
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Com*Sankaran Nair (Madras)? in November under the auspices 
of the Madras TUC a peace Preparatory committee was formed. 
Civil Liberties Union, Progressive writers* Association, Trade 
Unions and other mass democratic organisations sent their 
representatives. Before Calcutta conference many of our comrades 
were arrested, 11500 people attended the m> etin; after kisxxx 
the meeting of this committee, we have not called a meeting 
of the Provincial committee, we will do it in the next monte 
or so.

Chakkarai: in the various workers’ conferences held 
recently we have passed resolutions on peace, it was passed 
in the Railwayman’s as well as in the Textile workers’ 
Conference. On the Stalin Day we’ passed a special resolution 
on peace. These meetings were wall attended, in madras city 
we have done good work. But unfortunately in Madras city 
;e have boon compelled to hold hall meetings only since the 
Government do not allow us to hold meetings on maidans, in 
the muffasila, at Ramnad we had a peace conic ence. rhe 
police interfered and large scale arrests were mf.de, Moat of 
our bigger trade unions are banned, so it is left to the people 
of Madras city to take the lead, we are making efforts to collect 
masB signatures. Big working class centres like Coimbatore and 
Madura kxxx are closed to us. jn these places terrible 
repression is let loose. SsmtKWK After this iaoctin: we will 
try to start our work there.

Ahmedabad * Before the Calcutta confcrenco much could not 
be cloned After the conference we have formed a Preparatory 
Committee culled Gujerat peace conference. ;/e have held 
several working class rallies to popularise the cause of 
peace. These meetings v/ere attended by thousands of people. 
Just before January 2, Government attacked trade unions and 
about half of the members were arrested. So work of the peace 
Committee come to a stand still. At the time of the Stalin 
Day observance, wc held a big meeting and led a torch light 
procession, on the Anti-Constitution pay about 60 people 
were arrested, Many of our comrades are forced to go underground, 
we hope to call a provincial Peace Conference at the time of the 
Bombay PTUC Conference scheduled to be held iu /Jamedabud.

Bihar: &t the Patna peace Rally 9,000 to 10,000 people 
attended. No procession was allowed. The rally was lathi 
charged. Many were injured and arrested. w® observed Sfalin 
Day. At Bhagalpur we held a meeting for popularising 
peace. 1,000 people attended. There were 5 to 6 arrests.

AISF: just before the peace conference we £ava a 
call for the observance of November 7 as peace pay, through 
strikes and demonstrations, in Calcutta our girl comrades 
brought about a strike, in Allahabad and in othe places also 
there, were strikes. in Calcutta and Allahabad, students clashed 
with the police. After ths peace Conference in Calcutta 
in our Central organ apart from reports of the conference 
we have carried on a campaign ho popularise peace, in student 
Conferences, particularly in u.P. and Rajasthrui there were 
detailed discussion on peace, jjesolut ions were adopted, pn 2i .it 
February last, which was observed aa intornational uny of 
Solidarity v;ith Youth lighting against colouiam, ws gave a 
cull'for agitation and protest against the intervention in s«e» 
Asia by imperialists and the Nehru Government. ve have also 
asked to start peace committees in schools and colie ;es. 
Apart from this our constituents have taken pars in at lin pay 
observance and Lenin pay observance, on January 26th the 
students took part in the Anti-Const itution demonstrations, on 
the 24th there wore a large number of school meetings. Although 
no all-India strike took place, there were strikes in u larye 
number of schools and colleges. A number of comrades wore 
arrested, on January our comrade Abbasei was beaten up in 
the demonstr nt ion and later on he di'd in police custody.

mf.de
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Apart from this major all*India actions a large number oi 
inspiring reports from various provinces are reaching us. For 
instances in Ahmednagor district in a small village school, wnen 
children saw the appeal to observe 7th November, they met and 
came out on a strike. Since there was no body who could make 
a speech, Mashal report w-s read out. This is the way in which 
students react to our call for peace. This shows how much more 
oml be done with proper mobilisation.

Commander in Chief Kariappa has been «oin^, about in 
various places speaking in meetings, in Aligarh our student 
comrades decided to boycott the meeting. As the decision 
cMe known, the visit was cancelled. in Allahabad students 
came out against compulsory military training. They had to 
pay extra fees for unforms, student Federation called a 
meeting and explained the real meaning of thio training.

We have to fi-;ht against ths propagation of war ideology 
in schools and colleges, which the authorities of some universities 
and schools are bent upon to do. in n school in Bombay students 
were asked to write a letter to their father saying how the 
communist students crate mischief, question papers are set in 
such a way as to propagate war ideology, ye have given a call 
to students to fight against this fascist indoctrination of 
students•

we have to do much in connection with peace campaign. 
Bengal comrades have immediately to campaign against riot 
mongering is one of the forms against war. 3KkK wherever 
Cai’lappa goes we have to organise protost demonstrations, 
do also in the meetings of the ^eriexn roving Mbaseador 
Jessup and Sukarneo of Indonesia. Concrete exposure wherever 
such people go to open schools and inaugerate meetings etc. 
should be made. The starting of a Journal under the auspices 
of the Peace Conference is very important. The journal may be 
started in the fon of o bulletin.

Urs.Bhandarkar$ The first Bombay peace Conference was 
banned It was hel' in August in Thana, 30 miles away from
Bombay city. Even then we did good propaganda, badges were 
sold. 400 delegates including SO women attended the
Conference, Following this the resolutions of the conference 
•ere popularised. The October 2, the international pay of 
Struggle for Peace was celebrated. 20,000 people including a 
large number of working women attended the mass rally. This 
meeting wai- followed by the Bombay Pence Conference. Delegates 
from various centres of Bombay province attended and kIxkimx from 
where they could not come, messages were sent. The open rally 
was attended by 10,000 people, on the return of del gates from 
Calcutta, they reported back to their organisations through 
meetings. Stalin Day was observed under the uspeices or the 
Peace Committee. a big procession was taken out to the aerodrome 
to welcome Prof.juliot curie, put unfortunately, h. came earlier 
and had left the aerodrome, so a delegation of DC to 60 went 
to receive him the Taj T-.hal Hotel, pater he addressed jonaxm-ka 
some meetings in Bombay, including the one htld at Kamrar 

’.rollowing this a public receiption was given to prof .Bernal, 
vice-president of the '/orld Peace Congress at Napoo/ Gardens. 
jo ha e decided to collect, signatures. But due to muss arrests, 
especially that of our Secretary aavankar, our work is much 
dislocated. We are trying to put. thinr s alright.

IPTA: 
Conference.

We have actively particip rted in all the Peace 
/ibout 40 mombere of the IPTA are arrested so far 

in connection with our campaigns, we have istiuco from time- to 
time various circulars to our conatitutent bodies regarding 
dramas, songs, etc., in support of peace, jn Bengal we have 
got Shadow Plays in support of peace, in Bombay also we have 
prepared one drama, our centres eepecLally in Lucknow and 
Delhi are very active in the campaign for peace.
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It was decided to authorise the secretary to draft a 
resolution protesting against the arrest of com.Gavankar 
and againet repros 8ion.

Pathak U.P. A constitution drawn up for the peace congress*

K IS?: There should not be any rigid constitution.
There^bhould be representatives from organisations such as 
ZdSP, AITUC, apart from those allotcd to Provinces so that 
we may allocate work for organisations and they dan speak 
in the name of their organiaations. c£xa& of course, there 
will be overlapping.

Bengali we should try to make it as broad based as possible} 
all those people who are against war and for paace should be 
brought into the organisation. So this organisation in 
a very big organisation* Go I suggest that the present 
Committee should be constituted as a General council ano a 
Working committee should be elected from those General council 
members.

Chakkarai; i\ minimum 
organisat ions with powers 

when activities increase*

number may be allotcd to all India 
to add. we may add to the number

AlSFr Thore are s?any provinces in which provincial 
committees do not exist even though these provinces might 
have been represented at the Calcutta conference through 
delegates. t?hen they start Provincial organisations, the 
whole representation of that particular province should be 
,reconsidered, we should have a maximum and a minimum number 
for the Provinces.

decision8 It was decided to substitute or change,
increase or decrease the number on the reoommenaation of the 
Provincial Committee or all India organisation.

The working committee can take decision to expel a member 
subjeat to the confirmation by the General council.

It was decided to fix 5 as minimum for organisations and 
ten for provincial Committees.

It was decided to nk call a moating of the Peace 
Committee after the 30t& March and elect the -corking committee. 
By that time, i.e. by 31st March all vacancies that exist 
on the Committee should be filled up.

Cne of the functions oi the he d office in Bombay 
is to provide news bulletins to progressive papers. (jt was 
pointed out by the Bengal comrade that they did not receive 
the text of the speech of juliot cirio.)

Bengal comrades8 are going to publish a peace bulletin 
in Bengal"under the auspices of the Bengal Peace Committee.
We have to false funds for the running of the bulletin and 
also for running the bulletin.

Indoret When the Provincial Conference is held we will 
be able”’to give something.

Suggestions like shows of Soviet films, ramas etc. for 
peace fund war made.

Pathak (U*^)i we are going to have fight for peuceto 
in a different form. Co Bombay should take up die responsibility 
of collecting funds.

Ahuja (.Bombay) in that way Bombay torakttais is slso coin ; 
to fignt in a dffierent manner.

Chakkarai t vol . ' mtv nnntn ahn-



Pathak (U»P): During the peace week we should colloct 
fundsT

jalgaont If we had printed the Calcutta report, it 
would have fetched money.

Chakkurni; we may publish in the various progressive papers 
append for funds for peace committee. It should be in the name of 
the General council.

This suggestion was accepted.

It was decided to fix 20,000 rapes as the target, voluntary 
quotas wore taken.

Bengal comrade: we must see that the collection is made in 
the light of the peace movement, we take a quota of IL,2,300 before 
May and Rs,500 before March 31.

Madhyabbarat s #3,500 before May, Rs,150/- before March 31st.

Gujeratf lte,300 before May, &.1C0/- before March.

Bihar; Rs.500/- by May, Rs,100/- before March 31.

Dfelhi; Ks*300/- by Rs,30/- before March 31
Khandesh; Y/e have a Conference. W will fix it up there.

Bomb ay; 3,000 before Hay. Before March, the responsibility
o f runhing the office.

Bengal raised its quota to Ks.3000.

Madras: Rs.1,000 before May, Rs.lOO/- before March 31.

U.p. I will take my quota after consulting our comrades. 
Let it "Tae lh.500/- by May, Rs.lOO/- before Harch 31st for the 
time being.

peace week; AITLC Resolution was presented for the 
observance of peace week, with a request to accept it.

Bengal Comrade: we must go in ImfckxiotoKt deputation to 
Centress Ieaders during the week. our main problem is war 
mongering against Pakista.

Ahufla (IPTa)t A resolution should be adopted since the 
vested may try to unleash communal riots in other Provinces 
also.

. The suggest ionvas accepted and the secretary w o authorised 
to draft tho resolution.

Bengal comrade^ xve must ask all progressive papers to bring 
out peace tupplem ’nt's. in Bengal during the peace conference many 
papers published peace supplements.

This suggestion was accepted.
During the pe<ce week all provinces should brin# out their 

own badges and leaflets. It was decided to print the give 
points Programme of tie WPC on the reverse 4ide of the bad e.

, It was decided to draft h resolution inviting the peace 
delegation to India to syncheroniBe with the peace week. The 
Secretary was authorisad to do it.

It was also decided to toaflxM redraft the Peace signature 
appeal in the li.jht ol the new world developments.

AlSpt The appeal should ho as short and rousing as possible.
Delhi? Kpart from this, wo should in the signature

propaganda make concrete suggestions in the Xi-ht of the Indian 
situ tion.

Thi8 waa neooi,L ade



done

We should jot make an attempt to publish in progresaive 
journals art isles concerning peace* provide them with matter, 
we should start a Bulletin.

The suggestion wno accepted.

it was decided to invite the peace 
delegation to synchronise with the peace week.

Bengal Comrade* ?/e must invite the next peace congress 
to India. ~

It was decided to leave it to the secretary to consult the 
organisatlo vs and decide.

Com.Chakkarai made a short introductory speech appealing 
to the comrades to carry on the work for peace vigorously.
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^he fraction hat sent us u quo it icmnaire and 
we bae 'to aMW.* it, :ur T.U. document h&» put ?»« objective of 
QeaaxWl ©trike before us. rewards th^t ^oal ve liave to ©trive*.

4M1b< th© t®^po of the workers* are golr^ t® observe th roe 
days. in certain industries an textiles the situation is. m-'X-rina* 
*rucuion wants to kno# waat is xhe our position $/£ m^t-bionuHy in 
various yrovinces* it will be good If we wjsw itc^- by itua.

X would ulito like to anew your reaction© of tue nefterul '.oancil* 
co wk eh&il answer the questionnaire* first.

■apart from

1. This campaign we took very oerioacly. ny ..enln ay vrc 
fte^t we were given a quot-u of 20,000 membership by<”j • .
At the ^on,$al PTVC meeting ca^rnhee took a t;uo;a of aCy ...; Z . 
cur comrades did vl owub propaganda in every industrial c^nt 
and factorlco« I cannot give the exact figure, how mich xseaibertbip 
we have been able to enrol. I have no doubt thwt u’« fi^ura ^ivon 
by th«A|?UC $ee*44*« ha» exeeaded.

2. on the eve of vh« nt i* const it st ion Cv-i^.-a^n y-s- took this 
matter up in a systematic manner. aSaaXx Before that the ns u 
general ©all. But there was no system or regular efforts* 'ur 
main effort wan to draw in oa Many silitanta on c>£iS a
the remittee. Almost all the factory of khn^uv
ya i 111 &nt a g unryke^ cerwr^z^ •

ffrfIT ^TT*4**"^*—xX£sutxat-
^xxItejEtisx .here kxit is not possible u-n hold meetings
of workers in the factory nA elect work omltteea. wo nominate 
such CGoaittseo and try to popularise their n^se^ through meetluge 
etc. Xhc objective la to elect such co^dtt^^u in a ijeneral 
moot 1ng Of the workers* ut in days of repx'esuioa it lay not be 
always possible in certain causes to have a tenoral of
tha workers and thers Iom diUcusa and sleet

b. >© try to bring about strikes in answer t-i/ t-way^tt .chX 
of the police and the owners, general strike culls h?Ave not 
materialised eo f&rx lr. a bi^ vn adopt other m^tnode,
like dheraoSt ie occupying amnager*a offices, »urreundi.r< 
KIm, iit Id at rlke etc. fur active workers lak® a Is'^h i:; , iiii. 
—- I' [ .;.,yt X r ilm- <rg—t--* re are
some ^heroes. There is no regular volunteer corp^ according to 
factory or G ^Tyi\:„ zo pay & 1 :<-r.t • t ilw« ■ n
the 2dth jnnu.-.ry^*®rmv « —w^!!---g^^e--T>Tr  ̂ Qr^^niij^tloo.

4. List of Unions functionings dissect ull the . d
to the aITUC barring on^ or tw ar© functIonian.

5. I will give & report only of the recent evapai ;»©* 
a.re <ati»Constitution campaign, politic•;.! ., rl^cncrc^ c^pa'i^.n, 
present anti*riot c^p^ian. zyrti constitution cu.., al;n vn.- 
carried on in a vigorous way and « put out full «t /eth into . 
it. rrofoasors* teach^ra, scientiuts, 
wrwte Mobilised, they were given mand&taia to rspert to th<? 
vorkih^ ciao areas. Calcutta waa divided into five son co. in 
IS daye the entire area was covered, ^h© main perspective ^m..t xa 
bring about the maximum unity of the working clot* on th® 
occasion and aleo to build up Bolid working’ clxats or,;.mloration 
®o th4t we can in the course of tale oo®pal.gn rind aiuoriul to 
build up strong workina: clnao Oollda ity, ra f^otoxy 
ino ide evc-y bnsto^, inside the villa^o^ fro^ wuxch 
corac, our <^naVa^t&5 u^d contacted thu ■■■ a ..a?, j f ■■^:.,.L- ..... in 
i-roupn, friendship ydth thua —^kL,>

unity* an tbs ov$ of the call-. - . . nk© / /
the 2»th* 3.0 to 20 thous.md ■.-, ..v. ... a
though the roeponee was not ru&t, tber< cc ;^..aria’-l‘ ^mourr. ; 
of cental Aon* ', let of lit'!'return wai’
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political prisoners* release campaign^ —mhat:— 
xaidL^TnlaVirurr^ ■ wo- eo uI-b—«Pe,““Ti^^—trh-e W-nro cnf
the firlngv’ But when our comrades in the presidency j^il were 
fired on we came out in demonstrationSand in ejk processions in 
every part of the city. in Calcutta we have mass support. Bank
ing on this support, we "began to answer to the Government’s 
attack in jail through demonst rat ion^ The first three or four 
demonstrations wore big gathering*, /e could mobilise quite a 
large number of workers and other soot ions for these demonst 3\?. ions 
and meetings. wrery day clashes took place. ve were subject^to 
brutal attacks by the police and the goondas, ,6 resisted them 
all. After the peace conference we have a central volunteer 
corps consisting of workers, atudents, etc. in such meetings we 
ask the volunteer copra to guard the meetings, to he ready with 
sticks etc. as soon as the police attack wa disperse in groups, 

do not attack before the police attack us. shen they .attack 
we attack in groups. This was before the Ahti-constitution day 
de nonet rat ions. After the anti«const itution campaign we took ur 
this campaign with the same vigour.

Campaign against riotsj our comrades are working with death 
defying courage. Xkxjc 'jid Hal la committees are built up especially 
in places where the minority community stay, upto now about 10G 
comrades are arrests'£ Avjo k\W‘

6. I cannot say

7. Vary few union offices are kept open and functioning 
regularly. oven our BPTUC office, which we had determined to 
run at oil risks is not functioning regularly, vor the last 
so many months one comrade go and open the office and sit 
there two hours in the morning and one our in the evening. 
The Tramway union office, which is u very important union, hx 
cannot run their office, one comrade go to the office one 
time a day and collect dak. All union activities are done from 
outside. xJpTttW*-

8. I have dealt with this in previous portion.

9. This also I have- answered.

10. Both spontaneous and organised, wherever striKcs 
take place, we try to give it a political and militant form, 
in all places of strike we have strike committees, in joint 
strikes as in the corporation workers case, we b.ild up 
separate strike committees with even rank and file INTUC workers 
as distrinct from the 1NTUC committee. /JI such strikes are 
under the direct leadership of the U»G» fraction, -rhere are 
delays in contacting ths u.g. centre, 1*4" u* cau&e

11. I cannot give the number, i cannot give even the 
approximate proportion. There are at least one or two in krSk 
each factory. They are leading.

12. March 9, we do not know bow far we will succeed, 
Cn February 28th, and March 9th we xvill at least brinc rhe 
Socialists into complete disgrace. That is the main 
perspective of the campaign. Considerable number oi our 
ate campaign, on Gth March we are fpim. to show
to the’^d^W^vhn real face of the socialists. Bit 1 do not 
think there will be any strike in a Iw.e scale. About 18th 
March I cannot eay. possibilities are that owini to the 
XMfcKMfriciii tension, lopal meetings and demo net r fit ions may take 
place. 1 do not think it will be possible to hrin^ about 
a strike on ths 18th March, on April 3. if by Mr:rch 18th we 
will be able to turn the tide, then big meetings and demonstrations 
aro possible on April o. ,;e have taken a quota of 3,000 
collection during the peace week for the runnin.; of the cental 
peace office. ve will be having demonstrations ond meeting a i 
during the peace week.

AR AR tup .’iTnn
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’[fraction report is concerned I have not react it sol© do I know 
that there is ;euch a report* About other comrades I s-t unable 
to aay. TUC session report -was diticuseed.

14. 1 do not know. ‘.

. 15*<--.w»are sending reports

>116. Nothing to offirax at present.
•am of evr at U . '
<v- :q wars offensive। office- bearers of unions are

elected~bpsses fty^o check them out from factories. If 
they do not .auoceed in this, they get them arrested by the 
police. The bosses themselves invite irfUC people, vhen 
1NTUC do not succeed, they attack us with the help of dharwano 
and gooddns. ‘A; A '

1. Cur Unions are functioning. But our union -work is 
made difficult due to arrests and dismissals from mills, 

ar.e starting new WUonzAti Ch^llsgaon and ;<husaval.
2. -Mow there are nG^o^mittees. ,ut tbers are comrades 

of,our Unions in the factories.
? A d tsih^K' s j ■• ' •:'®*\-41s a vkxa*' c-ss.v ■ - - ..'.r

3. tve conducted a strike for one month Inst the false 
Government indexes. Because many of our porkers are dismissed 
[we cannot aari*y on the strike with vigour.as before. 100 
militant'workers are dMmissed. in Ginnal&l Mill? jalgaon, 

: about 20 days before we conducted a successful strike and the 
I ownero were compelled to reinstate the dismissed workers.

• when work lead is increased etc. we resist and on strike.
I Impcett ten -?•■■.■■•—;: • . ■ .,

4. in jalgaon, nhulia and Amalner and kfoendeuh the 
Unions are functioning.

■ ■ ■ ' .' • ■ .' ■ - ■ < . ■ a ; .
'•5. Regarding peace, Ionin Bay, wu hole meeting, TOC 

week was observed.

; 6. A?e pay our affiliations regularly; . ; /?

.7. we keep our offices open and workers go i::ere re-gulnrly. 
st rila wot ’.t ...e;.bl*. ■•.■* . c v.•< ,< *-w

18- w try to resist every attack. $thar unions have no 
vrhald oh.the workers. : f Xv^,. .. < /; ■

• » ’ ■' Mfe we nt a • .
R ; A 9. in mill alone, Gannal&l Mill, we have now got a 
factory committee after the strike. This mill will close 
today and’-we have given a call fox general strike, in other 
mills there are no factory .committees.

f* n v ■■: J.C S ih -T ' u- r' . <7 - ” -n.'r*
Hh i \MM? -The .leadership of the ©trikes are uad ’lug. vprk is

always done in relation to u«G» fraction.

11,. In Oannalal 1/411. there are and they are in the
Action Committee. In Jsilgaon^there are about 20 to 2b x’.M. s

■" A42. 1 do not think there wlXl. be strike on the March.
I On 18th March 18th and, April $td we will he, able to tt^e 
out processions .and meeting®. If the present strike is 
successful (i.e. in protest against the closure 04 caunilal 1 ill, 
Jalgaon) then there will be strike on 18th ^arch sad ..>ril

13. In yalgacn 5 TUB. I do not know.about the other 
Unions. .. ., . .

- 15. sent reports in Marathi.

'< fhsTlSTOC Unions report-to the owners about our conrauae i 
and militants and then the owners remove Chew fx*om the mills.
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They report also about the union office function* ice and they 
are arrested. It in now difficult to function our ofiices. 
If wg continue in the same way with the union oiliest open, 
the union work will come to a stand still. •• -- < c . 
tactics, instead of union offices we should concentrate an 
Khat t a committees.

Our Jnlgaon Giral Kamg^r union’s registration is cancelled, 
Most of our strikes have failed, our leaders and worker© 
are thinking hov/ to fi ht and gat our demand®. The present 
strike will be fought in a revolutionary way, boating goondus 
blacklegs etc.

T^IUT M)

1, Almost all our unions are banned and

2. Hill and f.ctory committees are thare where wo are 
strong. They are not properly functioning, in railways wa have 
formed gang committees. These committee® are called workers♦ 
defence committees. a have formed such commit tecs in root 
and other places, jn the committees kxXmxjpe number of workers 
are from 5 to 8. in Golden nock we have fomad committee® in 
10 shops out of the 21 shops, in Coimbatore and other *4110 
places similar committee© arc formed. Hut wo have not get any 
reports of their working, even though the Union® are banned we 
are functioning illegally, functions of the unions are done by 
factory committees, in the Tramway, where our union i® banned, 
the membership subscription has increased by lh.100/- after the 
imposition of the ban, in the south Indian Railway xjxIsk we 
have formed s.j.i'. zonal committee of the AIUW and a conference 
was held, in textiles also we have formed another committea, 
called Provincial Textile committee. in other kkIjkiex  
also vai have formed committees, in zu eking am and carnage ’fill®, 
whei-e we had no union and Anthony pillai was running the inion, 
we have diecrodited nthony md

induutri.es

we are ijattin : gqod response. Trovu caa ft, ZC b
C^p/w^. <ty -fv -hm^ a Keu> cwu- ‘

3. we are resisting. rhe response to the anils for general 
strike has not been considerable, have o-Uled a strike againtt
parti al clo sure of the mills; ai u milling' J UUX-U
•tfe na mohtte. it was not effective. The 2nd February strike was 
not very successful, "'here were some strikes here and there, 
some local actions.

4. Almost all the .'intone are functioning bat illegally.
All the offices arc closed and eeoled by police except ypTUC» 

life - WOT 2nd to 6th January, MTTQO office was also cloned. Other
functioning from MPTUC. uadhavarAon union of ice is 

also not functioning, even though the union iu not banned.
-&<-4Wau*44^«^«w4«^-4r4''Om-iw«.rac.e«,«*-bou4eew "'he union ofric< is 
beim run from worker?* houses.

s< w» anti-const itut ion >y. j ^flcU
were iocoasione./JiflfeGpression ,.:y on 24th 
February, havu no reports «o far about this. eb, 17, 

we ga e a call for railway strike. There woro partial 
strikes, a® have conducted campaign® for ths release of 
Teleng&na comrades. -u have prepAred^memoranda in rmil and 
Jnglieh and are collecting mass si -n .tureu for their release, 
in the same we aro collecting maao signature® for the C’Acellatlon 
o.1 the death eentencos on Vikrameingapuram oomradea.

6. 'Te have no dx idea

7. Already said. have file i a caue, against the closure 
of Hie union officer..

fl, CUT ’WOrknr* ori? ■ ■■ ‘ v<r -r «

induutri.es


y<- cannot nay how many mills have fuctbyy remittees. 
In sone parts of root District we have line cm^iittoes on 
Railways and we are regularly functioning. ^heee. commit t eeo 
ax-ft guided by u.g. fret ion.

10. Fe organise strikes. The general strike calls have 
not materialised so for. Thia is because the comrades put in 
charge of these strikes proved tnp be reformist® and ^omc of them 
have turned traitors. <n January 2, our organiaora failed to 
turn up at the critical point, mow militant workers are coming 
forward and we will ha o good responoe. some times strikes are 
also spontaneous. m dmco if nt ch factory there is only one 
comrade. She whole workers in the factory cams out on strike 
hgainst the Salem firing. There was a spontanea us strike in 
kramway e fee ently.

11. in Buokin^am and parnatic wills there arc two member©. 
In Golden nock there are ten to fifteen members. in tricky 
District all P.M.s and sympathisers arc under arrest. *he 
Government if fabricating a conspiracy case against 146
comrades in ,Arichy • one Narayanawamy who attended the
Calcutta Conference of Railways turned & deserter. H® died a 
natural death, due to shock. ^.-ay-e.- 

police tvre 
TKCuk '7>wviXc<.

^12. e have brought out several

riMdrrxi*y a.. 'ami 
involve

leaflets for 2th ^arch.
Half a dozen comrades are purely engaged in taking chose to 
district® and branches. we can bring about a strike on the 
9th March among gangmon. in workshop we are not sure, it 
will not be a general strike because our entire l.c* secretariat 
Is arrested. March 18th, and April 3 we cannot say definitely 
but there will some partial actions.

13. AITUC fr ction report was not dlscueced but studied.

14. TUR we are taking JrS^copies .

15. we are sendic< reports regularly in .'n.jlieh.

Ms h av e $ i v en a c al 1 t o d emo ns t r at e ag . i ns t t h e >a 11 w cy 
enquiry Report. jt is followed by some
local action.

RKPI.IE ■ OF 8.W.PATHAK PROW U.P.

Be$6w« making my replies to the quest lone, j would like to 
state firstly, a comprehensive report covering the whole t.u. 
position of the Province is being prepared and shall be cent 
here by a special courier shortly, secondly, I um in the 
provincial of:ice only for the last four months and thirdly due 
to abnormal situation 1 could come into contact .-.IthiJikiat this 
short period with only few districts and that too only on a few 
occasions. ith thee® limitations I answer the&c questions 
numberwise in brief.

1. Besides local meetings in some districts, on the 
Provincial basie Textile Conference, Railway conference, >rhet 
Magdoor Conference® and UITVO Convention w rc hold uimn., at 
building and strengthening mass organisations, ^how/h the lT.st 
thre^j conferences have been attacked and broken by the police. 
The react ions of the Railway conference - nd uhet Mazdoor confer, nee 
have been good nnd we have immensely gained organisationally. ^He 
UPTUC Convention was attacked only yeeterdey nd I fo$l tM? 
clash too would enhance and strengthen our • nic ,u in the 
Province.

2. The fonn tfon of mill committees heive Iw.n cur 
perspective and emphasis on it h&ve been K id in the t.q. 
fraction (provincial) circulars but I c umot say how fur wo 
have succeeded.
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3 . as far an J know every attack has been resented by the 
comrades* Due to org misntionol weakness such ai» lack of 
volunteers and unpreparednoae as in the Railway ■onferenre 
at Lucknow our resistance often proved ineffective* pheee 
wa&knesseo have been disucssed and I con sure ranch would have 
been improved in the defence of the UPTUC convent ions at Kanpur. 
xhtsxsxldKerxK.ajdcaKSxksxtrxke»aExxkekka^ T he
resistance have boon effective where the workers h»<e been 
behind the comrades, for example com* jajmath of lucknow wss 
twice snatched from the hands of the police by the Railway 
wo rkars.

4 .we have 15 unions functioning in the Hot of functioning 
unions* I apprehend out of it 3 or 4 unions are defunct*

3* Days fixed by the aITUC or Provincial T*fj* ’taction or 
party have been circularised by VFTUC from outeide and by the 
party or T*U. fraction from inside and they have been observed in 
districts* I h».ve no means to know to what extent tht>y have 
boon successful, "he campaigns in connection with peace Including 
ctalin week, againrt repression and demand for release and 
redress of grievances of hunger strikes in prison were systematic 
and effective in the sense that they did mobilise the public 
opinion in its favour but ineffective in the uem e they 
could not move the people to action*

6. Two circulars by the UPTUC were issued to the provincial 
units asking them to make payment of affiliation fees but i 
think none have paid so far ae I have received no reply on the 
subject from the units*

7. The UPTUC office have been opening and functioning 
regularly wince November 1&, 1949. ro my knowledge K«I« Rail 
Road workers* rmion at 17 Johnston GanJ, Allahabad, hud been 
regularly open end despite heavy repr s ion, arreet ’.nd imprison
ment about a dozen office secretaries*the Masdoor [Uibha office 
at Kanpur have been excepting two or three gaps kept open.

8* >e have been exposing our class enemy consistently by 
leaflets, circulars, speeches in meetings and appeals on unity k 
hne boon made in these meetings*

9. I have no knowledge of It*

10* so far I know the strike in U*r» had been spontaneous, 
many of them have been of short duration but some strikes such 
as of victoria illls of Kanpore were very important * i know that 
efforts were made by comrades there to establish our leadership 
but they failed,, I do not know where the mictuke lie.

11. I do not know.

12. U*P*T*J*G* have issued a circular to all itu units 
and fraternal organisations to organise $trik<u, dEaanA ; • .. io .s 
rind meetings of the workers on iTa.ch 9th. The 0*r* Khat \azdoor 
Fraction has is ued a circular to Khet &axdoor unions to declare 
one day strike nil over the province.?*b.fraction eseretary 
and kly* rracti n secretory i understand are touring in -ailv/^y 
centres organising a strike of the railriy workers* ’he position 
of the textile '.lorknrb in Kanpur is explosive and it may Lurot up 
any day* I am confident that in fiplt« nf our oxganis-tional 
weakness there would be strikes on Maroh 9 and even before in 
textile. 18th March and 3rd April, as soon as 1 ^o back I 
will issue circulars ana organise propaganda in com; ultat ion 
with T*U* ffraotion. in case of the fight begin on H&rch 9 our 
task becomes easy. Taking into con;iidarat ion the efforts which 
we will put and the workers:* eame^tnoss, j feal confident that 
18th March and 3rd /pril shall witness strikes.

13. I personally have studied the ?UC report but have not 
seen the fraction review as t,
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So fnr none "by UPTUC

15* 
office.

Reports have been regularly sent by UPTUC 1° the /\ITUC

16. If funds and conditions permit AITUC should bring out 
TUR in Hindi and in the sw manner in other provincial langua^ea.

QTRY ARARAT

I am herewith furnishing you with the information which I 
have in the 1 i! t of the questionnaire. A complete and more 
detailed report will bo sent to you later on.

ra collect monthly union subscript Iona - now through our 
Mohalla committees. The Textile unions in indore# uJJain and Gwalior 
are functioning regularly. After ille gall sat ion of Ratlom tta^dur 
Sabha, we have not been able to uet up a legal functioning 
Union in the textiles over there. However, collect ions arc 
fejskag xm.wsta to be made and function the illegal union, put due to 
lack of cadre and repression, we have not been able to set up 
proper functioning of the Union and put in on mass basis, our 
Union collections in indoro, Vjjain and Gwalior are nearly 200, 
125, and 70 per month. in Ujjain on bonus payment we collected 
Rs.1000/- as union subscription in December and January. in indore 
we collected nearly &.500/- on bonus payment. It is very difficult 
to run the office openly at Indore. Any one who attends the 
office is picked up by the police, it has its eflect on the 
workers, who nr? reluctant to vitit the office, in ujjuin the 
police took possession of the Mazdur jabha’s office, illegally and 
forcibly, we mobilised our militants, one day took out a morcha, 
broke open the lock and took over the possesion of the office. 
Pobice did not do anything, ^hey however launched proceedings 
against some of our militants, in Bhopal our ‘faadur sahha was 
banned, all our TU militants wore arrested and detained, we have 
not been able to set up new unionx or even illegally start 
functioning of the union, now we have started work, go far 
we have not mode any serious efforts to build up factory and 
mill Committees. But now we have begun work in th t direct ion.

' ।
We have taken the bonus i^eue? throughout our irovinco and 

had org-nised a tortile Conference in way lu&t and bud given a call 
on 2nd June to observe demands Day and ant i- repression day 
throughout aux ladhyabuh&rat. ve conducted campaigns, led morchas 
and held meetings on the issue of bonus, especially at Indore 
laying emphasis on the rejection of savings certificates in lue 
of cash payment and we have been able to defeat the employers 
and the Government plan to xmpxstfHxiikE impose the scheme in 
Uadhyabharat. Secondly, in Ujjain we conducted Ci^mpnigns and 
struggles against payment of Bonus in two instalments. There 
was protest strike in two mills for a day and xlMK)rx;m±kiK clashes 
with the police on 20, 25 and 29th of December. hen the police 
tried to break our mass mcetingokbc which had an attendance on 
an average of 2,000 gathering, to arrest the le^ders. Ultimately 
we forced the Government to pay bonus in a lump sura in Ujjain. 
observed the unity week. Also the ^ti»certificate week in all the 
major centres in Madhya Bharat, ^e give lead through our 
militants to resist attack of employers, who are now goin^ rough 
chod with their schemes of retrenchment. ;c /jive workers’ call to 
resist by sit down strikes, not leaving the Khat as, organise 
demonstr-:tione, morchas otc. But so for ait down strike in 
factories have received little response. ( n the ionue issue 
we have taken out a demonstr t1 on of workers which come in 
clash with the police. /© have been able to take out nearly 
5000 workers on protest strike on the Sth December on bonus i^sue.

so far affiliation fees are concerned ujjain centre has been 
very prompt and regular in payment. Indore’ and jwalior have also 
cleared previous dues to some extent, in indore th' ■ y- • . started 
sending monthly amounts r^ul rly.
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*e have transferred C.I. & q. '"UC office to rjjnin. It 1b 

functioning regularly.

ve organise strikes, Jdacxxgdr though there are spontaneous 
Strikes too taking place. ie try to lead the spontaneous} strikes 
ao fur this technique of formation of action cos.mi11eefc and strike 
committeen have not been adhered to . ^e take the Icad.xxkk ith 
V*G« fraction through our T.U. Fraction and militant cel&B we 
keep close contact, cur main difficulty has bsc-n that some of our 
present so called militants in factories do hbt take the lead 
in actions in the mills and factories owing to fear of losing the 
Job. They usually give oom© excuse or other in not leading the 
ot rikes.

on the 9th March we will have a strike amon st of
the B.B.& C.I. Hatlcwn ilstrict where we have regular functioning 
Union. Beoidee kkexesntxatx tills centre ws have no unit on railway 
in our province. Meetings, lea.lets etc will bo in sympathy with 
9th March will bo observed in textile centres. z

o hope to have strikes in ujjain, in two mills in Indore, 
in oth^r centres we will have meetings, leaflets parties, 
mohalla meeting! ctc.xxon the 18th Ma ch * nti epresiaion pay. 
Gn the 3rd April we hope to have strike action in indore (in come 
mills, in Ujjain and (palior Mill). ie have already given call 
for Gtrikeaijn May 1st in all centres of Madby&bh&x&t end arc 
preparing in thrt direction and hope we will be ©ucce< sful in 
bringing workers on strike and hold demonstrations on May 1st 
throughout the province. pe aco week will ba observed - in better 
results than before.

Go far no enrolment of of members for TUM. Tur provincial 
office and union aend reports from time to time co AITUC office

ve hud explained the TU documenta to all our 
militants in almost all major centres.

Our criticism aid suggestion with regard to iunctxonia.: of 
T8C office and iTUCs nd the fraction will be acct to you by 
Fraction secret rry.



SUMMARY OF TH? PROCHHDINGS OF GFHFaAL COUNCIL

Tho General Council started at 3.30 p.M« ®n 26th Feb. with 
Com.Chakkarai in the chair, chakkarai made a short speech welcoming 
the G.C. members.

•’It is gratifying to see so many members of the G.C. have 
come in spite of repression. It shows the vitality of our 
organisation and that we are fighting with determination and 
courage in spite of severe odds. I do not know through what 
storms we have to pass but i arn fully confident that we are 
going to triumph, our cause is just and it has triumphed in 
various parts of the world, where feudalism and capitalism of the 
worst type prevailed.

”1 have to draw your attention to the Black Biii which the 
Government of India is going to pass into an Act. it is directed 
against our organisation. The INTUC and the Socialists are not 
going to be affected. $e must put the stoutest opposition to it 
in every conceivable way.

”We are witnessing some of the most sadistic outrages on the 
working class. Hundreds of our comrades are ak rotting in Jails 
and they are subjected to terrible repression, the kind of which 
we have not witnessed, unless we are up and doing, we are not 
going to put an end to this repression.

HThe massacre of jallinwalla Bag pales into insignificance 
when compared with Salem firing, w® have demanded a public 
inquiry into it. The Government have been compelled to institute 
an enquiry into it. But the Enquiry committee consists of 
toadies, retired Judges and collectors. Moreover it is $oing to 
be conducted in camera. e have protested against it. The 
tragedy of Salem is an eye ppener to us. people who arc apathetic 
or pro-Congress have been shaken. Even reactionary newspapers 
have been compelled to demand a public enquiry.

”We have to take Hfxt'xK stock of the situation in the 
country. We have to taka cognisance of the Black Bill, which 
if passed into law, will make trade union movement a farce and 
not a fighting organisation as it ought to be. ye are all 
interested in what is going on in other provinces, i do not 
know what is happening in other provinces than Madras except from 
news papers and letters from tho AITUC central Secretariat. so 
the comrades here will have to speak on this, ye shall have 
to do justice to two points in particular, repression and black 
bill. These are the two important things that will engage our 
at tent ion.

"Many of our comrades are in Jail. ve have to fill in 
vacancies caused by their absence. There are other things also 
of such formal character as affiliations etc.

"So Comrades I extend to you a hearty welcome to this most 
important and momentous meeting of the General council”.

The report of the credentials committee wae presented and 
accepted. Affiliation was granted to four Unions (list 
attached herewith).

The resolution to fill in vacancies of the q.c. by circular 
was moved by pathak. joglekar raised a point of orucr that the 
usual practice has been to fill in vacancies by common consent. 
He said, if we circularise the names for approval it will go into 
the hands of the C.I.D. He said these are revolutionary times 
and there is no meaning in having such formal resolutions.

Swamy (BBCI) said that it was true that we were passing through 
revolutionary times but that was the very rea- n why we should have 
thisw provision in rnnntit.nHnn. tv ... , „t~.,
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when class struggle was becoming intense, many people might let us 
down. There we must have such a provision in the constitution,

Babubhai Bhatt (F.B.). tried to justify joglekar.

The resolution was put to vote and carried,

Baxi presented the accounts with a short speech, (accounts 
already sent to you)

JChukkarai: We cannot function without sufficient funds.
.The average expense conva to, I am told to Rs,500/- I am not in 
a position to suggest ways and weans of strengthening our 
finances. I, therefore request you to take this matter seriously.

Bankim? The money we have at present will not last for more 
than two or three months.

Pathak (UP) suggested to observe a pay* Kashiram from Qwalior 
supported it. Bengal comrade suggested that we should* fix a date 
and ask Unions to pay up a. portion# of their dues by that date. 
On May day we may make a drive for mass collection in our meetings. 
To fix a day for funds alone is not correct, Babubhai (F.B.) 
suggested that we should give a final warning to unions that 
unless they pay up their arrears by a particular date their names 
would be struck off from the list of affiliated Unions, b hantab al 
said that oven if all unions pay their dues, it would .ot be sufficient 
for carrying on the work. Apart from collections in public meetings, 
we should collect from progressive individuals also# as donations. 
It will not be good to fix a date for this alone as it will give 
an opportunity for our critics to say that AITUC io a charity 
orgunis 'tion. Bapat (Bombay) suggested that a portion of such 
collections should go to he provincial committees. It was finally 
decided to leave the matter to the central secretariat of the AITUC*

The president moved from the chair the resolution on china and 
greetings to soviet union.

Swamy (BBCI) moved two resolutions together Greetings to Viet 
Nam and C.O.T. (France) ♦ he emphasised kkKtxdaxeixcix the task that 
devolve upon us in passing these resolutions. American imperialism 
ia plotting against the peoples of 3.E.Asia and its satellite, the 
Nehru Government is sending armies to Burma and ualaya to crush 
the democratic movements there. Even though Nehru has not 
reoegnised Bao pal, unless we are up and doing he may recognise it 
and send armies to his aid. we have to see that this is prevented 
and that democratic Viet Nam is recognised.

Chakkarai at this stage pointed the attention of the- G*C* 
members to the terrible repression let loose in pondicherry, a 
settlement of French imperialism in the South. There trade 
union movement is crushed and savage repression is let loose. 
A price of Ps.lOOO/- has been placed on the veteran t -ado union 
and communist lender, Pub'biah. Goondas with the aid of the police 
attacked trade union offices and smashed property worth lakhs of 
rupees. The nationalist press is backing out the news.

The president moved from the chair resolutions on martyrs and 
Italian G.G.T.

The resolution on repression was then moved by a t nnilnad 
comrade, Hamai ingam, with a rousing speech in Tamil. The president 
gave ugist of the speech in English, in yellore where some of our 
important leaders are detained, several lathi charges and firing 
took place. Even though there were no deaths, our important 
leaders have been injured seriously. NambiaF, communist VLA 
has lost ktaxHyjExSuisfkk the sight of one of his eyes due to firing, 
in Cuddalore there has been firing, in Kallipalayam, where there' 
is agitatition among kisans, severe repression is let loose and 
one comrade is killed. in Salem jail, as you know, our comrades 
were demanding treatment as politicals. Firing tock place re-ilt- 
in-z in the denth of 22 ermrador- ?• id injury *03, chakkn-ml



added that the bodies of the dead were not handed over to the 
relatives but buried by the police. The relatives do not. 
know where they were shot, whether the deaths were accidental or 
intentional. Kalayansundram, one of the most reapeted leaders 
of the movement in Tamilnad, who has teen arrested recently, has 
been subjected to inhuman torture. The present rulers will 
have to answer before the people for these murders. Therefore 
on 18th March should ba made made successful and we must put up 
resistance in every conceivable way.

Belose (Bombay) supported the resolution. He referred to 
the firings in Na ik and Salem Jails. The working class will 
not be crushed. The only way to force the Government to retreat 
is resistance.

Newaskar Though not to the same extent as in Calcutta and A 
Madras repression is heavy^ To attend union office is the way >' 
to jail.

Gujerat; on the eve of the 2nd January terrible repression 
esp. In Billimora. Military was brought. 50 to 60 arrester on 
23rd January. Workers resisted. Firing in air. Gate and 
street corner meetings continued. Taluq kisan conference was 
held in a small village. 1500 people attended. Big bosses of 
the C.I.D and police were present. Seeing the mood of the 
kisans they retreated. Bhavnagar strike for 4 days.

BBCI Rayman (victimised worker) we must prepare workers 
to take our places wHen we get arrested. ’/hen one io arrested 
ten should come forward to take the place. ,<e are collecting 
subscription and preparing for 9th March. be struck for three 
days. The boss asked where is your union, we said «;ve will 
show you1; we said we are not your employees but your enemies. 
We will not sit with you without honour and on equal terms, 
without resisting the police even with our blood, we can .ot win 
Along with this strike we must take the offensive.

Bengal: Repression is increasing every day. After the
Peace”Conference we have organised counter-offensive to meet 
this repression. Authorities dare not impose 144 because they 
know it will not be observed. Repression in jails also 
intensified, in presidency Jail a comrade was beaten. 360 
protested against this. 600 police came to the scene. 3 hours 
struggle, tear gas firing, heatings of horrible nature. 12b 
arrested in demonstrations in sympathy with this, on 26th 
January there were big demonstrations. The 300 armed police 
who were on thex scene was reinforced later on by another 500. 
There was six hours bottle. There was firing and 45 were 
arrested. innumerable inured, in jail warders were given 
liqcr to molest Y/omen and girl comrades. Rat an Brahman resisted 
for two hours in his cell. At a meeting of the Mahila Atma 
Rakeha Samiti, palhousie Square, 2 men were arrested, locked up 
and beaten till they ware unconscious. Students are arrested 
from classes and clerk from offices. The owners of halls are 
threatened not to give har to us. jn sardar Patel meetings 
a large proportion of the audience consisted of armed, wixkxiss: 
goondas and police in plain clothes. in the recent/%'6 :;oondas 
were arrested, romradee are arrested for pasting posters.

But people are resisting; if one is arrested, 50 come 
forward. x Swadhinata appear daily since the hunger strike 
and the police ar ©’Helpless. in Dalhousie Square there are no 
off less without our contacts, when owner refused 3 days pay for 
closure due to riot, workers captured factory, r.e do not give 
wji an inch to the enemy. in Midnapur one area is liberated. 
People’s militia is being formed, in 24 parganas also there are 
liberated areas.

To arrest one man 500 policemen are to bo„ mobilized.

On 26 th January on confer ess pro co as 5. on ; - .le on bo Lu sides 
of the str^t scat. *
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a meeting in Calcutta. V--'

On account of the hunger strike and the brave fijht put 
up by our comrades, the transfer of detained comrades was 
haKx abandoned.

Children of Meminsingh are parading in uniform. hundreds 
of villages are being liberated like Telengsma, every day 
thousands are participating in the struggle and they are getting 
steeled,

Pathak (U.P) ; ,ve are not far behind Calcutta and Madr s, 
U.p. is rising up. in the recent provincial railway conference 
the General Manager bribed goondaa tmd Clip to att oks us. 
The Conference wait lathi charged. The delegates to the provinc ial 
kuxaxk dtudent Federation conference xltk were all arrested. 
Pits were refused t'o these comrades, in sarelley two students 
were beaten up. All students resisted this. There was firing. 
All people resisted, some policemen resigned. Lucknow police 
refused to go to Bareilly. So military had to be called, "here 
is strict censorship of the press, editors are asked not to 
publish any news and not to disclose censorship. in Kanpur no 
office secretary can work for more than a week. More than 12 
office secretarjres of the Mazdoor Snbha are arrested. INTUC and 
Socialits are quarrelling among themselves. workers come in 
groups to enquire about rom.Yusuf. corkers have completely 
lost their illusion about the fascist regime. There is severe 
repression on individuals and mass organisations. put 
no mass organisation is crushed. ye will drive away the police 
from Kanpur,

Bihar; Bihar is not lagging behind. students are arrested 
for postering, union cecretary arrested fur anti-retrenchment 
handbills. workers struck work to get him released. we 
would have marched ahead but for our leadership. m xhelari 
Cement factory there was strike, workers beat up ch-argeman. 
Union office was handed over to INTUC by the police but workers 
refused to j^ive in. .vomen were molested and children robbed of 
their food, in Eiharishariff we have a union flor the last ten 
years. There are 4000 bidi workers who are mostly in the union. 
The rent QLkxkke. was increased but the workers refused to pay. 
Meeting was called to protest against this, j'olice lathi charged 
the meeting and the office records were burned. Biharishariff 
was turned into a military camp. curfew is imposed.

At Bhalagpur, kisan leaders were arrested but the kioan 
went to their rescue. Firing took place in which one fell 
martyr. Likewise in many places firing took place and many 
have fallen victim. in Tatanagar socialist got our leaders 
arrested, ordinary Trade union movement is impossible. very 
struggle turned into a battle scene like. Bengal find Tolengan . 
In jails Com.Jwala was dropped from a height. Another comrade 
wa’ severely beaten up.

Baxi; Martyrs of Bombay laid the foundations of the ^rade 
Union movement. Soviet Union showed the li;;ht. jail firings 
are a new record in brutality. in Salem unheard of burtalities 
took place. we will not be contented if 10 jail officials 
are dismissed. The Madras ministry must quit.

Cfeakky&i-* - - ght * - Vet «eea- a«4- capitallate-<*««« t
kaxKhx£x£«4xjribftKiU!;xKKx&%pidadtiumxxu^x3didcKk^
a a xwrBoxen kxxfcxxdtxx < Ik xkx xnakx a x pa s kkksex xjsiiximpitEkxjiklky xx xxkx

ks xiaxpaxidtakxaxklkKXxixxxkExaxkmkKax



27 th 1950 V__

The report of the activities of the aITUC was presented 
to the General council, com. Sh ant a uukherj i propose;! that the 
report could be adopted. Madras comrade supported thia. He 
said that l©0 unions are banned in the country. ~’he Government 
is trying to crush our movement iox and to push ahead INTUC. 
practical methods must be adopted to counter attack the 
offensive of Government and the INTUC. in order to bolster up 
INTUC bogus unions Government had brought forth Labour gelations 
Bill. we are goin^ to challenge the validity of the order 
banning trade unions in Madras. If we fail in the high court we 
will go the supreme court, re must prepare for active resistance 
After the. banning of the Unions w© have formed committees

PUBLIC SECURITY MLTWT ACT

ph st ak; These measures are legal weapons oi the Government 
to crush rand eliminate all democratic movement in the country. 
Safety measures should be called safety razor for cutting the 
throats of working class movement, secret agents arc planned 
in our unions who act as informers. &k re are arrested on their 
report without any proof, investigation. it also puts eanxar.ahip;
strict and rigid cen'orship on newspapers.

Nalini Mukhcrji; every day we find in newspapers victims 
of Tub]ic Security measures Act. on loth March wo must mobilise 
all our forces to condemn the Government’s repressive measures 
and Acts, in Bengal Section 144 cannot work. The British often 
resorted to firing in the air but now bullets and human lives 
are cheap.

Peer Mohmed; The promises of August 15 1947 are all broke n 
25, CO^Iead ers of the working class, peasants, students and 
other democratic movements in the country, men and women, are 
arrested and detained* without trial. The public safety measures 
Act is not in the interest of the public but in the interests 
of the vested interests.

LABOUR .RELATIONS BILL

Hewaskar: This BiJi nullifies all rights of working class 
and reduces him to the position of a bond slave. ’reatment of 
workers lx envisaged is worse than animals. t^6 banning of the 
right of workers to strike is virtually to ban the right to live. 
It has taken away all rights of the workers and givon a free 
hand to the capitalists. Legalisation of retrenchment is 
provided in the bill, it cuts wages for the strike period and 
Imprisonment for x 6 months. Such Bills ware introduced only 
in Nazi Germany. It gives bargaining rights to the INTUC. 
In Gwalior, only 400 to 500 workers out of 8,000 were allowed 
to participate in the election to rorks committees, ^he workers 
boycotted and did not allow it to function. But even then 28 
representatives out of 30 ’were elected from ?jazdoor jjubhu 
(our Union), so the authorities decided not to have any 
pre tepee of democracy. iuxdxJLo.

one MLA of Bihar suggested to issue licenses for 
Trade Unionists. ;e must tear this Bill to pieces, it is not 
sufficeint to pass a resolution but we must take direct action. 
This Bill is a charter of slavery for the woi’kera.

7?hy is this ill introduced now? Because of intensification 
of economic crisis. sw.kjc Repression could not Uoneput an 
end to the resistance of the working class. Hence the 
Government wants to bound the working class, hnne and feet. 
Strike is the only v/eapon of the workers wnich is dreaded by 
tho employers and thnt right will be completely taken av/ay by 
this Bill, workers are not considered as human beings, uo 
political strikes are allowed, ’’illegal strikes* are sought to 
be punished by rigorous imprisonment. it gives all sorts of 
freedom to the employer - to introduce rational ur \tion , no 
bin ne al n-rr . .JU !-. rr! . -..nrvnan+ TiTn’-.-r^ ♦ « V « - ------- - t _
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There is no auditing of the accounts of II a j dur uah&jan according 
to the Trade union Registration Act. Loaders thi'eat&n the workers 
that expenses arc more and they say we get them through ‘‘Nanuaji” 
Recognised Unions require 15 per cent membership. All these 
measures are aimed to legalise INTUtf. in Our locality no INTOC 
leader dare to go without sufficient number of his men with aim 
in working class urea. These measures are worthy of Ritter and 
Truman•

Sven this Bill is considered incomplete by rongrees xlas. 
They want to issue licenses to trade unionists.

,7e must resist this bill in every conceivable way, 
through strikes, demonstrations etc. we must smash the bill 
and we must not allow the Government to impose ths Bill. Third 
April must bo organised on a big scale.

3.Bakshi; ;hat this Bill is brought forth by the Govt? 
There is not a single place in the country where our trade union 
workers are not arrectcdl But in spite of repression working 
class is going ahead under the banner of the aITUC. peasants 
of Telangana are also marching ahead. Bill in my language is 
a shelter for the rat but in India the mt of capitalism can no 
longer remain snfe. If we hesitate to resist this Bill we 
will bo betraying the working class. Third April must open 
the eyes of the rulers that they are mistaken about the working 
class.

KN Joglekar moved his amendment . He said that agrees with 
all points. ^Yie dangerous character of the Bill should have 
been explained more clearly. Capitalism wants to maintain its 
regime by resorting to extreme fascist measures. ;ve see the 
crisis oi' capitalism on a world plane in India. in 1938 a 
similar bill was introduced. Through Socialists betrayed, even 
collaborationists like /mberker and jamnudas opposed. ^oday 
/unberkcr is in the Government, in the extreme capitalist crisis 
there is no way out for the capitalists but to • rush the working 
class. similarly we have no way out but to crush the capitalisa. 
The dreudfulness of the pill is not made known to the people, 
prejudices of ^he people must be removed. illusion of Socialist 
Nehru must be shattered.

In order tc counteract this Bill, we must forge a unitf?.a 
front. Be alone cannot do this. The operative part of the 
resolution is too Weak in the present day situation and is 
not cori’esponding to the national and international Xie situation. 
To remove weakness all sections of peoples must forge a united 
front as in 1938. This Bill is not only against the AITUC 
but, against all organisations of the working class, against 
spontaneous actions and all forms of struggle, ?11 the revolutionary 
sections are not inside the aITOC. Demonstration io too weak 
and too small an action considering the dangerous 
nature of the Bill and the danger that we face. VOTN gives a 
call for united front with workers of all sections, even Catholic 
Unions. We must mobilise all workers paying attention to their 
weakness and prejudices. The duty to form a united front is 
ours and wc muet take this first step.

^1 iui bVakherji ( p.3.) 1 do not consider this bill toe
lightly ’wben the life and’ death issue of the working class is 
involved. want '(bet the Socialist leaders cut all sections 
of the working class. ye have been giving calls for general 
strikes but there has been little response.

Samy (BBCI) I oppose the amendment as it is postponing and 
ab an dion i n g act f on. AC a i n xk the am © n dm a nt slanders the a ITU C 
policy for two years sw leading to disaster, j want to know 
the provisions in the bill regarding Governifletit servants.

Bankimt TOic Bill is a totalt a
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Civil servants are singled out, in-order to keep them away from 
the movement, 'Then employers register their cunaitiona oi 
•work if we do not object then for a year no objection 
can be raised, strikes are made illegal. Till the Government 
guarantee living wages, then they have no ri^ht to pm tnis 
bill. This is a saitanlc bill. collective bargaining is put 
at a discount. Negotiating rights arc* given to unions having 
a membership of 30 per cent membership or 15 for federation. 
Ho strikes arc possible in the name of collective bargaining. 
In colonial countries not more than 10 per cent membership 
in the unions. It goes up ana comes dow. -}ven oejc INTUC 
will be affected by this, organisers can be failed. No 
provision against retrenchment. ?;e cannot protest against
retrenchment, no political strikes are allowed, no sympathetic 
strike is allowed under this Bill. We have to rally all 
workers irrespective of* their opinion, no sectarianism should 
be toler ted; we must have a united front, jaiprakaeh dare not 
oppose united struggle. Regarding joglekur»s amendment no 
body will come if formally send n letter. must build unity 
from the bottom - th;»t is the real united front. r,e must carry 
on propaganda about the real character of tbio black bill. 
Only unity of workers can threw this Bill, petty bourgeois 
section is to bp approached. All toiling sections should be 
approached. This Bill shows to what extent the Government can 
go and it also ebows their strength. I request, joglekar to 
w i t h d r n7/ this am e n dm ent.

Pathak: Dockyard) Disruption among workers is no new
discovery. AITUC is the united front, Make it strong. 
Thia amendment is to invite disruptors* They even stoop to 
take money from owners. ~e cannot cooperate with these people. 
Honest worker iu coming to us through struggle, ^his pill 
takes away all rights of the workers. ./e know workers will 
come in struggle against this, Every section will resist it. 
Struggle against pl nek Bill will bo the united front.

Ahmedabad» in our demonstration against the constitution, 
in pit'spite ’6Four weakness ire made it a success, united 
front can come only through struggles and not by Conference. 
Then we go forward workers will come with us. i oppose this 
amendment.

f^thak (Q.|>) The paragraph in the amendment to c>;ll 
** con* ere..ce la slanderous to the working class. jt 
insi^u<?,tes that the militant working clas of the AITUC has 
no strength. Because wf workers1 resistance Government had 
to brin$ this Bill. *rhe General Council must thr<rw away 
this amendme n t.

coming strug le 
to disrupt, ye
is cloar on the

united

fflmr; This amendment is to betray the 
To invite ths enemies of the working class is 
must fi^ht agtinet this tendency. Resolution 
united front, under the banner of ths AITUC alonc’con the " 
united front be built.,

c,, (Bent;al) x Phis resolution should not have been 
allowed fo be moved. if ize pass thia amendment we will be 

the ver? fundtunent&18 of aITUC and the militant 
working class movement. i do not for a moment think that 
wocjaliots and INTUC are going to suffer from this Bill, rhe 

and nmjcmore chaneee for disruption 
AllUC io gaining strength because of its leadership in ' 
struggle. Socialist - nd INTUC pretend to launch ?tru^l.- a 

tbjir Our heroic stru^les have isolated the
Government from the people.

jpggrth: Real unity of the working clar;3 can cone orP v 
’hich al°na 18 the org^isation or the

aor^ing class. By successful demonstration we can foxm a 
uniued front. ve always support struggles and lead it. -hie 
timonamon. waters down our call for action, nn 3rd \uril we 
will prepare for strike. ’ ~ ‘



Duliaj I oppose this amendment, Firing in Amalner 
exposed tlie fascist character of the Congress Government. 
Government sponsored the INTUC. 25,000 leaders are in Jail. 
Socialist unions hank on big capitalists help and goonda 
support, we know that socialists do not iip;ht for 
the workers. They are against militant action.

/anbutai; (joglekar*8 group)। I know Bombay working class. 
Workers want united Front• as Kok Uehta is a traitor but 
workers are not. without united front victory is not possible. 
AITUC sacrifice our aim. Mot blood shed but establishment of 
our rule should be our aim. we do not support terrorists, 
without united front struggle is not possible, on 2nd 
January 75 thousand vzorkers were on strike but the iocialiats 
can bring one and half lakhs on strike.

Kheruddin:GIP: in 1948 there was a unanimous decision 
of the workers taken through ballot for strike, in which 
workers of INTUC and Socialist party and others participated, 
But workers were cheated by the socialists, cur membership is 
less due to repression. In the present conditions no body can 
go for membership collection.

Newaskart The amendment waters down the aITUC call for
resistance. By misquoting Stalin and Lenin and by running away 
from the struggle, joglekar has discredited the AITUC* Socialists 
also play the same trick. AIR.F whenever talk about strikes 
say that we are not united and so struggle is not possible. This 
was their trick to postpone struggles, only through struggle can 
can unity be forged. By resisting the Government’s offensive 
we are marching forward to unity, joglekar has aaid that the 
working class is helpless in his amendment. This is nothing 
but slander. Workers are on their march. They have occupied 
factories and going to a higher stage cf struggle, who are 
kkJK to be invited into this Conference, the socialists and 
others who oppose the struggle. They are betrayers of 
struggles. If we invite them it will be sabotaging our work 
and not going forward, we have to unite workers through 
action and go forward, ye have to mt to form action committees. 
Only AITUC can lead the action.

Chakkarai: As long as there are classes, there will be 
class struggle. ;hat is the position of the Government of oux* 
country today. it is not a position of impartiality. The state 
and the capitalist class have become one and ths same, fhc 
Itate to be an impartial arbiter, between ths working class 
and the capitalists, is, to use u colloqial expression, mere 
bunkum. The whole bill is going against the very roots of 
the working class, against its interests and organisations, 
therefore, there shall be no truck or compromise on this. ’.e 
are opposed kxxs to this Bill, root and brunch and it is i 
impossible for our organisation with its past tr ditions and 
great struggles it has led, as some members hero suggested, 
to have any compromise.

For arbitration we have to puss through many hurdles 
according to this Bill and before we reach the goal, we will 
break our neck. Ao have to pass through various processes and 
Steps. dhat is the use of a bill like this. That we are goinj 
to t^ose this Bill, there is no doubt. How to oppose this 
Bill must be our prime consideration. 7,e have to raise our voice 
of protest and carry on vigorous agitation and paopaganda a.jaint 
this Bill. '76 must oppose it in every conceivable way.

I want to say a wortt about the amendment, ue have to 
present a united front. Now what are the conditions of the 
united front? is there any common ground between our organisat
ion and the INTUC and the Socialists? so far there is none, 
we must remember the melon holy .....c..- of our rouau Table
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of the Socialists and the INTUC. It is impose! Ie for me to 
agree with them. It is diametrically opposed to us. How many 
lenders of the Socialist party and the INTUC has come out with 
a statement opposing this Bill? They have not raised^ their 
voice of protest at all. They are going, I say, to submit to the 
provisions of this Bill. strike weapon is the only weapon 
for the working class, if you take out this, It is like a lion 
without its teeth and claws, socialists and the INTUC have 
never led a strike in the last two years. They are blowing 
hot and cold. One day they say the Government is fascist and the 
other day they collaborate irith them. Thio is the Socialist 
policy. The socialists and the INTUC are the disruptors of the 
working class. Do you say that I should hob-nob vzith them and try 
to bring about a via media on this question? suppose we call 
a Conference. The INTUC and the Socialists are given six 
representatives each and we also 6. The decision will be taken 
by a majority. Then they will proclaim that the majority is not 
in favour of a strike. Cur action will be rendered ineffective.
I do not think any Conference or united action is possible with 
them. You will see in a few days that the INTUC will swallow the 
fill without a protest. The Socialists may make some statements 
against it, but they will also do the ame. The Socialists are 
like the Labour party in Britain. I have seen a statement 
by the Socialist leaders saying that the Labour party of Britain 
has won a glorious victory. This is the sort of people with whom 
it is impossible to work. #e have bitter experiences of the 
teachery and betrayal of the socialists and the INTUC* whenever 
there is a struggle, the Socialists go in police vans and betray 
our ranks to the police. in this circumstances, it will be 
criminal on our part to call them to a Conference; it will not be 
consistent with the dignity o the working class organisation of 
the country. ”

The amendment was put fco vote and lost.

The resolution as carried.

BASIC BRANDS RESOLUTION

Belose? ve mu/1 build up factory committees to attain 
these demands. strength of the working claas in invincible.

GORAKHPUR LABOUR CAMP

Pathaki Fascist repression of Prasad’s Bihar and Jawaharlal’s 
Uttar Pradesh is a guide for other provinces. sktxxiaxrssxan fcha 
kxxkaxixf eg can see slavery in all its nakedness here. Here 
8500 workers are recruited for the n world war. They are deported 
in wagons with armed escort, askedfct to work for 12 to 14 hours. 
But workers no longer tolerate. General strike end firing.

CONSTITUTION

Balia Kisan Confer noe. Firing 2 injured, 1 young comrade 
Subhash Mukherjee was killed.

ANTI COMMUNAL RIOTS

Boses (Bengal) The Communal riots were started to disrupt 
.the working class struggles. There are no stabning as no public 

support is there. Some working class areas are non-^engali. 
Hence they also play on the provincial feelings of the workers .

THLENGANA

KNJC^lekar^ when revolutionary movement of Telengana p^sans 
wa spreading all over Hyderabad anct capitalist Government saw the 
danger to their rule and undertood poliace action. Agrarian 
revolution has a great significance in India. we have to fight 
lies and prejudices against these fighterc.

,;'h<’ rirnlrlrnt. <»,<■> i •• --—»—



SECRETARY’S REPORT TO THEGgNmi COUNCIL 
OF THE ALL INDIA TRADE UNIOK CONGRESS

AITUC was held from 27 th to 29th May

I have great pleasure in submitting the report the work done 
by the All-India Trade Union Congress during the period of 8 months 
since the 23rd Session of the 
last year.

Before I start reporting dhethe activities of the AITUC during 
these eight months I offer my respectful and humble salutation to the 
memory of Com. Kasim Naqvi, a masmber of the General Council of the 
AITUC and the great martyrs, leaders of workers, peasants and common 
people, men and women, who laid down their lives in the glorious 
struggles inside the various jails in India like Salem, Cuddalore, 
Vellore, Bombay, Nasik, Sabarmati, Calcutta, Delhi, and jails in U.P., 
C.P.,East Punjab, Bihar, Madhya Bharat, Assam. These brave comrades 
gave their lives in defence of the rights and privileges of the work
ing class and political prisoners tobe .treated as political prisoners, 
against the vindictive discrimination against worker and peasant 
fighters, for immediate and unconditional release, for family all
owance and other rights. These heroic battles have created unparall
eled glorious traditions of class struggle and demonstrated the 
de termination of workers and peasants leaders to continue battles 
against all cxploitation,for ending the rule of capitalism, from 
wherever they may be. The AITUC, and the working class led by it, 
will carry forward the goal for which these comrades laid doY/n their 
lives and will complete the unfinished task of ending the rule of 
capitalism, the task of establishing peoples democratic states of 
workers, peasants and the oppressed middle class which will put an 
end to all exploitation.

I pay my respectful and humble homage to the memory of the hund
reds of brave fighters of Telcngana who defended peasants' land 
against the landlords, the jagirdars and their Nizam Government, to the 
brave working class, and student fighters, men and women who died in 
class battles against the bourgeois Government, against the buungeoislg, 
the landlords , and all exploiters, in defence of workers and peasants! 
rights rand interests, for a living wage, for security of job, for an end 
to all exploitation. By their brave and determined battles they have 
immensely inspired workers, peasants, students and all toilers who are 
waging a dodnmhmu&d struggle against the capitalists and their govern
ment, with confidence in the success of their cause.

This reportcoovers a period when the AITUC organisation, its 
provincial and regional branches end its affiliated unions have had to 
function in face of unheard of fascist repression by the Congress 
capitalist Government, and in face of continued and &&amQfaced attempts 
by the Socialists and INTUC leaders to disrupt and disorganise the 
working class movement. It is a matter of pride that the All India 
Trade Union Congress, wedded to the policy of relentless calss stru
ggles against capitalism, has not only witatcod all these attacks and 
defended the working class movement, but has .marched forward to greater 
strength and influence. Today the programme and path shown by the 
AITUC, have become the programme before workers in all industries. It 
is a matter of pride to the AITUC that while the bourgeoisie and its 
agents, the Socialist and INTUC loaders, are doing their worst to dis
rupt And disorganise the working class movement and the bourgeoisie is 
shamefacedly trying to transfer the burden of the ever deepening economi 
crisis on to the shoulders of workers, peasants and the toiling middle 
class masses, it is the AITUC that is bcldly organising and lead
ing workers’ struggles for.’living wage, for security of employment, 
for ending exploitation.

No organisation in the country wo vid have been able to withstand 
such an attack as the AITUC lias done. It is because of the great 
support appreciation and confidence in the programme put forward by 
the AITUC, for all sections of workers that the AITUC has been able 
to withstand the fascist onslaught and hit buck and mobilise workers 
for a decisive struggle against capitalism. This was possible because 
the policy and programme of the AITUC and its unions arc based on the 
principle of class struggle and relentless battle against capitalism.

Today, under the banner
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Today under the banner of the AITUC and its Unions, the working 
class of India is boldly marching forward for the decisive all India 
struggle against capitalism and their Government, fnr a living wage, 
for full employment to all, for ending all exploitation, against repre
ssion, against unemployment, for defence of democratic rights, for la 
decisive All India General Strike of workers in all industries.

Crisis burst forth

3ince the last session of the AITUC ffin May 1949, the economic crisis 
has sharply deepened, it has burst out in the textile industry. Every 
dray thousands mere are turned out of jobs, Mills and factories are clo
sing down. In the countryside exploitation of agricultural labourers 
and poor peasants i? intensified. They are on the verge of starvation ‘ 
and death. i

The AITUC session last year had clearly warned against the rapidly 
deepening crisis and the all round worsening of the conditions of the 
toiling masses. The bourgeoisie, the imperialists, the landlords, the 
princes, attempt more and more to pass the burden cf crisis on to the 
backs of the masses, because they seek to protect their profits in face Of 
decline in production, to protect their rights and interests in the face 
of deterioration of agriculture, at the expense of workers and peasants 
and the middle classes. Those attempts by the capitalists to transfer 
the burden of the crisis on to the shoulders of the workers further 
deepened the crisis and it has now burst forth with growing intensity.

Menace of unemployment is harassing every working man and woman. 
Its extent can be seen by the fact that as many as 20 lakhs working 
people who sought to secure employment through the employment exchange 
had, to,;go without jobs. At the end of December 1949 it was found that 
in that one year alone their number at the exchanges was over 10 lakhs.

Besides these there are lakhs of jobless who do not go to the empl
oyment -Exchanges. Thue .colossal fighure of unemployed obtains today 
which is growing every day. The extend of unemployment in different 
industries can be seen from the following facts.

Every day brings the news of closure of some textile mill or an
other in some textile centre. In Bombay Province alone so far 13 mills 
are completely closed, 21 mills have closed their one shift. This is 
what Mr. Nanda, the Dab&ur Minister of the Bombay Government had to 
admit.

The Sholapur mill is closed for 5 months now and over 13,000 workcy& 
are Jjc^t to starve. The same story of closure of more and more mills 
is received from every province.

Even at a conservative estimate not less than one lakh textile 
workers arc out of employment today. Under the plea of shortage of 
cotton, accumulation of stocks of similar reasons the mill owners are 
closing down the mills and throwing workers out of jobs frum mills in 
every textile centre.

Various schemes of rationalisations are introduced each one of whic’ 
results in increased work-load and more and more workers being turned 
out of jobs.

In South India, managements have closed down mills for 10 day in 
oae'month, thereby rendering 60,000 workers unemployed for 10 days in th

in the Jute Industry from April.194^,,the Qoyernm^n^ sealed 1.2^ per
cent of the looms which meant uncialoyherit''foP'abdhP'37ioOD' A0'~?rM 
July, 'jute mill owners forced compulsory unemployment for 10 days in • 
a month on every worker.
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The handloom industry has been practically ruined in nest of the 
cities and towns and thousands of handloom weavers ^nd their families 
are starving, ' Bangle industry in T’irozabad has been ruined. Oil mills 
have been closed-leaving 20,000 workers out of employment,

Thus the mano.ee of unemployment and increase in workload through 
rationalisation is harassing workers in every industry and their jobs 
have become absolutely insecure.

Cover nmo n t D o par tri on t s 
department

Government’ir;vc been subjected to heavy retrenchment ever since the 
war came to an end» This is what the Government Labour Year Bo ok(1947-48) 
says, (page 4).

"Following the cessation of hostilities in 1945, the employment 
figures for 1945 showed a fall of about 7 per cent below peak 
level of 1945 consequent on retrenchment in Ordinance factories, 
army clothing factories, etc^., and the cancellation of contracts 
for certain types of goods needed for the war effort. The main 
reduction was recorded in minerals and metals, engineering and 
skins and hides besides those in ordnance and clothing factories. 
Bihar showed the highest percentage fall in employment, namely 
17-5. There wore however further reductions in employment in Bihar, 
the Central Provinces and Berar , Bolhi and the United Provinces... 
An Industrywiso analysis of the figures for 1947 shows that there 
were further reductions in employment in the ordnance factories, 
clothing factories and the Go verment-owned general engineering 
wo rks ho ps ” •

Today,all these departments which were the worst sufferers from the 
continuous attacks of retrenchment are further faced with heavy retren
chment throwing out of employment hundreds and thousands from General 
Engineering workshops, Central P.W.D.,OrdinnnGi. depots and other 
departments.

In the post and Telegraph a large number oi workers have 1-hre^y 
been turned out of jobs and thousands face retrenchment on the grbtdki 
that they were employed as temporary hands.

In Railways already several thousands of caaual workers, temporary 
gangmen, workers employed on construction work have been turned out. 

anagements of various railways have issued orders to retrench workers 
employed after 15the September 1945. Recently Gcpalswamy Iyengar ex
pressed in the Parliament his inabilitys to guarantee againot-retrench- 
ment of those in service since after. 15th September 1945. In fact he 
had to admit.that ever 4600 have already been retrenched. hat his 
statement means can be understood from the fact that since 1945 Septem
ber nearly 2 lakh workers have been employed. Fir instance in 1947-48 
there were 8,28,000 workers on Indian Railways ar.d in 1949-50 there 
were 912,000. That means these 84,000 engaged during these two years 
f&ce the throat of retrenchment.

The Railway Enquiry Committee has declared that workers do not put 
oven four hours wf work out of their eight duty ’nours and that there are 
34 per cent ( or 32,000) workers surplus in workshops and 6,500 surplus 
in engineering departenents and thousands mere from the Railway grain 
Sho ps •

/■ While the Government-Bo f Bombay, Madras and other provinces have 
openly declared that rhey are going to- effect heavy retrenchment to 
make up the budget deficit all: the- Central Government departments lave 
planned general retrenchment, Thousands of temporary clerks and other 
employees arc thus faced with retrenchment. . The s?.me story comes from 
banks, Insurance companies and commercial fimns.

1 ,

mano.ee
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The bourgeoisie and their (Tovcrnir’cnt seek to solve the economic 
crisis by attacking workers1 wages,- by throwing out of employment th
ousands and lakhs of workers, by increasing work-load and adopting 
similar other methods®

The Amnedabad mill-owners have declared a reduction in dearness 
allownace at Is 18/- per worker. The Government of India and its stdtis* 
ticians are declaring a systematic fall in the cost of living index 
which will mean a direct cut in.the wages of all workers while actually 
1 i ving 1JSC hV dr^yiay.

Workers Fight back

Against the continuous and growing offensive of the management and 
the Government there has been country-wide resistance by the workers 
in every industry, JUsfOQrocpfi&rdramsioffda'ai^hicufne-'cdi^

^i^^'ehTpeiachd ictdnddJttd’ns/crf »kcrs •

Along with this report we have enclosed an account of some of the 
strikes that have taken place between October 1949 and end of January. 
This is a far from complete account, collected from the da.ily news 
papers. But it will show how workers are using confidently the weapon 
of strike as the only effective weapon for smashing the offensive of the 
capitalists and for securing their demands. °ome of the instances to 
which we refer below will show how both in their tenacity and, militancy 
workers arc showing unparalleled heroism.

The pottery workers of Calcutta fought tenaciously for six months 
against victimisation of workers, Thecongrcss Government came to the 
assistance of the management, imprisoned several workers, lathi charged 
and tear.-gassed workers on strike and in the end shot down two 
including the secretary of the Union. But workers refused to submit to 
this terror.

Kanpur Victoria Mill VZorkers numbering 4,000 fought from ITovomber 
to January against attempts of the management to introduce rationalisat
ion. Several arrests were made. Workers were lathi-charged but they 
refused to submit.
In October
/ Kolar Gold -^ieM workers fought bravely for increased wage and 

bonus despite several arrests, ^or two days workers had remained in 
bho pits without food.

Bombay Municipal workers fought for wage increase, weekly ho lid-ays* 
reduction of hours of work for 5 months. As many as BOQ workers were 
arrested, firing was opened.

In Vijaypur, Rajasthan, workers of t&e Textile Mill fought for 11 
months and despite repression continued their strike. Tirupur ^shar 
Textile workers were on strike for a month for wages for extra work. 
'fheiengUKerawas demonstrated in a militant manner.

3000 Jam Mill workers in Bombay wont on strike for two months last 
year against increased work load, ^nd today they are on strike.

4000 workers from the spring Mill, Bombay, are on strike since January 
28th against increased work load through rationalisation.

Travancorc bus workers went on strike in October for wage increase 
for one month. There were several arrests, lathi charges and every 
kind of repression, but workers fought bravely.

General Strike of 45,000 workers in Hyderabad for wage increase was 
fougjit bravely despite repression, arrests and disruption and betrayal 
by the Socialist loaders.

24,000 Municipal workers of Calcutta were on strike for 8 days 
in October. Hundreds of workers wore arrested and yet the strike 
continued.



75 days old strike of Jamshedpur -workers was fought bravely despite 
brutal repression, arrests, lathi charges and firing.

On January 2, 75,000 textile workers in Bombay went on strike 
the call of the Textile Workers Federation in support of the main demands 
of workers for security of service, end of rationalisation schemes and 
basic living wage.

In addition to these strike struggles innumerable strikes have 
taken place in all parts of the country, in Indire, Bcawar, Delhi, 
Lucknow, Patna, Assam, Madura, Coimbatore, Khandesh, Mholapur and various 
other places. There is not a town or city where workers hive not gone 
on determined strike for defeating the offensive of the management.

Innumerable demonstrations have taken place on E,I,R.,B.N.R.,G,I,P.,. 
B.B. C. I. ,3.1,R.,3.P.R. , and other railways, Whenever a management has 
tried to make direct onslaughts workers resisted and did not easily sub* 
mit to the attack. In many instances workers have forced t^e management 
to withdraw.

Similarly, teachers, clerks, rikshwalas, tongawalas, have fought 
bravely against every attack, ^trikes of Municipal workers through
out the country only show how the strike slogan has become the very con
sciousness of the workers.

In addition to strikes "for economic demands workers have gone on 
strike and" stagUd^eryr^ -<Lemons.traidone against repression. 
Countru-wide demonstrations on 26th January’ agains^t^lrc^bfattrgeois con
stitution, strikes and demonstrations in support of hunger strikes in 
jails, strikes and demonstrations against firings, demonstrations all 
over the country on 2nd October in sppport of hunger strikessin jails, 
strikes and demonstrations against firings, demonstrations all over the 
country on 2nd October in support of struggle for peace, the peace con
ferences, celebration of the 32nd anniversary of the October Revolution 
on the 7th November and pledge to fight against warmongers who are plo- . 
tting for a war against the Soviet Union and the world democratic forces^, 
are the indication of the political conscihuunosa of they/orkers throughout 
,the country and thbir realising that a successful bat^e against poverty. 
Jean be fought b'^. only by a successful fight against the rule that is 
'responsible for^the poverty

-“no the r very important feature of the workers struggles is the 
valiant struggles of Agri’cultural labourers in Andhra, Bihar, in U.P. ; 
Bengal, and East Punjab. The agricultural labourers have been bravely 
fighting against the attacks of the landlordsyak nbave compelled the 
landlords to concede many of their demands, oday the agricultural- 
labourers are fast heading towards a general'strike.

GENERAL STRIKE FOR BASIC DEMANDS .TIG IMMEDIATE TASK

The AITUC at its 23rd session in May 1949 had very correctly 
called upon workers in all industries and of all views to forgo a mighty 
united front‘foT*&'natiaiinjyide , struggle, for the realisation of their 
basic demands. ....

Events of the last 8 months have proved beyond doubt that a general 
strike in each industry, and a general strike in all the industries for 
basic demands have bean placed on the agenda. Everywhere wokers have 
unmis/takably fought every at-fafampt of the capitalists and their Central 
and Provincial government by way of mass unemployment, wage-cut, increase 
of work-load, etc.
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nn+n+4^$ impeiative need of the hour is therefore a most vigorous uro 
indu8tri«8 XiTWE 

lemancia of all workers, for a living wage, for security of job.

of Pr^e that during the last 8 months as before
thfATAU . "i0n3 alone. organised and led the workers in face of

“ ■, v ' g CS 10?s repression and open and shameless betrayal of strike struggles by enlist and IHTUC leaders. Workers through tho^ ora
<TI??0d that “ 18 only aituc SLaiimu

tteiTaJvfcent elr in.tore8tB “Bainst the hourbegosie and

-Draconic 2?&krtc ge prj? soion

such a re^r n/f 7-01 tilG Inclian Trade Union movement has
peasants ^'Vr-i been let loose against workers,

~'iod of thn^vin^ Ta o curer$. and middle class people, as in the nerAe
° +? T-1 3 \ montns. Firing on workers’, peasants . 

demonstrations has oecome the oPder of the day. Hundreds ci* leasers 
of workers, peasants and students, mon and women have been killed in 
these firings. Unable to withstand the onslaught of the determined
resistance the workers and the toiling masses the bourgeois Govern
ment is trying to suppress the working class movement with such un- 
precendchted repression^

During these nine months oven according to the far from complete 
reports in the bourgeois press as many as 50 firings took place against 
demonstrations of workers, peasants and agricultural labourers, box-tinen 
October lyd-9 and 4th February i.e. in four months alone, there wore as 
many as 36 firings, and 38 workers’ and peasants’ leaders were killed.

From June 1949 to 11th February police opened fire more than ten 
times on working class and peasant detenus and political prisoners in 
various jails and filled as man r as 32 leaders of workers, peasants, 
students, men and women and wounded a few hundreds. ■

Arrests, lathi charges, firings and death have become the common 
pattern of bourgeois repression against workers, peasants and the toiling 
people.

Thousands of peasants from Telengana were prosecuted on false 
charges before special tribunals. They were even denied the usual 
facilities for defence .and a force of a v/ns s^god. ^OS^cosan.
leaders were sentenced to death. ^^Jeath.1 Four agri cultural
aingapurm were prosecuted and sentenced to <death. d
labourers from East Godavari Di3trict, ^ndhra, iav^> - again**
to death in connection with the agricultural labourers SviJ -JX d “ to Railway workers includinG throe 
at Dihru(;arh while holding, a peace conf?ren eg f otf£r ihc.es in 
were killed in Bihar, Ballin H^^ons. 
police firings on their demonstrations.

The intensity of the Go’®”—-
in the first week of August.al on.^^ n;nvince. In Madura al on Cj 
5,000 workers and pe~ 
many as Ij'VOO textile 

raided by 

the fact that
Qi uiiv x — — — — - - - Av»n-a c o ve -^nm en t arres
f August alone the' -n ^aura alone, as 
easants in Madras prov - Q working class

workers were arrestee anu 
the police.homes were

/' Mass arrests of workers in every strike has become the usual
4 features. As many as 800 Municipal workers wore arrested in the 

Bombay Municipal workers’ strike, 3000 railwaymen were arrefted in the 
course of preparations for 9th March strike. Over 1,700 textile and 
other workers were arrested in Madura in Mauras province. All the



members of the working Committee of the Delhi provincial Trade Union 
Committee were arrested v/hile in session, hundreds of workers in Bengal 
and Assam, hundreds of agricultural labourers in SbngO'itUrlilndvTro^s 
virtcBAhand Bihar have been arrested. 16 out of the 30 members of the 
Working committee of the AITUGT have been arrested, or driven underg
round. More than 50 members of the General Council of the AITUC arc 
either in Jail or driven undergroimd,

</ Arresta,d&taintion, lathi charge, fire and killing this has becomes 
the usual pattern to suppress the Trade Union movement. The AITUC is 
singled out for this repression because it is the AITUC alone that or
ganises and leads the workers in action, against the ever increasing 
attacks of the capitalists and their Government.

But this total repression has failed to suppress the resistance of 
starving workers and peasants. Steeled in this resistance and led by 
AITUC workers are fighting back and counter attacking with militancy.

Having failed to suppress workers’ resistance the Government 
resorted to wholesale i 1 legal ise.ti on of workers and peasants’ organisa
tions. As many as 80 trade unions affiliated to AITUC from Madras, 
Kerala, Andhra, Karnatak, Travancore and Cbchin, Madhya Bharat have 
boon dociarcd illegal. 34 branchosoOfices of the S.I. Railway Labour 
Union, branches and head offices of all the 80 unions were scaled by 
the police, their property confiscated and records taken away. Such 
were the fascist methods used for suppressing the trade union movement,

Throughout Madras, Kerala and Andhra workers and agrucultural la
bourers meetings are banned. Section 144 is introduced in almost all 
these places and in a number of places throughout India. AITUC mall 
is vd thheld.

Bor all practical purposes the Trade Union movement which dares 
to oppose the attacks of the capitalists and the Government and orga
nise and leads workers into action for a living'/wage and security of 
Job, is attacked. The overwhelming majority of detenus and political 
prisoners in jail today are woikers and peasants. This alone shows how 
servers had boon the attack of the bourgeoisie and their Government 
against workers and peasants.

But even these measures failed to suppress the workers’ and pea
sants movement. The PubliO'-Sc cur ity Measures Acts giving unlimited 
powers to the police to arrest and detain anybody indefinitely and with
out any reasons were aimed at the Trade Union and peasant movement 
throughout India and thousands of leaders of workers, peasants, and 
middle class fighters pore put in jails,

Now the Government has come forward with a new bill called Labour 
Relations Bill which illegaliscs all strikes, imposes severe punishment 
against strikers, restricts and suppresses every militant working class 
movement. It is in fact a Criminal L^w Bill- one more deadly weapon in 
the arnonyy of repression against the working class. Under it, exercise 
of the most fundamental right to strike and freedom of organisation is 
made criminal offencesand any workers during to exercise their funda
mental rights becomes a criminal and is convicted.

The Bill allows employers absolute freedom to attack work? rs in any 
manner they like, while it punishes workers if they tried to resist the 
offensive.

While there is no restriction of any kind on the owner attacking th 
workers the latter have to wait for 14 days for negotiations and then 
another 14 days for giving a strike notice which means ihljx only after 
one month since the owner launched an attack can the workers think of 
a strike.
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If any dispute it does not include discharges of ’surplus’ staff 
-Is referred to adjudication or tribunal then any strike during the pendent 
of thsso proceedings is declared tOgbo illegal.

‘ Any strike taking place during the period an award of a Tribunal is 
in operation, is illegal. 

*
Any sympathetic strike in support of workers in other department 

ojiAddis^.tyihs declared illegal.

If workers resist attempts of the owners toiintroduce increased work 
load by way of rationalisation or job analysis it is declared to be’go 
slow’pdlicy, workers who resist rationalisation will bo considered as 

; ’ following "go show.’ policy and as such will bo considered as having gone 
on illegal strike and punished.

In the name of conferring on the workers the right of^collective 
bargainingwthe bill s?oteks to thrust the discredited I1TTUC on the workers 
and make it the arbiter of theii destiny. Under clause 33 of the Bill 
there shall be only one bargaining agent, in respect of any establishment 
pr class of establishments in any local area. The bargaining agent shall 
be either a federation of Trade Unions, having a membership in good stand- 

I , ing of not less than 15 per cent of the total number of employees cm-
■ ployed in that establishment or a registered trade union having a member

ship of not loss than 30 per cent, of the total number of employees in the 
establishment or the representatives of the employees elected in the

• reescribed manner.

If an agreement between such a federation or a trade union and an 
employer is brought about, it is to be binding on all workers in that 
establishment. Should the workers commit breach of this agreement then 
they will be puniched, with imprisonment extending to six months.

Thus under this Bill all strikes are in practice banned, Bnployers 
have full right to retrench thousands of work? rs declaring that they are 
surplus. Arbitration is compulsory. Only Government sponsored INTUC 
Unions will be recognised as representatives of workers and agreements 
arrived at between them and the employer willbo binding on all workers whp 
must then carry out these agreements or face imprisonment for six months^ 
Workers in one factory must not go on strike in support of workers in 00 
factories, They must not resist any rationalisation or attempt to 
increase workload. Punishment for breaches under this bill is six 
months imprisonment, loss of wagos and of all privileges. Pull scope 

j g±vexi for INTUC puppet unions to function an! an all out attack is 
made on all Unions who organise and lead workers in a struggle against 
unemployment and for living wage. Under this bill, workers sre de
prived of the right toststrike against repression, or on any political 
issues, unless every time thoyri^sk imprisonment.

Such is the all-out attack inthis measure which is
the Climax to the anti-working class policy of the Congress bourgeois 
Government.

In fheoface of the greatest economic crisis of capitalism, 
the bourgeoisie and their Government are making the most desperate 
attempts to solve its at the expense of the working class. In order 
to succeed in this attempt they have gone over to open fascism, rule 
by naked force, terror against the working class and the toiling 
people. Charnelessly they arc throwing away the last vestige of even 
formal democracy and openly coming forward to wipe out the trade union 
movement.

The working class is faced with a great menace, which threatens 
the Jobs of every worker. Unemployment and starvation face every 
worker and his family. All the rights that they load won by countless 
strike struggles and tremendous sacrifuccs arc sought to be taken 
away. They are being denied even the right to struggle against poverty^ 
Unemployment and starvation» and sought to be reduced tv the status of 
a bond slave to the capitalists.
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This grave menace can be fought back and defeated only by the united 
Strength of the working class. All-India General Strike has' therefore 
become the imperative need of the hour, in order to beat back this fascist 
offensive on their.jobs, living standards and organisations, indeed on 
their, •

The path shown by the 23rd session of the All India trade Union 
Congress is the only path that the working class of India can tread. It 
is fULly confirmed by the events of the last eight months. The slogan of 
the 23rd session of the AlTUCUhcvs the greatest validity today.

The working class is unmistakably showing thaMis is tne only path 
These are the only slogans they are learning to accept and follow. The 
preparations now being made by the textile workers, railway workers, 
Government employees, jute workers, by workers in every industry for A1J, 
India strike show clearly that the working class of India is enthusiastic
ally according its support to the lead given by the 23rd session of the A? 
AITUC.

This conseiousness and growing realisation by workers in many in- 
dustryes of the imperative need for an All India strike as the only way 
out, is creating panic in the camp of the bourgeoisie. They are moveing 
rapidly to forestall these preparations, crush the working class and drowi 
its movement in blood*

It is, therefore, necessary that the working class in every industry 
and m every centre intensify their preparations to fight back the Govern
ments * and capitalists’ offensive. The preparations for the All India 
strike of different industries must be quickened and the All India strike 
launched soon.

These industry-wise All India strikes should soon merge in the All 
India General strike of all industries io smash the owners offensive 
assert our basic rights and the basic demands.

The workers in every factory and workshop should therefore forge uni’ 
with all workers. They should immediately form committees of action in 
every workship with fighting workers in the 1oad and make preparations foi 
the general strike. They must fight all disruptors and build the mighty 
united front of. struggle.

At a time when the broadest unity of workers in every factory and in' 
stry for a general strike is an immediate need of the hour, the Socialist 
and INTUC leaders are opposing general strikes, disrupting working class 
unity, openly helping the bourgeois Government and the capitalists and :: 
acting as strike-breakers. These traitors and their machinations must be 
unmasked in every struggle and workers who are still misled by their anti 
strike and disruptive propaganda won over. We must apneal tp^bhernafaks ; 
of the Socialist and INTUC organisations to join with the rest of the 
workers for common struggle against the capitalists and their Government^ 
for a general strike for basic demands. Already the ranks behind the So** 
cialist and INTUC keaders are dissatisfied TuLihlNFUCTlpadEcy afeodnasati ‘ 
treachery to the cause of the workers. The more we boldly lead the 
struggle and appeal to them to join the coming struggles, the more their 
disruption will be routed and real fighting unity of all workers, will • 
be built up. This task should be considered is of utmost importance. Tl. 
AITUG Unions should carry out this task as champions of the unity of all 
workers and go forward to a general strike for hanging the basic demands 
and in defence of Trade Union and democratic rights.

There might is great and the capitalist offensive can be smashed. 
FORWARD TO THE GENERAL STRIKE,TO SEASH THE CAPITALIST OFFENSIVE, TO WIN 
THE BASIC D BIANDS.

FORWARD TO THE FIGHT AGAINST UNELIFLOYHEHT, AGAINST WAGE CUTS,AGAINST 
TIONALISATION AND FOR A LIVING WAGE AND SECURITY OF SERVICE.

A
FORWARD TO THE ALL I ND STRIKE TO SYASH FASCIST REPRESSION AND THE FAS CI
BLACK BILL.
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f the work done by thedl. I. T^/U.C, during the period 

of QjJ^nths si^ce ;23rd 'session' of the All India Trade Union Congress

^ince the last session of the AITUC was held at the end of May 1949 
the AITUC had to function in face of fascist repression creating all 
manner of difficulties and. oho-taeles in its work. During those 8 months 
hundreds of u-omhers r-l oar f.:'fHAa^sd unions , and thousands of suppor
ters of tnc AITUC from all ovsn - the country, were arrested and jelled 
or detainee. without '.triay. p;-n than half the number of members of the 
General Council:'arid si\teen members of the Working Committee of the 
AITUC were either detai'naa witn. ut trial or driven underground.

-.•Hi-, Duripq this ;perio:d the AI’T’UC was subjected to unauthorised police 
searches, 'its statements ■■Lnj/rjvili ly withhold bv the police, its mail 
deleberatcly delayed or tampered with® The AITUC was singled out for 
special repression with a view to paralysing its activities.

Dyring this period the AITUC unions had to face unheard of repress-- 
ion. onl y^Uic'usandfi-^ but several union offices wore

y pit-tacked ^nd denied by the policy? their properties confiscated, record 
ei ther burnt or taken away. In ube- end more than 80 AITUC Unions 
representing over two lakh workers in Madras, Kerala, Andhra, Karnatak, 
Madh^ghharnt, Bhopal, Travancoro and Cochin, were banned.

' Thy Government arrested the entire working Committee of Delhi 
Provincial Committee of the AITUC, arrested fifty active workers of the 
Mill Kamdar Union. Ahmedabad while in the meeting, entire executive Comm
ittee cf the Gold Mine Workers* Association of the Kolar Gold field 
was arrested, and .’sovura.1 -active‘workers and office bearers of the 
PTUCs of the Bombay, Bengal, Madras,Uni ted Provinces etc. were arrested.

Despite this severe repression and those determined efforts at the 
suppression of rhe AITUC ahd its affiliated Unions by the Government, 

■ despite the- efforts of the Socialist and INTUC loaders tfr dicru.pc the 
^Marking class, unity, the AITUC has grown immensely in strength influence 

and organisation, Today the AITUC is the oiily. organisation of the 
.Indian Wo rid ng ' G? ass that leads them in battle for their basic demands 
and in defence of their vital interest; against the ever growing 
offensive of the capitalist and their Government who are unucijpblcusly 
trying to transfer' the burden of the crisis on to the shoulders of the 
workers peasants and the common mass of toilers.

; 7 XU CRGA^T.g ATT ON

During this period of 8 months the A1TUC organisation has spread 
,7.to. all. parts .of ./he country-, Today it has well functioning provincial 

trade union Committees 'and regional council offices at the foil owing 
places •> - •'

BombayjMadrns ,Bengal, Bihar, Assam, United Provinces, Delhi, .Sa^t 
Punjab, Madhyubhsrat, Rajasthan and Bylurabad.

P.T.U.C. offices have started functioning recently at Kerala, 
Nagpurn Orissa and Andhra. Provincial T.U.Chs and regional councils 
are in regular corress^ondonoc with L\"’s'jr' central office. Tn< ru r-as. 
been batter co ord mat ad worn ar d despite repression, provincial g?o; 
ittees Mo shewing gisauei of firm-re <7 and r os .urcef ul aa ;s making so2'iou 
efforts, uc implement, the aire^tivas and suggestions sent from the head-- 
quarters from time to bme.

Through many campaigns against repression, in support of the stru
ggle for peace, mobilising workers on evary important issue, the 9TUCs 
are becoming ube re?l ?’cU lying ■ centres cf working class struggles, ? n 
defence of their lining standard and their democratic rights against 
unemployment and attack on wages®
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WORK DONE BY THE AITUC HBAD 0BIC8 r—<— »i — x—r»ni!«uw.' ’-r-yx——rr«J> ■»«—nwx'rrrrr*: ► —---ri—■
During this period the AoI*ToU*C* Head Quarters addressed 200 letter® 

to varied provincial, and regional committees, 54 letters to the' World 
Bedcraticn of Grado Unions? 2b to the World peace Congress^ It issued 
G7 circulars to all PTUCs 12 to members of the working committee, 12 to 
railway unionsc 5 to all Textile unions and 5 to all Unions, during this 
period the AITUC issued in all 45 statements vitally affecting the working 
class in particular and the toiling masses in general*

CAMPAIGNS

in these 8 mohehs the AITUC directed various campaigns of great im
portance* The peace campaign9 working class solidadity weok9 campaign to 
save the ^elcngana fighters from .the gallows, anti-constitution demonstra
tions r -repression campaigns : and campaigns for the release of the 
detenus anti in'support of their struggles inside the jails are some of the 
important campaigns initiated and’ .conducted by the AITUC and its provincial 
centres o ......... . -

u:.: • '

At .the callcu of the World ?eaco Congress the 23rd session of the 
AITUC decided to conduct a powerful oQauMyg^d6cmo vement. for peace and 
against the war machinations of the Anglo-American imperialists and thsir 
Indian agents©

On June 26th the Bombay city and suburban peace conference wr r'.?'jv< 
organised with ..the ..participation of abgut. 25 .organisations like the 
Bombay Girni ar” UnionP the Railw.ymon’n Unions, the Mahila Sangh the 
Students federation, and other organisations*

This was followed by several provincial and regional'"conferences 
organised in cooperation Yd th other .progressive organisations• . In July 
the Assam provincial roaco Ccufsro.nce was hold at Dibrugarh attended by •• 
thousands of workers and other toiling people* The police opened fire on 
the gathering killing 9 people including four women*

At Jhansi- in Uor* regional peace conference was organised in Sept- 
ombOTo The West Bengal provincial rcp.co Conference was held at Calcutta 
in September where z60 organisations of .workers peasants students women and 
other progressive sections participated*

On October 2nd a peace conference was held at Sholapur, 400 deSeg^tQa 
participating.* Beaco conferences were held in Delhi and U.B.

Tae J3omoay frev?.noxal peace Conference v/as organised on October 30 
av vendedby over 100 ccl.egatey0 .-..10 $00;0-.workers and other citizens parti
cipated in the open r&lly0 .'. 4". A.

Oct uu/wV 2nd ? the In Lorna tic noJDay of Struggle Bor Peace was obser
ved all over tnc at the. ..call of.World federation of Trade Unions
and^the \7orlf rd-udd Cohgresbo. In.Bombay a peace, rally, attended by over 
20pC00 workers ana oth^r‘c^.'tikans was rheldo Tn Calcutta a kig peacp rally 
cvlminatJng in a •procession, ,c,f 6000* . Similar rallies y/crc held at ^holapur 

~’?y" ’. A ?
Jii^tpuru^nd ’otner place'sa During the working class solidarity week from 
October 5IM to Novambei^ call for an All "India Peace Conference 
was popularly ecto On 'November 7th throughout India .on the occaesion of the 
celebration of t'nb. 32pd. of the great October Revolution
Indian T/orkius and uho tolling people pledged to rally behind the world 
forces of peace, led. by. the Soviet Union* <■

This peace/cn;mpa^ in a "successful■ All India peace Con
gress at GtvlcUuLa on November 24th to November 27th* The. Congress was 
attendee by about 3000 delegates including 1700 Associate delegates, 
representing 250 mass orgazusations with an aggregate membership of 3 mill
ions men and' women* • Behind those two million organised toilers ^4J,^io:;&

Oa .'pi-i txbhiid '-’iuggxdtvfbr‘ ‘$b&CG''^Qi3O'0hc$e$^l''SMd and
foodo Among the 300 0 delegates t .c industrial an '•tIcuTturai w -h-c-



get her constituted. .about;.. per cent. The mass rally'of-xoa'cn' Congress 
^as attended..by <over iOOGOO peopl c. At this Cphkr.e.^ peace
committee' was elected for che entire, country. '■< ■• ■'-''Os.'/'H

y- <y yn r ;.j ’
Subsquent to this congress two-more pro.yi-nciUi. ccAf^fchees were 

organised in Madhya h ha rat and United Provinces. ....... ' -a ur-ag,

VQRKTNG CLAS3__t3QLT^;PIT Y VYYK.
j V '•*■ . . •■ '. ■■ • • ■': r, • .-. • .,  

The second coupUry^Ul^ campaign that waA. conducted by the 
^IT’JC its 1 Tiya; anjyjri^ was the working- Casp, Solidarity Week from 

31st October to^/th CovhAP:er» ; '. YV-.’...?' g1

Hundreds of-meeting's wore hold during . .this we'ek-‘in :-'all industrial 
and moi us a-1 towns throrp/nyit the corrnty^f/zher'e.' ■UitousaifcTs of v/orhe rs part 
ciputco, . Uvery day of the week v;aacd;pdicatcu tq'somo vitulwl^oue before 
the workers^. The oig y p_ JcC's calcha'he ay bi?l-i-iv:'pro&sd day, 
demannn day , a;iti~y,xqhpx eyre nt day, union dry;, etc, sulminat j ng in 
the eel e brail on of 32nd Anniversary . Oc tobcr Revolution on 7th Nov

During this week. workers in :all .industries rallied:, in large numbers 
under the banner,- of .the AdGOp o:;pr;3s?^|pry.their f!i> drtermination to 
fight' a.gejiiir t . qapitn'y defence of thc^iy .liningand demo- 
ciatlc an.T T.U, pi phth ’to"light for ending--the rule of the -bourgeoisie 
and in defence of peace. ' t'-Ah; ..

On-..7th,H®.vdmber: tens of 'thousands of workeysrifyom all industries 
and tirdes.', assegduLcd in Mass meetings and rallne^-'' an do greeted the great 
Soviet-Union and fd.rst SociaVilit State and charnpi oh’ of independence of 
all peoples a defender and p rot ecto in of work'd pbAc'e. Workers tn their 
meetings firmly declared their determination to fight--dr th<? side of the 
world peace front of democracy freedom and socialism led by the Brviot
Uripn .against the Imperialist war mongers led. .by Anglo-American Imperia 
list's aniH’their -Zolpers the.Indian bourgeoisie andythb' bourgeois i c of. 
other col onial^ count ries • ~ .

CAV3 TJOnSAKA UICHTURS CAMPAlGNi ' ' 'u"’ A A' 7-;G
~   ----------- '—' »-    -r——— ———— ~ * • . ■ ; pi ' /.-J

The AITUC, its provincial committees’ ‘regional-' 'councils-”And trade 
unions c'ond’hcted a sustained and vigorous save ,-Te l^zjema fighters 
campaign^ ■ ■■ ' ' . X:>'
. •’ , ■—.... -‘ •. *. - • . hJ;’' -■'■

Under, the direction of the Nehru Government unheard of attrocities 
were committped by thh Hyderabad Govcrnmcht' on the brave Telengana 
figrtcrB ;wir>.- liberated 2500 villages in Telengana from the yoke of 
At-mindarS and Zagirdaf's t Deshmukhs' and. ri ch peasants .

The brave Telengana fighters V/ho-" de fended the people against the 
Nizam’s Razakar?;'and agai-not the.^attrocities conni.tteod under the rule 
of Congress nJ lltury Governor of Hyderabad wbre subj-ccted to unprOccien- 
tod tokGure mv-ider lahd;'lootl In the end, in the lc.i-^tanc? 7 leaders oi 
these peasants were sentenced to death and later-'10'C, by staging a iarc( 
of trial.

The AITUC conducted a vigorous''country wide campaign to secure the; 
rel ease ? t moved -.the' Xb vid LPederation of Trade Unions, the LVorld Uedera 
tibn ' of Pom oolitic. You ch, the pc nuren t Commit fee’ q f Vo rid Teo-ce C-rii- 
gress , the -Inter national Un ?. oik of y ul on^s , international - Association 
of Demo?.rati c. I o-vvyer.s and the -entire;, v. orbing class and democrc.tic move
ment of "the world, in support Gf .this K demml->

’ • r.
All these or.gg.ni nations launched a vigorous protest y/ith the Nehru 

Government, against, these denYh sentuned^ The' Peking Conference on: th 
WTu 'Jomyvlerf the' stay of the ..exe cutiq:ns 'and re 1 catu • of t be ri: a oc jrs 
A Qorntr;yv.*ide 'campygn cehdudtcd :by the AiTUO, ybe All India Uu'-ien 
Pelerution,' ^or-.enhs or vanjsnons and other prbgrosov<? organis-.w-.i'.,5ri of 
people, Tii fane of this thw Hyiu ’abad Govoriimeiit v’ub iciced to
re croat end al tough +empurarily, was comp'-lled to stay the exeertions. 

■ ■ ■- 1 ■ ' ■ ■ - ■ . <
Aa a result of this campaign facilities for their legal defence y/h:’ 

■’WlQJi so far completely denied to these fighters have now been allowed#,.
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Despite their obvious limitations the AITUC is determined tv leave no 
stone unturned to save these fishtars. It has iniatod and formed a 
Telangana Defence Committee in cooperation with All India Students federa
tion and organisations, of progressive writers artists, and arrange for 
their proper legal defonco in the higher courts. Those efforts uro 
hampered by formidable obstacles by the fact that the entire legal pro
ceedings so far have been very badly vitiated by all kinds of illegal 
practices. The AITUC is trying its best to organise proper defence and to 
pursue this^campaign to a successful conclusion#

ANTI- CONSTITUTION CAMPAIGN

The Congress Bourgeois Const!tutant Assembly introduced a consti
tution of the Indian Republic® This constitution gurantees every right 
to the capitalists landlords, to the princes and the foreign capitalists 
to loot and exploit the peoploo It not only denies right to work, right 
to land, right to organise, tight to strike, its has given unlimited 
pov/ers to the police and to the executive to suppress the people.® The 
bourgeoisie paraded this constitution as democratic v/hen it docs not have 
oven, the semblance of democracy.

The AITUC called upon all its committees and unions to demonstrate 
against this constitutdaa. Thousands of workers, peasants, students 
and the common people rallied ih these anti-constitution demonstrations 
in. spite of the ban against them -imposed everywhere. On this day while 
the Government was organising lavish festivals it was also opening 
fire on people who demonstrated against.it, at Bombay, Calcutta, Ahme
dabad^ Lucknow, Allahabad, Beharampur, Hidnapur, and many other places 
they lathi charged and arrested hundreds of workers and common people.

On this day under the leadership of the AITUC the working class and 
the toiling people demonstrated their determination to fight this const
itution and fight for a real peoples•constitution which gurantees all 
democratic rights, living conditions to all, and put an end to all 
exploitation.

ANTI-REPRESSION

During the last 8 months, atleast 50 times the police opened fire 
on workers demonstration, against peasants, students and women. Here 
than 50 people were killed in this firing while...hundreds were wounded. 
Thousands of workers, peasants and students were jailed, several organi
sations wore banned. 
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Against this fascist rule of terror the AITUC conducted a vigorous 
campaign through out the country® ‘^he angry mass of all toilingo.eettinn 
of people was mobilised under the banner of AITUC to record its protest 
and denounce this repression. This anti-repression campaign has unmask
ed the fascist character of the Congress Government and brought home 
to the workers the important lessdn that the struggle against poverty 
has to ba fought as a struggle for power.

Tile masses of toilers, the workers peasants, the students and the 
common people arc determined to move forward and put an end to this 
rule of repression and secure the. release of 25,500 of their leaders' 
who have been Jailed.

STRUGGLE POR TIB DEI.AND3 0? THE DETENUS AND POLITICAL PRISONERS

This period saw great battles being fought by valiant the leaders 
of workers peasants, students and women inside the Congress jails. 
Having detained without trials thousands, having convicted thousands more 
by staging most farcical trial, the Congress bourgeois Government at 
the centre and in the provinces lot loose a reign of sadistic .terror 
inside the Jails. They treated them worse than criminals, purposefully 
tried to discriminate against working class fighters tried to segregate 
workers and peasant detenus from the rest, denied all of them family 
allowance and imposed on them most humiliating restrictions, In this 
way the Government transformed the Congress Jails into Nazi concentration 
camps.

against.it


Against these inhuman conditions, against segregation, classification 
nd dis ci rminn ti on D.cusands of detenus gut up, heroic fight in all the 
ails, Hupgci' strikes extending over .WQ cave were fought in many Jails 
n U„I. $h« miL.>uam5 about vC days in C.p., prolonged and repeated hunger 
trikes in 'jails in Bengal over two montnu la jails at Vellore, Cuddalore 
nd, .others'’ lh'’lhe;'rouuih? hunger S/t^ihGS•<in'Jailsj these struggles 
re unparal 1eld d- 'in th G 2nis t ory ,o f ;r tha. ..Jndi'an.'p cg#i us . st rug-gib ragains t. 
epression, ' <_.ro?? ..p- ,

The fascist GdVbfnm<notiD.penpp]>;d3rutal . firing 10 times in
hree months hilling -ihstdo the jails
,nd ■ wo an hi ng/: huh d r eds x ir-br 051 '£&$•: eptg'hhgi'y 0 &' f irf n g. i n.s.dd-..c •.
.he Calcutta' jails , in ^llcre o'i;^^ climax ....
»f. which was reached. cn t^nruarnvl^ jail' in'’l’ad^
wlice firing took the unprecedr.n^cd topi V?: 2'?. dead and' 103 injured, 
-part from this there have been cc;n£gXrr?a lathi charge and tsar gas t.X 
rtta^ks ipmpot of the jails agulnc.vhihim Through these-.at.re-. 1^-,
titled'.the ,d6Vehimcht 0nig/ .revealed- its plan to exterminate the leaders -t; 
of the. wprk.ers.. and 'peasants. h-’ WX f-S'c

; . ._ ' .. 1 '- • .... .. . r . , . . ■■ :~'.j UJ2 t r
^Against-these -brutal.-at tro ci ties the ,41110'and its units and.-a^l^ ;. :

; rade.7ur.it) ns 5 cdHldctel.-ao-vigomus campaign .'.through out the-country ahi" ,,,7^ 
callib.a thi’ phobic rotes t against these <r. Through these demonstrations.^ 
fas unr.istakably'shbwh^thc ,peoplos determination to fight against this.,' '.'/l 
repression and thc; regime that is based 1 on" it:lt:U. • .-g^.-- . '7;

■ ——ALL'. INTUA •Q?G/?TT3Ay>iq^- ,
,•■'■ •• • ■■ •• ’ ’•-•'• ailt ?,> ■ •’•• ''' ■ lUT*;'

’. The 4—LTC helped ■ in c vogy.^o.ssi.hl way the railway and -Textile work- .
;rs'to’ function their all i$dla;;J ozonisations. r-vt.n 

p- -:. In cooperation with the AITUC the All India Textile VZo.rkc^ Ecderatioi 
took steps to organise the All India Textile Workers conference in Bombay 
tn November 1949. This conference adopted a charter of basic demands 

;xn.d'<topk, ihe .decision to prepare for an All India General; Strike c.f 
Cextilo' itorkp-7'^ 'call.-tovobserve. December 27th as unemployment day 
yas taken .'Up-by AITUCLand directions were ac J or din ply sent, to all, anions* 
Provincial Textile workers conferences were /held in Bombay,TamiInad'  ̂
and AhmO'dabad, . - •. •-................ .?w-

On January 2nd at the call of the All India Tcxtile-Workers ^aktbxa- - 
tion, tex.tile workers in many, centres went on strike in-observance of :the 

11 Ipdi/d lhi±tile Workers P.x'o.t-cs-t jO£riJye. In Bombay 75,000 ■ textile „. 7'7\ 
Workers'weni} 'on stride ‘against uncrapi’dymont and attacks on the. .wages and' 
for winning their'basic demands, A " -l ■ -< ... g 7 ‘7

ni
• ■j.On the initiative and ur^lpr-1 the direction'-of : the .in September’

300 represcnitari'vus of militant unions do i,; hail vi&y Work ersvall oyer India 
met in cvrference in Oalculhi. and* formed All' fiiiaikUnion.; 0^.,Railway/ 
Worker^ :to ^rnlly and lead them into battle to Wihlthuir basic, demands. ; 
This.r-rcohfcre nc;d‘ %rca'ti ng a np;$ flight Ing organisation to meet' the no'e'ds 
of workers’ bu'/bhd !evea ofloA'e „ p^ 'the .'biggust Guvcnmient offensive against 
the jobs and wage’s of : rai.Lviayrmeh Cf great ..importance 1^-
lakh of railway workers arc al ready ” rill lib d-under its banner-. .

• a CH rr. -iV n ;-

1 L

' -i hciai : conference.;M.of raii.way workers has been held in U.3?; and
Madras^ *^oday under ihc' l.n^ders.hjp1, of. this-cTgaTiisat-icn Railway Lorkors 
hfl 6lvep '^XKl'ia;'Whhgj:^ for. .the pew bat-tines. < . ;

' ,. ' 7 ‘ <. 7. " :7\ ; •
AGRICGT^W^ f-;- - ■■■-.■ y- ■ '.? '. . •■ •

' ■- --a- y.crfj-Qp ’ ’ • '. " ’ ’ .. . ^ ■■■

One of the impoftapt<siqps' token by the AITUCnand its.7pro viheial 
units _s in respect of organising agricultrial/labour. . Under the;'faubpioc- 
of tno „+engul. T»2«U»C. a succossiui curievunue of agricultural labourers 
was h-Aid at "Calcutta'and Khctr Uripn was formed, Undef iiSxl endcr
ship-a number of Struggl cs ;;a£dagri cultural labcurc.r^ today, being
conducted in the ’country side of Bengal. "" '■ '.y;

rade.7ur.it


Another successful conference of agricultural labourers was organised 
in U.P. at the end of January which was attended by 25^000 agricultural 
labourers, . .

Thun along with the industrial and handicraft workers, dock workers 
and Government employees,'railway workers and tram^aymen, with Textile 
workers in the forefront, the rural proletariat is rapidly rising all 
ovor the country to fight against the extreme poverty and pauperisation 
against virtual starvation,for land and living wage.

CONTACT WORKING CLASS

The 23rd Session enjoined upon the P.T.U.C.e and the unions to take 
it as thc^r Mformost task torrally the working class of the country behind 
the international working class movement organised in the World Federat
ion of Trade Unions”, During this period AITUC has taken prompt action 
on tho directives of the WFTU and also sent them regular reports on all 
major issues, and events in India, Full details were sent regarding tho 
Tolengana death sentences which led the world wide campaign for tho can
cellation of these sentences and the release of these comrades,

Tho AITUC could not send delegates directly from India to the WFTU 
Hilan conference us Com. Chakkarai Chettiar tfis AITUC President and Com. 
Zaheer the other delegate elected Ar tho session were refused passports. 
Com. Chakkarai was refused pass port to attend the conference hold 
at poking of all Asiatic and Australian Trade Unions.

A full report was however seat to tho Peking conference and the AITUC 
was ropreae&dd at this historic conference.

Under the guidance of the WFTU the AITUC expressed its fighting class 
solidarity with the glorious strike of the Canadian Seamen. Its contri
bution to their fund was however not allowed to be sent by the Government 
of Indian The AITUC expressed solidarity with the strike of the miners ' ... 
of Australia0 Further it expressed solidarity with working class parti
sans of peace in Brazil and Argentine who faced fascist assuit in defence 
of their right to fight for peace. Steps were taken to lodge protest 
with the Greek Government and the U.N.O. against the death sentences on 
Greek liberation fighters and demand their cancellation and the release 
of the prisoners, Tho arrests of the T.U. leaders of the Lebanon and the 
firing on the Nigerian miners were condemned and protests sent to the 
appropriate quarters. The AITUC extended its support ot the resolution 
on unemployment and full employment placed before the General Assembly 
of tho U.NoO, by the V.F.T.Uo

The A.I.U.R.17. and the AIT-7F have affiliated themselves to the 
respective trade union internationals of the WFTU and steps are being 
taken to affiliate likewise the other All India Unions of Industrial 
workers.

In December Hr. George Fisher head of the Sconomic and Social Sect
ion of tho WIU attired in India to attend the meeting of the deSeftaing 
fflodjriof thoaUjO-dtlHyaOre. Com, Chakkarai Chettiar attended the I.L.O. 
meeting as a co-delogate with him and as no opportunity was given to them 
to appak on the suppression of trade union rights in India they presented 
a joint memorandum on the subject, In Bombay comrade Fisher was acqua
inted with the conditions of the Working class in India and of the work 
carried bp by the AITUC?

During this time Com. Joliot Curie ’the President of the Permanent 
Committee of the World Peace Congress arrived in India to attend the 
Science Congress. He was given rousing reception at the AITUC office 
and byriariotsatradaiando&s ihetb^tpity. Reception was tMft accorded 
to Com. Jojn Bernal vice president’' of the World Peace COTaitte^, 

T.U.RBCORD AND T.U. BULLETIN

Despite all difficulties caused by repression such as arrests of the 
editors, warrants against others, locking up of 4000 rupees by way of 
deposits and similar other difficulties the Central office succeeded in



resuming publication of the Trade UnionsR&oorddand the Trade Union 
Bulletin in November. Since then three issues have been brought out. 
Even today the publication lias not become very regular though we are 
struggling to make it regular*

STALIN’S BIRTH BAY

In December the A.I.T.U.G. called on all p.T.U.C.s, R.C.s and Unions 
to celebrate 70th Birth Bay of Com. Stalin the leader of the Internationa 
Working class and to send greetings to him. The President Com. Chakkarai 
Chettiar sent a warm message of greetings and another was sent from th^ 
central office from Bombay. Brom all provinces messages puurcd into the 
office and noteably so from the workers whose Unions were banned such as 
3.I. Railway Workers, and from the workers and peasants fighters in 
various jails particularly Salem, Cuddaiore, Vellore and Yeol Camp. 
Every message greeted Com. Stalin as freind and liberator of all toiling 
people and pledged to strengthen the working class solidarity, and 
ceaselessly struggle against all exploitation, and defeat all plots 
to organise war against Soviet Union and the Peoples’ Democracies.

CRASS WAR POLITICAL PRISONERS RE1ME EUND

The A*I*T*UiC. took up the task of organising this fund. A manage 
ing Committee was formed with Com. Chakkarai Chettiar as Chairman and 
its first meeting was held in Bombay. While some Provincial T.U. 
Committees have set uj) detenus Aid Committee and taken up the question 
of their demands. The work of collecting fund has not been yet properly 
organised.

Such la brief is the account of the work done by the AITUC during 
the fiomtilths since .the 23rd Session of the A.I-T.U.Q* in May 1949.
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I
/ LABOUR RELATIONS BILL: ANTI-STRIKELAW

The Labour Relations Bill introduced by the Congress capitalist 
Government in the Indian parliament is an open fascist measure, aimed 
at suppressing all resistence of workers, outlawing worhrs’ strikes, 
illegalising trade unions, banning working class solidarity actions, 
banning political strikes and demonstrations and penalising workers 
and their unions for participating in strikes.

The Bill is aimed at openly helping the capitalists to carry 
through their offensive of mass unemployment and. further attacks on 
wages, at protecting their profits and ensuring their inhuman 
exploitation of the toiling masses.

The Bill is introduced by the Congress Government at the dictates 
of the Anglo-American imperialists who want .to establish their firm 
grip over India by suppressing all democratic movements and outlawing , 
the militant trade union movement, so that they can safely use India, 
as a base for their war operations and as a field for investing their 
capital for the free and unobstruced exploitation of the Indian 
masses .

Passage of this Bill will result into the banning of every strike, 
of every reeistenoe to the capitalist offensive, into the outlawing 
of the militant trade union movement and transforming it into something 
like the Nazi Labour Front.

While suppressing all militant trade union movement, the Bill 
simultaneously bolsters up the Congress and capitalist-controlled 
puppet organisations - the TNTUC and its company unions.

At a time, when lakhs of workrs are without jobs, when mills and 
factories are closing down every day, when workers are boldly and 
doggedly fighting life and death struggles against capitalists and 
their Government, this Bill is brought forward to suppress all 
militant Trade union movement, which is a formidable obstacle in the 
path of the bourgeoisie carrying out their offensive of transferring 
the burden of the 'economic crisis on to the backs of the workers.

The All India Trade Union Congress most vehemently condemns 
this Bill. It characterises it as an open bourgeois fascist measure 
calculated to suppress all trade union movement and demands its 
immediate withdrawal.

OBJECTS AND REASONS

this characterisation .^f the Bill stand fully confirmed by the 
objects and reasons "f the Bill. These state:

"Among the other special features of the Bill may be mentioned 
the provisions relating to retrenchment, go-slow policy and the 
exercise of control over certain categories of undertakings in 
certain circumstances. Retrenchments can be effected only after 
the prescribed notice is given and gratuity paid- a go-slow 
policy, whether on the part of employers or of employees, if proved 
before a Labour Tribunal, will be deemed to be an illegal lock
out or strike and dealt with as such".

Clearly therefore the Bill
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Clearly therefore the Bill is openly aimed at legalising the 
capitalist attacks of mass unemployment, legalising every scheme of 
increased workload and rationalisation^^ declaring resistance to 
rationalisation or increased work-load as policy of gc-alow and 
treating it as illegal strike. What the Bill aims at is to offer 
open legal protection for mass unemploymeh and other attacks.

The objects and reasons leave.^nothing ambiguous when they state;

"A serious drawback of the industrial Disputes Act 1947, is 
the fact that the provisions contained in it for the enforcement 
of settlements and awards are too weak to be effective and that 
persons entitled to relief find it very difficult to enforce 
their rights. The Bill seeks to remedy those defects. The 
penalty for breach of a settlement, collective agreement or 

-award has been substantially increased and:amounts due from an 
employer may be recovered as if they were arrears of land revenue 
7...... Employees are liable to forfeit their claims to bonus 
and the employer's share of the provident fund end to be 
dismissed from service. .Trade unions are liable to forfeit 
their registration and recognition and certified bargaining 
agents, their certificates."

The Bill is thus openly aimed at legalising mass retrenchment, 
at suppressing eve-ry trade union that organises and leads workers1 
resistance tq retrenchment and rationalisation. it declares every 
strike against retrenchment illegal, any resistence to rationalisation 
illegal, imposes drastic punishment for enforcemet of awards. Any 
opposition tn them is made illegal. It declares that workers will 
loose their jobs, bonus and provident fund, and unions will loose 
their registration and recognition.

Tb- call this Bill a Labour Relations Bill is outrageous, it 
should be aptly called "Trade Union and strike suppression Bill".

How these aims and objects concretely take the shape of far- 
reaching provisions for suppressing any trade union movement and 
workers’ strikes, is clear beyond doubt if one peruses the 132 
clauses of the Bill.

RETRENCHMENT LEGALISED - RESISTENCE TO IT ILLEGALISED

The explanation to Clause 59 says;

"Bor the purpose of this section 'labour dispute' means any 
Labour dispute relating- to any matter which is not specified in 
the Second Schedule, but does not include the termination of 
service of an employee who is surplus to the requirements of 
the employer".

Under the excuse that there is no market, that stocks have 
accumulated, mills and factories are today being closed down. Even 
on a most conservative estimate, the number of unemployed has exceeded 
20 lakhs. These workers are being turned cut of jobs on the plea 
that they are surplus to requirements.

The Rail-way Enquiry Committee liras decided that 34 per cent of 
the workshops workers are surplus; thousands from the Engineering 
and other departments are declared surplus,.

The ordinance factories, docks, clothing factories and all 
Government and Local Bund factories have turned out of job over two 

• lakh of workers since 1945-46,

Metallurgical industry, Engineering
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Metallurgical industry, Engineering factories, Banks, insurance 
companies and every Government or commercial concern, all are today 
discharging, workers as being surplus to requirements.

And cat this time, the Government of India is enacting a 
legislation which declares that termination of service of an employee 
who is "surplus to requirements" is no labour dispute.

Right to discharge workers on the plea that they are surplus is 
legal; it is no labour dispute; therefore right to resist such a 
dismissal is illegal.

The Government has thus given the all-clear signal to the 
employers tc go ahead with their plans of mass unemployment. The law 
the whole repressive machinery of the state will be at the disposal of 
the employer to protect his eternal right to turn out of jobs hundreds 

and thousands and cause misery, starvation and death to millions.

TERMINATION OF SERVICE IS LEGALISED

V/hat is the protection tc an employee against unemployment? 
None. 7/hat is the liability on the employer? Section 122 lays 

. down that he should only pay one month’s wages in lieu of notice of 
discharge, or discharge the employee one month after the notice of 
discharge is issued. Further that he should pay the employee a 
gratuity equivalent to 15 days’ wages for every 12 months’ service. 
This of course need not put the employer 16 any 'llabll1t y,**as"more 
than 50 per cent of the employees in various establishments are 
considered only as casual labour, or whose- services are interrupted 
by frequent discharges and re-employment, substitute workers in the 
textile, casual and construction workers in the Railways, contract 
labour, which is almost on a daily wage, all these lakhs are liable 
tn be discharged at will by just declaring them "surplus to require
ments" .

Not only no protection against the present insecurity of service, 
but the irresponsible Government declares that the employer can 
discharge at will any employee.

RATIONALISATION LEGALISED

To-day the Government and employers are feverishly trying to 
carry out schemes of rationalisation. Through it they increase 
the workload and turn out of employment hundreds of thousands. They 
have therefore met with stubborn resistance from the workers who 
refuse to submit to intensified exploitation and unemployment.

In the textiles it may be working four-looms instead of two.
In the Railways it may he doing four hours’ work in two or doing ho^A-y 
repairs in the time fixed for light repairs, etc. No matter what 
form it takes, the workers have rightly opposed it as meaning waas 
unemployment,

"Most of the industrialists’’, complained Birla’s Rast e rn Jgconojm^ 
recently "have been unable to carry out their schemes (of ^^tionalisat - 
ion) due to labour opposition".

The Congress Government, a Government of the Big Bourgeoisie, 
quickly acted and came out with a legislation illogaiising all 
resistance to rationalisation as "go-slow policy".

Explanation to Section 99 says:

"For the purpose of this section, a go-slow policy shall, 
in relation to any establishment or class of establishments, 
include any policy or TfvgL-pr.run ooenunt of whioh;-

(a) t-hare is an
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"(a)there is an appreciable fall in the productive capacity 
of that establishment or class of establishments, which 
the employees or the employer could have avoided if they 
so desired; or

(b)there is a marked deterioration in the quality of the 
articles produced therein; or

(c)there has been a partial or total breakdown ofthe machine 
parts in th^t establishment or class of establishments”.

Appreciable fall in productive capacity is the usual complaint 
of the employers who chorge the workers with deliberately doing less 
w~rk and demand of them more production in the same amount of time. 
Government accepts the employers' complaints and legalises such 
exploit at ion.

When workers resist they complain that efficiency is going down. 
Government accepts this complaint o.nd puts a legal stamp on it.

Thus, Government's definition of "go-slow” policy is another 
name for the owners' complaints against the workers. It declares 
such acts illegal, as illegal strikes.

The employers can n^w go to the industrial courts and tribunals, 
place the evidence of their "job analysis experts” and get a 
declaration from the courts thot the workers are fallowing a policy 
of goislow.

Once such a declaration is got, the workers in the factory 
concerned will be considered to have been following a go-slow policy. 
As such they will be charged with having gone on an illegal strike 
and penalised with loss of jot and impriso-cent for six months.

COMPULSORY ENEORCEIffiNT OF AGREEMENTS AO AWARDS

It has been the workers' experience that most of the awards 
of various tribunals have been against the workers. These tribunals 
and their awards have been found to be sure means to carry through 
the plans of the Government and the employers to attack the workers. 
Every time such anti-vr rking class awards were attempted to be thrust 
on them, the workers hove resisted stubbornly.

Textile and other workers have fought against many unfavourable 
awards and forced changes in them. The employers today are bitterly 
complaining against this resistence and demanding stern action against 
them. The Government has, therefore, made necessary and sweeping 
provisions in the Bill for a still more rigid enforcement of these 
anti-working class awards.

Under Section 86, an award will normally remain in operation for 
one year. But "the appropriate Government may, before the expiry 
of the said period, extend the period of operation by any period not 
exceeding one year at a time, as it thinks fit. so, however, that the 
total period of operation of any award does not exceed three years from 
the dote on which it came into operation”.

Not only does the Government make it compulsory for workers to 
accept the aw-rds unreservedly, but it has made provision by which 
the ewards can r^mr.An in force f;r three years. Any action against 
the awards within this period is punishable with all the severity Of 
the law, including six months’ imprisonment.

Workers are thus to be bound hand and f-ot and handed over as 
slaves in Government owned or private factories.

But the full severity of this section can be seen only when we 
examine what kind of agreements there could be and between whom they 
will be arrived at. , .

COLLECTIVE BARGANING - OPEN
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COLLECTIVE BARG AI NIW - OPEN TREACHERY

After having made all awards and collective agreements compulsory 
on the workers, the Government has set forth in this Bill a definite 
method by which to arrive at a collective agreement , It has framed 
its legislation .in- QUoh'ia manner that none but the hardened agents 
of the capitalists will.be empowered to make such an agreement, which 
then will be a legal one and binding on workers, who may be opposed 
to it.

The Government can ’’declare any establishment or .class of 
establishments fo be appropriate for collective bargaining”. under 
Section 33, ’’certified bargaining agent” for workers in these 
establishment can be

(a) a registered federation of trade unions having a membership 
in good standing of not less than 15 per cent of the total 
number of employees employed in that establishment or class 
of establishments in that area; or

(b) a registered trade union having a membership in good stand
ing of not less than 30 per cent of the total number of 
employees employed in that establishment or class of establish
ments in that area; or

(c) the representatives of the employees of that establishment 
or class of establishments in that area elected in the 
prescribed manner.

Explanat ion; "For the purpose of this sub-section, a membership 
of a repTsTereH Trade union or a registered federation of trade.unions 
shall be deemed to be in good standing if such membership has not 
lapsed during the ninety days preceding the date of the application 
under this sub-section by the trade union or federation of trade 
unions, as til*6 case may be".

Thus who can become a bargaining agent? in the first place, 
a registered trade union or a federation of trade unions. ’ybich can 
be a registered trade union or federation of such unions? Those 

which include in their constitution clauses penalising workers if 
they go on strike without the sanction of the union, under the 
Trade Unions Bill, only .such unions which are directly opposed to 
any strike can get registration. . •

This means-that bargaining agents can be only those who 
represent anti-strike unions, in the present case, the INTUC and 
its puppet unions.

But so as to allow no loop-holes, the Bill makes further provision 
to see that only INTUC Unions and Federations can have the right to 
become bargaining agents, a minimum of 30- per cent membership for 

an individual union and of 15 per cent for a federation.of unions 
is necessary to secure the certificate of a bargaining agent.

With the exception of the INTUC, none of the trade unions are 
allowed facilities for functioning. The All-India Tirade Union 
Congress and its affiliated Unions are singled out for ruthless 
repression. With,.thousands of organisers in jail, even the enrolment 
of members cannot be done except by risking loss of jobs.

Enrolment Of'members to the INTUC Unions is done directly with 
the aid of the employers. under threats of dismissal from service, 

the' management and its agencies . compel workers to join INTUC 
unions. Besides bogus and Inflated membership is .shown, which no one 
is allowed to challenge. w-:-/

Even today, despite the fact that it is

will.be
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Even today, despite the fact that it is hardly possible for 
the INTUC Unions to hold a single mass meeting without the help 
of the police, despite the fact that these unions stand fully unmasked 
and exposed as strike-breaking agencies when workers have repeatedly 
shown that they have no confidence in the puppet of the government 
and the capitalists, it is the INTUC that is considered by the 
Government aacthe •.rep.pesant'at ive qrganisat ion and has been specially 
favoured- with four seats at this Tripartite Conference, The All-India 
Trade Union Congress .challenges the representative character of the 
INTUC. ’ ' . ■ ,

But under the Labour Relations Bill, the INTUC unions alone 
will have the right to become bargaining agents. They alone will 
get registration, because they alone will agree to expel workers 
who go on spontaneous strikes.

Thus those who are thoroughly unmasked as agents of the 
capitalists and their Government, i.e. the INTUC and its unions, 
alone will be certified as bargaining agents having the right to 
negotiate ’'agreements” on behalf of the workers, which will be 
binding on workers whether they like it or not,

SWEEPING ROVERS TO .CBBTIEIED AGENTS'

No wonder--these certified agents are given .
Ee^t-ion 35 (a) says:

"The certified bargaining agent shall immediately replace 
all other agents of the employees to enter into negotiations 
with the employer and so long as the certification of the 
bargaining agent is not revoked, shall have authority to 
bargain collectively on behalf of the employees in that 
establishment or class of establishments and to bind them by 
a collective agreement”, ;■

This provis-ion is simply out.rag-Gwwus-, it means'that o.nly such 
organisations as arb"-.Gavemmdfit..'s and empl^y^rm puppet bodies and . 
which are enemies of the workers have the right to negotiate and ”• n 
conclude an agreement and bind all workers to it. The collect1t^-• —• 

■-"bargain!ng-.agent’'is, thus, in reality a licenced agent of the 
capitalists, legally empowered to conclude.binding agreements with 
them and betray the workers.

This is how the Bill openly and shamelessly deprives the workers, 
of their right to represent themselves and makes them slaves of the 
capitalists through’the medium of the strike-breaking unions of 
the INTUC.

ALL STRIKES BANNED ~ - ■ ... - i 1 • - । r —
So far,we have seen how this. Bill systematically takes away 

the basic trade union rights of the workers. But the climax is 
reached in its sweeping provisions which ban all strikes and 
resistance to the offensive of the capitalists, and. the Government. 
Through these it seeks to take away from the hands ,of the workers 
their only effective weapon, the weapon of strike, so as to 
completely emasculate them, make them helpless against the 
continued and brazen-faced attacks of the capitalists to transfer 
the burden of the crisis on to the shoulders of the working class,

Every chapter of the Bill h^s one single aim, namely, to 
deprive the worker of this weapon of strike and leave him defence
less before the attacks of the employer.

At the very outset, the Bill bans



■At the very outset, the Bill bans spontaneous strikes against 
sudden attacks of the employers on the workers’ standard of living 
and conditions of service. Section 26 (1) saysj

’•Where for any reason a labour dispute has arisen or is 
likely to arise between an employer and an employee, the 
employee or as the case may be, the employer may send a notice, 
in the prescribed manner, to the other party setting out the 
nature of the dispute and the specific demands that the other 
party is required to accept and requiring the other party to 
enter into negotiations, within seven days of the date of 
receipt of the notice, with a view to the settlement of the 
labour dispute". . . .

Under Section 28 of the Bill, the negotiations are allowed to 
drag on for fourteen days. Even if at the end of these fourteen 
days no settlement is reached the workers cannot still go on strike. 
Under Section 95 they must give a notice of further 14 days and 
only at the end of these fourteen days, i.e, at the end of 28 to 35 
days from the time the notice of the dispute was given, can the 
workers think of going on strike, while in the meanwhile the 
employt ^uld hetVQ uiroudy them and hxs
offensive, Bor nothing under this cm pravonto him rrom acting aa 
he likes.

It is, in, resistenoe to the sudden attacks of the employers and 
the Government that spontaneous strikes, take place. The employers ' 
alone are responsible for Auch strikes. Despite repression, mass. 
arr«3ts\ lathi charges and firings, the starving workers have 
repeatedly and with dotorminntion resisted these sudden attacks, 
with spontaneous strikes which have today become a common feature.

It is only as a. result of these prompt cvunUr-attaoks by the 
workers that the employers. and.the Government often find themselves 
unable to easily carry out their offensives of unemployment, 
increased workload, attacks on wages, etc. it is to prevent tlxes-e 
effect iva, count er-act .ions of the workers that the Governmetk -cvf-e. 
now out to declare such strikes illegal.

NO STRIP AFTER REFERENCE ^C^RBI^TION
Evei?^^er all this, the workers cannot go on strike, oru>e the 

do^rment refers the dispute to adjudication.

, Section .96. of the Bill says;

”(1) No employee shall give any notice of strike or-go on 
strike and no employer shall give any notice of lock-out or 
declare a lock-out for any reason whatsoever -

(a) during the pendency of any conciliation proceeding 
before a Board or Standing Board .and seven days after the 
conclusion of such proceeding; or

(b) during the pendency of any proceeding before a Tribunal 
or the Appellate Tribunal; or

(c) during any period.in which any settlement or collective 
agreement or award is in operation".

’ ’ ' $ ’ ' '■ * < . ~ ... .(-p .•» • • , ; •. . 1 1 '
Thusg'the Government has only 'to refer some dispute to the 

Tribunal for adjudication and then all strikes - whatever be their 
causes - even if they have nothing to do with the dispute that has 
been referred to or may have been adjudicated upon by. the Tribunal 
become automatically illegal.

It will be seen that the Section
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It will be seen that the Section prohibits also strikes 
during the period of operation of a collective greament, \qe 
have already seen what these collective agreements are. They 
are agreements concluded by the enemies of the working class, 
by the strike-breaking unions, who' are to be licensed under the 
Bill as ‘'bargaining agents".

This means that if workers refuse to accept these collective 
agreements and go on strike, then they will be considered to have 
gone on an illegal strike.

STRIKES AGAINST RET RE NC WE NT ILLEGAL

The Bill prohibits strikes against retrenchment, section 
98 (d) says that "a strike shall be illegal if, , it has any
object other than, or in addition to, the settlement of the 
labour dispute which has arisen in relation to the establishment 
or establishments in which the employees going on strike engaged."

Thus under this Section all strikes other than those in further
ance of a labour dispute in an establishment or establishments 
are prohibited. And what is a labour dispute, according to this 
Bill?

Section 96(2) states;

"’Miere Labour Courts have been constituted under Section 
10, no employee shall go on strike.... in persuance of any 

____ _ ..no.t_PL.eclf Pui 
in the Second Schedule", ~ ' '

One may search the whole of the Second Schedule, all the 
fifteen objects enumerated therein, but one will not find there 
the subj ecw" ret renchment" . This means that retrenchment is not 
one of tho^o subjects that can become a labour dispute! And 
therefore, a' strike against retrenchment, since its object is not 
a "labour dispute" within the meaning of this Bill, is illegal.

In-'o-«Kier to make the meanin .: absolutely cl«ar^ sjcplanuat inxx to 
Section'59-st-ntosj

"Bor the purposes of this Section, 1 labour dispute^ means 
any labour dispute relating to any matter- which is not 
specified in the second schedule, but does not include the 
termination of service of an employee who is surplus to the 
requirements of the employer".

We have already seen hew the employers, when they retrench 
workers, always give the reason that these workers are ’surplus 
to requirements’.

Thus'the Government after having legalised retrenchment, 
after having invited the employers to go ahead with their schemes 
of mass retrenchment and unemployment, after refusing any 
protection to the workers against mass unemployment and insecurity 
of service, goes further and deprives the workers of the one weapon 
they possess against these attacks, the weapon of strike. It 
proclaims that the workers have no right even to struggle against 
unemployment, that is they cannot struggle even for their very 
existence.

STOATHET IC STRIKES ILLEGAL
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STOATHETIC STRIKES .ILLEGAL

Afraid of the growing unity of the working class, the Bill 
prohibits all their solidarity actions and declares sympathetic 
strikes to be illegal.

Section 98 (e) states that a strike is illegal if ”it is 
commenced or declared in sympathy with any other strike or lock 
out11.J"

I ’• ' A ' *

, Today the solidarity of the working class has grown on an 
internet io rial scale. Dockers of London and Liverpool (o c on strike 
in support of striking Canadian seamen. The entire Indian working 
class rose in support of the postal workers' general strike in 
1946, when the Government tried tn crush it. Before the might of 
the united working class the Government was then compelled to bend#

This unity of the working class is a formidable obstacle in 
the way of the employers and the Government carrying out their 
schemes of mass retrenchment, rationalisation and other attacks 
on the workers.

The Congress Government wants to destroy this unity of the 
workin..; class', it is for this purpose that it has made sympathetic 
strikes illegal under this Bill#

.............................

We have that under Section 98(d) a strike is
11^7ai tfifhas an object other than, or in addition to the 

settl^ant of the labour dispute which has arisen in relation 
to the; estab-Lishment, xjr. establishments in which the employees 
going on strike are' engaged”-. "’•’■This means that workers have- cwd 
ri.'ht to go on a’political strike or to-«trik^ in Cf
their political and democratic ri-hts.

The Government has let-loose a reign of terror on tiu>' 
. Over 25,000 leaders- of the workers and other toiling

people amaated., Meetings, pracaaaXons,
demonstrations are freely banned'.. .Tr^da Unions are conB±<m±ly 
raided and. even banned. Lathi charges and firings have become 
the order of-the dayy, • •ALL ^rade .union rights have been trampled 
under foot birth.is .Government’.

After klEL this, the 'Government says that the workers have 
no right to protest against these atrocities. They have no right 
to struggle in defence of their political rights .and democratic 
liberties. • The’/Government decrees th-t the working class shall 
not fi,ht ab-alris_t 7 repress ion, that.- it.; shall not fi ht for 
democracy' arid’ real frejecLom. . ..

This is what it means by illegalisi ng political strikes.

HEAVY PENALTIES LOR ILLEGAL STRIKES

After thus having declared all strikes - spontaneous strikes, 
strikes against retrenchment, strikes after the reference of a 
dispute to arbitration, strikes against the treacherous deols of 
the INTUC company unions, sympathetic strikes and political 
strikes - illegal, the Government goes on to provide for heavy 
punishments should the workers refuse to submit to this ferocious 
attack on their rights and standards. Section 112 (1) soys?

"(1) Any employee who
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a "(1) Any employee who' commenced, continues, or cthervzise 
acts in furtherence of, a strike which is illegal under this 
Act shall be punishable with imprisonment which may extend to 
one month or with fine which may extend to fifty rupees, or 
with both".

'In addition to this., Section 115 states*

"Any person who commits a breach of any term of any settle
ment or collective agreement or order of a Labour court or 
award which is binding on him under this Act, shall be 
punishable with imprisonment for a term which may extend to 
six months, or with fine, or with both".

This means that workers who go on strike against unjust awards 
of the Labour Tribunals, will be charged on two counts, under 
Section 112 for goin- on illegal strike and under section 115 for 
breach -cf the terms of °n award of the Tribunal,

Similarly workers who are declared by the Labour Tribunals 
to have adopted a go-slow policy will be charged on two counts, on 
the charge of illegal strike and also on the charge of breach of 
the order of a Labour Court o-r Tribunal,

■Workers who refuse to accept the treacherous pacts eut-sr^d into 
by the INTUC’s company unions will also be char^M- wker two counts, 
on the charge of breach of oau^ntiTC , for which they
©an be sent to jail six months, and also on the charge of going 
bn

The Bill further provides for very heavy p<mlshmcaxt6 for 
supporting the struggles of the workers, section 113

"Any person who instigates or incit-es others to take part 
in, or otherwise acts in furtherance of, a strike or lc^K.ca4X 
which is illeral under this Act shall be punjLsknlhlc with 
impr 1 aonmcnt for a term which n>uy sxtt^«d to six or-
with fine: which-may extend to one thousand, rupees- or 'with 
both*’.

This means that all trade unions that refuse to b&t-ray 
w?rlc«r$, that defend the interests of the workers, are prctUbi^-e< 
from doting in this direction. If they agitate agal>aT cm unj-uat. 
award, they will be charged with inst.igating wOrkgXSrto go on 
illegal" strike. If they denounce. the'tpacts concluded 
by the INTUC Unions and rally the workers to fight a. ainst their 
imposition, they will be charged with instigating workers to go 
0it'i-1 legal strike.

•This means virtually that all activities by unions other than 
the--INTUC puppet'unions are banned. Section 114 declares:

"Any person who knowingly expends or applies any money in 
furtherence of any strike or lock-out which is illegal under 
this Act shall be punishable with imprisonment for a term 
which may extend to six months, or with fine which may extend 
to one thousand rupees:or with both".

Thus after bavin.: illegalised all strikes, the Government
proclaims that even showing of any sympathy to workers who are on 
strike despite all these heavy odds, is illegal. It wants to 
crush 
peopl 
them 
t erro

the workers by isolating them from the rest of the working 
e. It wants to terrorise the working people so as to prevent 
from showing any sympathy to workers on strike. It wants to 
rise the other workers, who are prohibited not only from going 

—* on sympathetic strike,
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on sympathetic strike, but also from giving any help to the fighting 
strikers.

This is how, with these heavy punishments, the Government wants 
to crush all working class resistence to the growing capitalist 
offensive.

In short, the Labour Relations Bill, introduced by the Govern
ment of India seeks:

1. To legalise retrenchment by the employers who are now free 
to retrench thousands of workers on the plea that they are "surplus 
to requirements";

2. To legalise rationalisation and increase of workload on the 
plea that workers are adopting a "go-slow policy".

3. To carry through the offensive of the employers by means 
of treacherous pacts with the INTUC puppet unions, which are to be 
declared as bargaining agents, and whose pacts are to be stamped 
as collective agreements, binding on all the workers.

- 4. To bolster up these INTUC puppet unions and to outlaw all
the activities of tihions that refuse to betray the workers' and 
instead lead their resistence to the attacks of the employers; and

5, To crush all resistence of the workers against the attacks 
of the owners. Bor this purpose the Bill declares as illegal;

(a) spontaneous strikes of the workers against the sudden 
attacks of the employers;

(bj strikes against retrenchment;
(c) strikes after reference to arbitration;
(d) strikes during the period a "collective agreement" concluded 

by the INTUC puppet unions is in force;
(e) all sympathetic strikes;
(f) all political strikes.

The Bill further seeks to impose very heavy punishments for 
refusing to submit to this attack. It imposes very heavy punishments 
for showing any sympathy to workers who fight against the attacks 
of the employers.

Thus the Labour Relations Bill concedes not a single right to 
the workers. It grants them no protection against the growing 
menace of mass unemployment. It gives them no protection against 
wage-cuts, rationalisation, increased workload and other attacks 
of the capitalists.

There is no lav/ in this country guaranteeing the workers a 
living wage. There is not a single social security measure in 
existence. Unemployment benefits are simply unknown in this 
country.

Under these conditions this Bill not only legalises all the 
attacks of the employers on the workers - attacks of mass unemploy
ment, rationalisation, retrenchment and wage-cuts, but it takes 
av/ay the only weapon the workers have against the rapacious and 
unbridled exploitation of the capitalists - the weapon of strike. 
It seeks to destroy the unity of the working class, built with untold 
sacrifices over many years cf struggle, under this Bill, the very 
exercise of the fundament al rights of the workers as understood 
all over the world - the right to strike and to organise a is made 
a crime punishable vzith imprisonment.

The Kill therefore is an open
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The Bill therefore is an open fascist measure, seeking to 
suppress working class struggles, to destroy their unity and 
organisation, so as to facilitate the capitalist offensive against 
them and thereby enable them to transfer the burden cf the crisis 
on to the shoulders of the workers.

The All-India Trade Union Congress strongly denounces this 
measure and demands its complete end unconditional withdrawal. ft 
further demands the unreserved recognition of the workers right 
to strike and freedom of organisation. It demands that workers’ 
right to a living wage and security of service be recognised 
unreservedly.

For the purpose of ensuring the above fundamental .rights of 
the workers, the All-India Trade Union Congress demands the 
following steps to be taken immediately:

i» Repeal of the Bombay Industrial Relations Act, the Indian 
Trade Disputes Act and similar other Acts that restrict the right 
to strike.

2. Full freedom to organise trade unions, right to strike, right 
to hold political views and right to join any political party.

3, Full freedom to carry on trade union activity at work 
places, without any restrictions.

4. Guarantee against victimisation; for this purpose tl ) ri.'ht 
of the- management to dismiss workers be taken away; the task of 
maintaining discipline be placed in the hands of a committee 
elected by the workers.

5. Full guarantee against unemployment; all mills and factories 
that may close down or have already closed down, to be taken over 
without compensation by the Government and run with the full 
complement of workers as before the closure.

6, Payment of full wages and dearness allowance as compensation 
to all workers who have been rendered unemployed as a result cf 
these closures, and statutory liability of employers to pey such 
compensation.

7 , Unemployment benefits equivalent to full wages and dearness 
allowance for all those vzho are forced into unemployment; the State 
to find them vzork according to their capacity.

8. Repeal of all public Security Measures Acts and preventive 
Detention Act under which thousands of trade union, peasant .and 
student leaders are detained in jails; recognition of full democratic 
rights of the working people.

9. Withdrawal of bans imposed on Trade unions in Madras, 
United State of Travancore and Cochin, Madhya Bharat and other 
pl aces,

10* Release of all workers, peasants, students nnd other 
leaders who have been detained without trial end release of political 
prisoners convicted of various charges.

On this occasion, the All-India Trade union Congress makes a 
fervent appeal to all delegates representing workers’ organisations 
who are assembled here to join with the delegates of the .,U1- India

Trade Union Cmxzms in demanding



Trade Union Congress in demanding the immediate and unconditional 
withdrawal of the Labour Relations Bill, which denies the workers 
their very right to strike, that is to struggle against poverty, 
unemployment and starvation. we appeal to them to realise the 
seriousness of the situation and the grave menace that is threaten
ing the working class movement in the shape of this fascist 
measure,

The passage of this Bill will mean unbridled exploitation 
rf the working class by the capitalists. It will mean unemploy
ment for hundreds of thousands of more workers. It will mean 
intensification of the offensives of rationalisation and wage-cuts, 
that are already launched by the employers. It will mean that the 
workers will be reduced to the status of bond-slaves.

This Bill is a menace to all workers, whatever be their 
political persuasions. Under this Bill workers, whether they 
belong to the All-India Trade Union Congress or owe allegiance 
to the Hind Mazdur Sabha, will have to face the most ferocious 
attacks of (Ssjloybrs and the Government. All of them will have 
to face fascist repression worse than before, when they fight 
against the attacks of the employers and in defence of their vital 
int erests .

Under these circumstances, the All-India Trade Union Congress 
appeals to ell delegates representing workers' organisations who 
are assembled here, end through them to all workers in the country, 
to present a united front against this ^ill and demand its 
immediate, unconditional and complete withdrawal. The basic 
principle underlying the Bill is so very reactionary and fascist 
in character, that it does not admit of any compromise. No 
modification of a clause, here or there, will serve to alter the 
fundamental character of the Bill. The only demand the represent
atives of workers' o rganis at ions can make is for the total and 
complete withdrawal of the Bill. Such a withdrawal of the Bill, 
with legislation guaranteeing the fundamental rights of the 
workers and protection against unemployment and embodying the 
other demands as stated above alone will meet the needs of the 
situation.

The All India-Trade Union Congress assures all workers that 
it is prepared for united action against this Bill and the Trade 
Unions Bill, prepared to fight shoulder to shoulder with all 
workers’ organisations for the withdrawal of thew fas-ai^t Bills 
and for the realisation .of the basic demands- of the Indian 
working cla^a.-

i ‘ -V- V - \L “ A'“ A



ALL INDIA TRADE UNION CONGRESS

P ON THE A.I.T.U.C. ON THE TRADE UNIONS BILL — 
1 to the Indian Labour Conference, Nev/ Delhi..)’ 

March 20-21, 1950)

1
UNIONS BILL - A CHARTER. ON SLAVERY.z"

3 Bill introduced by the Government of India in
t is. an open attempt to outlaw all trade union

movement which organises and leads workers’ struggles in defence of 
'their rights and interests and against the.growing attacks of the 
capitalists in the form of mass retrenchment, rationalisation and 
deterioration of wage standards.

Through this Bill, the bourgeoisie and their Congress Government 
are attempting to deny the workers their fundamental right to 
organise and strike, the right to hold political views and join 
political organisation of their choice, thus seeking to Lind them down, 
hand and foot, to slavery.

[
The Bill makes open and shameless discrimination against Govern- 

|p ment servants and forbids them from joining any organisation of non- 
civil servants. It is thus an attempt at dividing workers by 
separating Government employees from the rest, preventing them from
Joining with the other workers in the common battle against capitalism

The Bill denies all rights and privileges to trade unions fighting 
against the policies of the Government and the capitalists, it 
orders trade unions to include such rules and regulations in their 
constitution as will exclude from their' management workers who boldly 
fight against the owners, leaders who command the respect and confidence 
of all workers. It demands the expulsion of such workers and leaders 
of the union who participate in spontaneous strikes.

B-

e

The enactment of the Bill will result into hundreds of trade 
union, which are today organising and leading workers’ struggle and 
which command their confidence, losing their registration and thus 
being transformed either into illegal organisations or organisations 
that will not legally have the right to speak on behalf of the workers 
or have any protection under the law. The restrictions sought to be 
imposed on the registration of a union are only an alibi to the 
Government and capitalist-controlled puppet organisation, the Indian 
National Trade Union Congress and its affiliated unions, to legally 
exist to the exclusion of all other unions, it is the most sham-al-coe 
attempt to give to these ’Unions’ the status of legally recognised 
representatives of workers and making it incumbent on all workers 
to submit to all the treacherous agreements signed between thjam and 
the managements.

The Bill denies and withdraws even the most inadequate and meagre 
right that workers had won so far, namely, to organise unions of their 
will and choice, it thus virtually illegalises all trade uniun movement 
that is opposed to the policies of the Government and is organised on 
the principles of class struggle

and 
the■-

*4 ■

Faced with ever-increasing resistance of every section of workers 
Government employees to their open and shameless plans to transfer 
burden of the crisis on to the becks of the workers, and acting

under the dictates of the Angle-American imperialists to whom they 
have sold the country for exploitation, the Congress bourgeois rulers 
have introduced this Bill aiming at transforming Indian workers into 
bond slaves. The Bill fully unmasks and falsifies all the claims of 
the Government that they have allowed the workers freedom of 
organisation and freedom to strike in defence of their interests.

\^ile through the Labour Relations
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•^ile through the Labour Relations Bill, which is also being 
simultaneously rushed through, they seek to throttle the workers’ 
right to strike and resist the growing -at-tacks of the capitalists 
and to penalise workers by sox months’ imprisonment, through the 
Trade Unions Bill they seek to withdraw the very right of the workers 
to organise trade unions of their choice and will, and instead to 
thrust upon them the Government’s puppet show, the INTUC and its 
Unions, which re always ready in the service of the owners and 
which are today acting as open strike breakers and agents of the 
Government and the capitalists.

Thus the Labour Relations Bill and the Trade unions Bill are 
introduced to transform the Indian working class movement into a 
kind of Nazi Labour Front, s? as to ensure the unrestricted exploit
ation of the people by the capitalists and their Government, to make 
Indira safe for exploitation by the Anglo-.American capitalists and 
transform it into their base for a war against the Soviet union, 
China, Peoples Democracies, the national liberation movements in South 
East Asia and the people of all lands.

The A.I.T.U.C. cannot but condemn this feill most vehemently. 
It demends its immediate withdrawal and instead full recognition 
of workers' right to organise, right to strike, right to hold 
political views, right to join any political party they choose.

I I

Evon a cursory glance at the objects and reasons of this Bill 
will bear out these statements*

lit the very outset the Government declares: ” in the interests 
of discipline, the armed forces and the police have been excluded 
from its scope”,

This means that the Congress bourgeois Government is mightily • 
afraid of facing the discontent of the armed forces and the police 
who are as much exploited as the rest of the working population under 
the rule of the bourgeoisie. Their wages are starvation wages, their 
condition of service is hard and hazardous. They have been freely 
used to suppress their own people, against their will. The Government 
does not guarantee them any right such as living wage but instead puts 
all kinds of restrictions on them with a view.to keep them away from 
other workers who are fighting against capitalism for a better living 
standard. The bourgeoisie has no justification whatsoever in thus 
debarring the armed forces and the police from organising their unienjs 
for securing living conditions.

The Government demands that the rules and bye-laws of the union 
must ccntain provisions for taking disciplinary action against those 
who go on strike, not sanctioned by the Executive, It demands that 
the rules should mention:-

•’’The procedure for taking disciplinary action against members 
who go on strike without the sanction of the executive or the 
majority of the members of the trade union, or who otherwise 
violate the rules of the trade union” - clause 6(1),

Resisting the growing and sudden attacks of the employers and the 
Government, workers both in private or Government service go on 
Spontaneous strikes. Managements alone are responsible for such 
strikes. Despite repression, mass arrests, lathi charges and firings, 
the starving workers have, boldly, repeatedly and with determination, 
resisted these auddon att’mka and spontaneous strikes hove become a 

oomon feature of the present
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common feature of tie present day. It is only as a result of these 
prompt counter-attacks by the workers that the employers and the } 
Government have often been prevented from easily carrying out their"' 
offensive of unemployment, increased work-load, deterioration of 
wages, etc. It is to forestall these effective count er-act ions of 
the workers that the Government have declared such strikes illegal 
and workers are threatened with a penalty of six months’ imprisonment, 
in addition to loss of job and wages,

But the Government is not satisfied even with this. It is out to 
penalise the Unions also and seeks to compel them to have a constitution 
under which workers will not be allowed to participate in spontaneous 
strikes. The Unions are thus being forced under this Bill to become 
strike-breaking agencies..

Should the Unions, true to the interests of the working class, 
refuse to have such an outrageous provision of servitude to the 
capitalists, they will not be registered at all or have their existing 
registration cancelled for refusal to implement such a rule.

The objects further lay down and the Bill demands that the 
constitution of a union seeking registration must contain "the 
procedure for taking disciplinary action against officers who 
contravene the provisions of this Act or of the rules of the trade 
union" (Clause 6 (j)).

First, make a rule in your constitution that the workers will 
not join a spontaneous strike. If workers defy this rule, then expel 
them from the Union. If any office-bearer supports or participates 
in a spontaneous strike, then expel him from the union. These are 
the capitalist Government’s dictates to the workers’ trade union, the 
price it demands of a Union for securing or maintaining registration.

Expel workers if they resist the capitalist attack on their 
standards; expel workers if fascist terror inside the workplace or 
outride,mass unemployment and the like prevent them from regularly 
paying their union dues, else you forfeit your right to registration. 
Thet is the meaning of the new Bill.

But this is not all, it shamelessly attempts to disrupt workers’ 
ranks, by forbidding .the 20 lakh Government employees from Joining 
any organisation of non-civil servants. With this aim of keeping the 
Government employees away from the general working class movement and 
thus emasculate their struggle -for better conditions, the Bill has 
imposed several restrictions on them.

The objects and reasons of the Bill state in this regard as 
follows »-

’•The Bill provides that a trade union of civil servants will 
not be entitled to compulsory recognition by the appropriate 
Government if it does not consist wholly of civil servants or 
if it is affiliated to a federation to which trade unions of 
persons other than civil servants are also affiliated".

It is thus clear that the aim of the Bill is to keep away these 
lakhs of Government employees from the central organisations of the 
Indian working class like the All-India Trade Union Congress or other 
organisations to which trade unions of all workers are affiliated.

The Bill imposes identical restrictions on organisations of 
■ orkers in hospitals and educational institutions, as well as on 
। ther ceiregories of workers such as the supervisory staff and the 
;?atch and ward sta.ff. All these sections of workers are to be 
■rbitrarily kept away from the common struggle of the Indian working 
class for their basic rights and demands. The Bill thus is an open 
ttempt at disrupting the fighting solidarity of the working class 

with a view to suppressing their struggles.
The objects and reasons
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The objects and reasons further state:

’’The rules of a trade union should hereafter mention the rate 
of subscription payable by members, the circumstances, including 
default in paymeti of subscription, in which the name of a
member shall be struck off the list of members.”

Today even the normal activities of the unions such as collect
ion of subscription etc. are to be carried on under conditions of dire 
fascist terror. Discrimination against and even dismissal of workers 
who Join any union other than the one which is a lackey of the manage
ment (i.e. the Congress controlled union)’ is common story. The Govern
ment knowing full well these difficulties, which are the result of 
their own fascist rule, are now demanding this strict provision in 
the constitutions of the unions.

The aim is to see that through these’measures the unions which 
really command the workers’ confidence and are their real leaders are 
declared to be non-represent ative and instead puppet INTUC Unions, 
which forcibly collect subscriptions with the help of the management 
on pain of reprisals, are declared to be representative organisations 
having all rights and privileges to speak on behalf of the workers, 
that is, to betray the workers.

The same aim is further sought to be achieved by imposing the 
-■ following conditions for registration of the union (Clause 6);

(g) "The rate of subscription payable by ordinary members which 
shall not be less than two annas per month, provided that in the 
case of employees employed in agriculture, cottage industries in 
rural areas, conservancy service or such sweated industries as may 
be notified in this behalf by the appropriate Government in the 
Official Gazette, a lower rate of subscription per annum may be 
pres cribed;

(h) ’’the circumstances (including default in payment of subscript 
ion fcr a specified period) in which the name of member shall be 
removed from the list of members”,

but the capitalist Government is not satisfied with imposing even 
these restrictions on its employees’ trade union rights. It goes, still 
further. The objects and reasons of the Bill state:

•'Government employees, whether civil servants or not, will be 
debarred from contributing to political funds though there will 
be no such ban on members who are not Government employees”.

The meaning is obvious. Railwaymen, post and telegraph workers, 
workers and employees in ordnance factories and engineering workshops 
of the Central Government, P.W.D. , Secretariat, and similar other 
establishments of the Government, in all nearly 20 lakh employees, are 
not only to be debarred from taking part in any political activity 
but they cannot even contribute to any political fund. These lakhs of 
employees are not allowed to struggle for civil liberties and democratic 
rights, they cannot participate in any MCrvement that seeks to fight 
against the capitalist rule. This is nothing but open and shameless 
denial to lakhs of workers of their right to hold political views.

With this aim in view the Government has demanded the inclusion 
of the following rule in the constitution of a union as addition 
precedent; to its securing or maintaining registration. Clause 6(k) 
demo,nds

"v/here the trade union consists, whether wholly or partly, of 
civil servants, the prohibition of its members from participating 
directly or indirectly in any form of political activity, and 
the removal of the name of any member who takes part in any form 
of pci it ic<al ^act ivit y from the list of its members”.

jn ervention in the working of the ynion



intervention in the .working of the union

After having secured for themselves under this Bill the right to 
compel Unions to punish and expel workers for going on spontaneous 
strikes or face loss of registration, the right to prevent 20 lakhs 
Government employees from joining their forces with those of other 
Indian workers in the common "battle against capitalism and for better 
living conditions, the Government have sought further powers to 
ensure their open and unashamed control over even the day-to-day 
functioning of the unions, ensure their right to interfere any time 
in the activities of trade unions.

Section 15, Clause (1) states :- 

"The appropriate Government may appoint as many inspectors 
as may be necessary for inspecting the registered trade unions 
and for exercising such other functions as may be prescribed".

The meaning is obvious. The sweeping powers that the Bill gives 
to the bourgeois Government for emasculating the militant trade 
unions are to be exercised by and’through these petty officers, to 
whom the unions of the w:rkin class are now sought to be subordinated. 
Under the hated public Security Measures Acts, the police Sub-inspect or 
is given unlimited powers over the personal liberty of the workers 
and the toiling people. Under the Trade Unions Bill, this inspector 
is given equally vague -and undefined powers over the workers’ and 
other toilers’ class organisations.

It is this Inspector - whose powers are deliberately left 
undefined under the Bill - who will decide 'whether or n^t the trade 
uni~n has servilely carried out all the dictates of the bourgeoisie 
and its legislation, Should he decide that it has refused to do the 
Government’s bidding and instead has firmly stood by the working class, 
he can have its registration cancelled or denied altogether.

Nnt the masses of the workers concerned but this Governmet 
officer wh^ will n~w decide h^w a trade union is to be conducted and 
how net. Not they but he will control their union. He is the all- 
powerful dictator whose orders the organisat ions of workers are colled 
upon to obey. Failure means loss o-f registration, compulsion to work 
almost under conditions of illegality.

Rest r ict i^ ns on office-bearers of trade unions -

To make union work difficult the Government through this Bill 
has put further restrictions on the office-bearers of unions. clause 
24(1) lays down;

"In any registered trade union the number of persons who, 
without being employees in any establishmeh or class of establish
ments with which the trade union is connected, are entitled to 
be officers of that trade union, shall not exceed four cr one
fourth of the total number of members of the executive of th^t 
tro.de uni^n, whichever is less.”

Thus leaders . f workers who have all along led their struggles are 
n^w to be debarred from being leaders of the unions. This is clearly 
a measure aimed a.t depriving the workers of effective leadership of 
their struggle. But the real meaning of this clause is far more 
dangerous. 7?hat the Government intends to achieve is to keep out of 
the union even those militant worker fighters who while leading workers 
struggles have been victimised. They are now to be kept out of the 
union on the ground that they have ceased to be employees, it is thus 
an open invitation to the management to victimise worker office-bearers 
of Unions. This clause thus directly aims at the trade union movement. 
It is an open attempt to prevent worker fighters from being in leading 
positions in their union and instead keep at the helm submissive 
elements from am^ng the employees, with a view to be able to easily 
suppress workers’ resistance.

a weapon to"Unfair practices”;

tro.de
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"Unfair practices’’* a weapon t o at t ack Unions ;.

But even after having put all these restrictions on the unions 
makinr it in every way difficult for them to have registration or 
recognition, the Government does not feel satisfied. it thus puts 
many more restrictions even on the maintaining of the union’s 
registration or recognition. This is sought to be done through the 
clause regarding "unfair practices'.

Clause 40 defines "unfair practices" as follows*

"The following shall be deemed to be unfair practices on the 
part of a recognised trade union, nnmely:-

(a) for a majority of the members of the trade union to take 
part in an irregular strike

(b) for the executive of the. trade union to advise or 
actively to support or to instigate an irregular strike

(c) f: r an officer of the trade union to submit any return 
required by or under this Act containing false statements”.

By declaring participation in any spontaneous strike by the 
workers or support of such a strike by the executive of the union 
as ’unfair practices' and therefore an offence, the union is to be 
vict imised.

On the plea that the Union is guilty of such unfair practices 
the Registrar or the employer may apply to the Labour court demand
ing withdrawal of the recognition of the Union. This will show 
how fake and fictitious is the so-called recognition of a union and 
how it can be withdrawn the moment the union concerned supports a 
workers' spontaneous strike. Even on finding a flaw in the statements 
submitted to the Government by the union, the Registrar or the 
employer can demand the withdrawal of its recognition.

Any office-bearer of a trade union whose recognition is thus 
withdrawn on the charge th't the union was guilty of unfair 
practices will be barred from being an office-bearer of any union 
for a period of three years.

Registration and recognition;

First no Union can hove registration if it does not have in 
its constitution provision for expelling its members or its office
bearers for having participated in a spontaneous strike or any 
other strike which is not sanctioned by a regular meeting of the 
executive. unless the Union definitely sets its face against 
spontaneous strikes, unless it agrees to become an open strike
breaking agency it cannot claim registration.

Secondly, registered unions alone have a right t he recognised. 
But the recognition so secured can be maintained only if the union 
concerned undertakes to give no support whatsoever to any strike 
struggle in any circumstances.

In short, what the Trade Unions Bill aims at is complete 
suppression of all Unions which stand by and defend workers' right 
to organise and strike, their rivht to go on spontaneous strike 
when the circumstances demand that they promptly retaliate against 
and halt attacks by the management. under this Bill, unions that 
are the real fighting organisations of workers are called upon to 
agree to oppose every strike, to punish their members for participat
ing in strikes. Failure to carry out these shameless dictates will 
now mean thot those fighting unions will loose their registration 
and will have to function almost under conditions of illegality, 
having no legal protection whatsoever.

Rights of recognised trade



Bights of recognised trade unions;
Havinr; made registration and recogkitfion of fiehting trade 

unions impossible, the Government under Clause 35 have allowed the 
puppet unions certain facilities to function anc. made it incumbent 
on the employer to'allow them facilities for announcing their 
meetings, etc.

Thus, while withdraw!ng recognition or registration of all 
trade unions if they do net agree to punish their members for 
moinv on spontaneous strikes, that is -which do not acres to act 
as strike-breaking agencies, the Government is giving full facilities 
for wArk to puppet trade unions which undertake to do open strike
breaking ,

In short the Trade Unions 
India, is an open attempt:

Bill introduced by the Government of

1, To suppress all trnde unions which refuse to surrender to 
the capitalists and the bourgeois Government, and which organise 
and lead workers in their struggle for a living wage, security of 
service and for better living conditions, which resist every attack 
of the employers and the Government by way of mass retrenchment, 
continued attacks on wo^os, attempts at increasing work-load and 
similar measures;

2. To cancel the registrations of the existing unions unless 
they akree to include in their constitutions rules to punish and 
expel from the Unions workers and leaders who participate in 
spentaheous strokes against attacks of the Government;

3. To grant registration and recognition only to those unions 
that agree to spy on werkers and punish them when they go on strike, 
and thus act as open strike-breakers and agents of the capitalists 
and the Government;

4. To intervene cn the affairs of unions ao as to ensure their 
complete subjugation to the employers end the Government and compel 
them to act as opponents of all spontaneous strikes, as strike- 
b reakers;

5, Under tnis Lill only INTUC Unions, which openly declare 
their policy to be one of opposing every strike and serving the 
interest of the bourgeoisie, will hove the right to to registered;

6, The Bill thus seeks to register and recognises only " 
the Government and capital!st-controlled unions of the Indian 
National Trade Union Congress as entitled to negotiate and effect 
settlements on behalf of the workersin practice this means 
legalisation .f the open betrayal -f workers' interests by the INTUC 
and its affiliated unions,,

7«, The Bill deliberately seeks to divide the lakhs of Government 
employees from the rest of the workers by preventing their unions 
from joinin.- the central organisations of the Indian vwrking class 
to which non-Government employees’ unions are also affiliated. This 
is a deliberate attempt tdisrupt workers' solidarity and weaken 
their common front against capitalist exploitation.

8, The Bill places hc^y restrictions on Government servants, 
demanding that th-.y must not hold political views or join any 
political party, thus trying to transform them into bond slaves 
always ro°dy to support any policies of the capitalist Governments.

9. The Bill discriminates against hospital employees, employees 
in educational iGot itutions, the watch and ward and supervisory 

staffs, thus seeking to
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staffs, thus seeking to weaken the common united front of all 
workers against the capitalists and their Government,

10. unjust denial of even this heavily restricted right Of 
organisation to the armed foices and the police, who also are, along 
with the'rest of the working population groaning under the same 
dead weight of worsening economic conditions and starvation wa^es.

Thus the Trade Unions Bill concedes not a single right to the 
workers to freely organise their trade unions, instead it seeks to 
withdraw even the most meagre facilities th”t might still exist and 
thus fetters the workinn class with unlimited restrictions attempt
ing to transform them inoo "bond slaves.

The AITUC characterises the Trade Unions Bill as a fascist 
measure seeking to control trade unions, while withdrawing workers’ 
ri.'ht to organise and strike. This Bill is an open attempt at 
establishing bourgeois dictatorship over the trade union movement. 
The AITUC strongly denounces this measure and demands its immediate 
and complete withdrawal, lock, stock and barrel.

The AITUC further demands that the following trade union rights 
be recognised unreservedly and measures to ensure the unrestricted 
functioning of trade unions taken immediately:

1. Bull and unrestricted recognition of the right to organise, 
right to strike, ri fht to hold political views and right to join 
any political party of their choice.

2, Full freedom to carry on trade union activity at work 
places, without any restrictions.

3, Guarantee against victimisation of trade union workers.

4. Repeal of the Bombay industrial Relations Act, the Indian 
Trade Disputes Act and similar other measures that seek to restrict 
the workers' right to organise and to strike.

5. Repeal of all public Security Measures Acts and the 
Preventive Detention Act under which thousands of trade union, 
peasant and student leaders are detained without trial in jails 
and recognition of full democratic rights for all toiling people.

6. Withdrawal of bans imposed on Trade Unions in Madras, 
United State'- of Travancore and Cochin, Madhyabharat and Bhopal.

7. Release of all leaders of workers, peasants, students, 
middle class employees and women, who have been detained without 
trial under the public Security Measures Acts; release of political 
prisoners who have been convicted on various charges.

On this occasion, the All-India Trade Union Congress, makes 
a fervent appeal to all delegates representing workers’ organisations 
who are assembled here to unitedly demand withdrawal of the Bill 
which hits at the very existence of the trade union movement. The 
Government is using every method to suppress workers' struggle 
against centinued' exploit at ion by the capitalists. The seriousness 
of the situation should be fully realised by all organisations of 
wcrk ers.

The present 
suppress workers’ 
their offensives.

regime considers it as its paramount duty tc 
struggle and help the capitalists to push through
Thousands of workers, whether they belong to

Unions affiliated t? the All-India



Unions affiliated to the All-India Trade Union Congress or t>we 
allegiance to the Hind Mazdoor Sabha, have been arrested because 
they fought against attempts of the employers to transfer the 
burden of the crisis on to the backs of workers when they were 
already groaning under the most inhuman conditions and were 
facing literal starvation and death. The Congress regime does 
not concede them a single right. it does not guarantee them a 
living wage, security of service or the right to work. At the 
same time, however, it guarantees full freedom for the capitalists 
to exploit workers to the maximum extent.

Workers who are fighting against poverty have to carry on 
their struggle in the face of unieard of fascist repressive 
conditions. .But the Government has now come forward with two 
Bills, the Trade Unions Bill and the Labour Relations Bill, which 
are nothing short of open fascist measures seeking to destroy all 
freedom to organise and to strike and thus transform the workers 
into bond slaves.

Under the Trade Unions Bill and the Lab:ur Relations Bill the 
Government seeks to penalise all Trade Unions which boldly 

organise and lead the workers against the attacks of the 
capitalists and their Government, All these trade unions are 
facing the danger of illegalisation. Every strike is sought to be 
banned, while full freedom is given to the capitalists to attack 
workers’ standards..

In this situation we appeal to all delegates representing 
workers’ organisation^, and through them to all workers, to 
present a united front against the Bill and demand its immediate 
and uncondit ional withe.rawal. The very basie of these Bills is 
such that there is no scope for their modification in the 
interests of the working class. Both these Bills must be 
withdrawn lock, stock and barrel. instead full democratic and 
trade union rights for all workers must be recognised and 
guaranteed and all repressive measures withdrawn as demended by 
the All-India Trade Union Congress.

We assure all workers that the All-India Trade Union Congress 
will be always ready to have a united front with all those who 
are ready to fight for the immediate withdrawal of these Bills, 
for the granting of full democratic rights to workers and repeal 
of all repressive measures as suggested by us.

We once again appeal to all workers’ delegates to demand 
the immediate withdrawal of these Bills introduced by the Congress 
capitalist Government.

***



ALL INDIA TRADE UNION CONGRESS

R*L.Trust Building,
55, Girgnum Road, 
Bombay 4.
21-3-1950,

The General Secretcry,
The Hind Mazdocr Sabha, „ , -- .....
25/2 Bhai Jivanji Lane, ,
Thakurdwar, B o m ba y 2,

Dear Comrade,

We hove seen in the press a short report of the decision taken 
by your organisation to oppose the two Bills introduced by the 
Government of India - the Labour Relations Bill and the Trude Unions • 
Bill - and to observe April 9th as a day of demonstration against 
these Bills,

The All-India Trade Union Congress has denounced these Rills as .1^.- 
fascist measures, which aim at crushing the trade union movement and

• at completely depriving the working class of the most elementary and 
fundamental right to strike and the freedom of organisation,

A copy of the resolution passed by the General Council of the 
All-Indin Trade Union Congress, which met on the 26th and 2Tth 'oT''*"1’"*’ 

February is enclosed herewith for your information., Since a copy 
of the Trade Unions Bill had not been received at the time of the 

-general Council meeting, no separate resolution on it "was passed.
But it is obvious that both the Bills' are openly fascist and have 
to be fought.

These two Bills taken together and severally, are Intended to 
facilitate the most ferocious offensive of mass unemployment, retrench
ment and rationalisation launched by the capitalists and the Govern
ment cf India and to deprive the workers of their only weapon of 
defence, viz,, the weapon of strike, Furthermore, they are intended 
to bolster up company unions and force the anti-working class agree-, 
ments of these puppet unions with the owners on the workers under 
the stamp of "collective agreements".

They thus constitute the gragest menace to the very existence 
of the trade union movement, Thu jobs of millions of werkers, 
their standards of living, all the gains that the trade union move
ment in this country had won by years of struggle and sacrifices arc 
at stake.

The All-India Trade Union Congress believes that the Government 
hae been emboldened to introduce such openly fascist Bills only 
because of the disunity in the ranks of the working class.

The All-India Trade Union Congress is firmly convinced that 
unity of the ’Working class is the most urgent need cf the hour in 
order to hurl back this ferocious offensive on thesinking olaas, and 
compel the Government to withdraw these Bills, .v . ,

Firmly Convinced that at this hour of grave peril facing the 
’forking c/ass movement it is the foremost duty of the trade union 
Organisations to do everything in their power and to strain their 
utmost to build the broadest united struggle against these fascist 
me&su/Qs, the All-India Trade Union Congress proposes to you that 
botij cur organisations should join hands and mobilise the entire 
working class, of India in a natlO'o-vide. struggle against these Bills, 

ft c«£i be easily realised



It can be realised that only a sustained and determined campaign and 
struggle against these Bills, in which the entire working class is 
united, will compel the Government to beat a retreat.

We are confident that the total opposition to these Bills and 
the demand that they be completely withdrawn, affords such a 
platform on which all those desirous of protecting the vital and 
fundamental rights of the working class can cooperate.4,' -

T^^rd's this end, we invite you for immediate conversations for 
workfn^out'-the details of the platform and of the campaign against 
these’.pills.

> t. ♦
We would suggest thot pending our Joint talks and the working 

>Ut of The detailed plan of the campaign against these Bills, 
our organisations should take immediate steps in our campaign 
against 'the Bills. Towards this end we should observe the days 

■ Vhich wwave independently,, called, viz., 3rd April and 9th April, 
.as joint^elebraticns.

Such united opposition to the Bills from the very start will 
be a powerful:: factor in forginc working class unity in opposition 
t'o the Bills.

We-tab’s.^U.lly alive to the fact that the proposals that we are 
, making.'^ United Front if struggle against these Bills,
fully ond to the desires and needs of the broad masses
o'f wof^kex&j^h the country, to whatever organisation they may owe 
allegiance'. The broad masses of workers ardently desire unity in 
the struggle against the offensive of the capitalists and thq Govern 
ment.

On hearing from you the details of the place and time of the 
meeting between your representatives and dUrb ban be fixed ,tc suit 
our mutual convenience.

We would request to treat this matter as urgent and let 
us know your reply Mriy.

yours fraternally,
Sd. p,B.Bangnekar 

Assistant secretary.
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mass unemplcyment has already reached colossal properties and is daily 
mounting. In the Railways, in the textiles, in jute, sugar, cement, 
engineering and in every ether industry, hundreds of thousands of 
workers have already been retrenched. The offensive of intensification 
of work is daily growing under the name of rationalisation.

Wages and dearness allowance have already been cut and are being 
further cut in many industries. At the same time prices are daily 
rising. Inflation which started ’with the outbreak _f the last warj still 
continues five years after the end of the war.

While millions of working people go with'-ut the barest necessaries 
of life, stocks accumulate and there is talk of over-production.
Mills and factories are closing down throwing still mere thousands of 
workers cut of employment.

just as in the case ~f workers, the indescribable misery of India’s 
peasant millions continues. The cruel explcitation of the peasants 
under a system of feudal landlordism continues and intensified.

The toiling middle classes like the working class suffer privations 
due to sky-rocketting prices and wage cuts. Along with the working- 
class they face mass unemployment and retrenchment.

Three years after India supposed to have attained freedom, not 
a single problem of the people has been solved. The crushing burdens 
on their shoulders were not lightened at all, but on the other hand 
they have increased and are increasing.

Contrast these conditions 
a few months of their historic 
native servitors, the Chinese

with those in liberated China. Within 
victory over -Anerican imperialism and its 
people have abolished feudalism for ever.

Rar reaching democratic transformations are taking place. industries 
are being revived. Production is increasing. Prices are falling. 
Unemployment is rapidly being abolished, progressive lab ur legislation 
has already been introduced.

7x11 this was possible because the Chinese people, headed by the 
working class, won real notional independence and all the working people 
have risen fr^m their position of slaves t' bee me masters of the state.

On the other hand, poverty, destitution and starvation intensify 
all-round in India because the freedom that British imperialism is 
advertised to have granted to India is n^ fc al freedom. Behind all its 
mrtward trappings, the interests of imperialism continue to be supreme 
and inviolable. The Congress rulers are faithfully carrying 'ut the 
behests of imperialism.

The imperialists continue t~ be Masters 'f India’s jute mills, 
textile mills and other factories, 'i tea and coffee plantations, of 
Imperial Bank and-other banks and d.rrinate India’s economic and politick 
life. Their property representing over a century of loot ~f the Indian 
people has been guaranteed by the Congress rulers. S-o ,is their right 
to all future investments and profits.

Not a single industry f any significance has been started. India 
continues to be a backward agrarian country, because the imperialists 
do not want her to be industrialised.

At their behest, in faithful implementation of the decisions t^ken 
by the Aiglo-American imperialists in Washington, the Congress Government 
devalued the Rupee and threw frosh burdens on the common people.

Qn their demand the Government reduces taxation on the big incomes 
of the imperialists and India’s big business t'o the tune -f 16 crores, 
while it refuses any relief to the v*rkers and office employees.

The Congress leaders are the representatives of India’s tig 
bourgeoisie - of the Tatas and the Birlas- Panicky at the great 
revolutionary upsurge of the working class of the common people at the

end .f the war, panicky at
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end of the war, panicky at the growth of the revolutionary forces of 
the people throughout Asia, these people have gone over to imperialism 
rand became its collaborators, just as the feudal bar ns have always been. 
They have been placed in seats of power of imperialism t - screen its 
continued domination over rand exploitation of the people.

That is why Sardar Patel shamelessly proclaims th-t the jagirdars 
are the pillars of the state. That is why not a single agrarian reform 
has been carried out in any part of India, on the other hand, a regime 
of wholesale repression is let loose on the brave peasants of Telengana, 
who by their heroic struggle, drove cut the landlords -nd carried out 
far-reaching agrarian reforms. Dor eighteen months now, the military 
and special^armed police have been carrying cut operations in Telengana 
to reimpose the exploiting regime of the feudal landlords. The brave 
leaders cf these peasants are summarily tried and sentenced to death.

Thot is why India continues to be in the British commonwealth .and 
Pandit Nehru sits in conference with the butcher Malccm Macdonald and 
the Nazi Jialan.

That is why all the repressive laws which imperialism enacted to 
keep the working class and the people of India in bondage continue to ( 
operate and have been even worsened. In face cf the determined resist- 
ence of the working class and the common people to their attempts to 
throw yet more burdens on their shoulders, the vested interests, both 
foreign and Indian, demand suppression "f the' working class mod democratic 
movements. In the name cf public security, which is the name f^r the 
security of the imperialists and the capitalists, yet more repressive 
laws like the Preventive Detention Acts are enacted.

Over 25,000 fighters from the working class, peasants, students and 
other democratic sections of the people, continue to languish in jails 
without trial. Trade Uni ns, provincial organisations of the communist 
Party and ether democratic -rganisati:ns have been declared illegal. All 
democratic rights are being denied. Meetings have been banned, 
precessions fired upon. Even in jails detenues and prisoners have been 
fired upon. Lathi charges, baton charges raid tear gas attacks have 
become a daily occurence. regime cf repression reigns in all the 
working class areas and in the country-side where the peasants carry 
on the fight for land and for agrarian reforms.

Unable to suppress the working class despite all this terror,the 
Government has introduced two Black Bills - the Labour Relatives Bill 
and the Trade Unions Bill. Through these Bills it seeks to outlaw all 
strikes and all unions that lead the workers’ struggles. It seeks to 
impose strike-breaking unions of the INTUC type on the workers and make 
their nefarious deals with the employers binding on all the workers.

Whatever meagre rights workers had won after years of struggle 
and sacrifice are being sought to be taken away. The most fundamental 
rights - the right to strike and freedom of organisation - arc totally 
denied.

India is thus today truly an imperialist police state.

Despite all this repression the people’s struggle continues.

India’s working class is heroically resisting every attack of the 
employers whether by way of increase of workload, retrenchment, wage-cut, 
or victimisation, with immediate strike. Often their strikes have lasted 
f^r months together as in the case of pottery workers of Calcutta, ; 
Municipal workers of Bombay, textile workers of Kanpur, Tiruppur and 
Bombay. New leaders have sprung from their ranks to take the place of 
the arrested leaders md continue the glorious resistance. These 
struggles have often compelled the capitalists to retreat.

Despite the eighteen mo-nths of
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Despite the eighteen months of repression by the milit-ry and 
Special x-drmed Police, the peasants of Telengana continues to. fight 
for land and liberty, Ho-t only has this struggle not been crushed, 
but it has inspired peasants in other parts of India - in Kakdwip in 
Bengal, hhmednagar in Maharashtra, in Bihar, Tamilnad, Uttar pradesh 
and Andhra - to fight for land. The struggle of the agricultural 
labourers .and peasants continues to grow in sweep and militancy.

Workers of indial Last year witnessed the tremendous growth in 
the forces of democracy and Socialism throughout the world. Headed 
by the Great Soviet Union, the hope and beacon of all working humanity, 
they represent n force far stronger than the forces of imperialism and 
react ion.

The victory of the Chinese people and the struggles for national 
1 iberat ion cf the people of Viet-uam, Malaya, Burma, Indonesia, 
Philippines and South Korea have inflicted and are inflicting powerful 
blows cn imperialism, which undermine its colonial hinterland.

The working class of Italy, prance and other capitalist countries 
including the USA and Great Britain, fight stubborn strike battles 
against attacks on their standards, never before had the wrld seen 
such a strike wave.

Through these strug les the working clo.ss cf the w rld is getting 
united under the banner of the WFTU. Guided by it, their solidarity 
actions in support of striking workers, of colonial peoples’ struggles 
for national liberation, against suppression of trade union rights 
and democratic liberties have grown and assumed a sweep never before 
seen in history.

Working Men and Women cf Indial

These great victories of the democratic forces have evoked the 
fury of the imperialists, headed by the American monopolists. Gripped 
in the coil of the crisis, and unable to find a solution to it, they 
are intensifying their preparation for a third world war. Their 
military budgets grow. They are rearming at an accelerated pace.

They are intensifying the barbarous colonial wars in the countries 
cf Asia. American imperialism is arming the other imperialists and 
national reactionaries to persecute these wars.

The war-mongers are placing all their hopes in the atomic weapon, 
in its power of mass extermination cf innocent peple and on their 
ability to intimidate the people of the world through it. These 
cynics d~ net care f-r the lives of millions of innocent people.

For them war represents huge profits and the hope of establishing 
their uncontested domination over the wh~le 'vorld. But for the workers 
it represents untold sufferings, hunger and death, inconsolable sorrow 
of millions of widows raid orphans .

India’s ruling circles, faithful servitors of imperialism that 
they are, abet these war-designs under the cloak of neutrality. They 

provide the imperialists with all facilities to transport Gurkhax 
troops to- fight the people of Malaya. They allow them all air and sea 

port facilities to transport war materials to Malaya and viet-uam.
They refuse to recognise the Republic of viet-M'inh, headed by
Dr.Ho Chi Minh. They hatch with the colonialists to fight the liberation 
movement in Burma end provide their ta?l, the Hu Government with a loan 
of over a crc-re of rupees.

They refuse to support the simple pr^p'sal to unconditionally 
prohibit the use of the atomic weapon and establish strict international 
control ^ver the implementation cf this prohibition.

They draw their military



They draw their military plana in close cooperation with and at 
the dictates of the imperialists, and impose on the people a crushing 
military burden, amounting to over 50 per cent of the budget.

Their attacks on the living standards of the working class, 
on their trade uni on and democratic liberties and on the organisations 
of the workers and toiling people are all p^rt of the preparation for 
war#

In order to suppress the democratic movement .and prepare the ground 
for using India’s manpower and resources in a war against the Soviet 
Union and People's China, the imperialists and the reactionary agents 
are fanning the flame of communal warfare both in India and Pakistan.

Workers of India: The forces of peace have grown tremendously 
during the last year and can todhy defeat these war plans. The world
wide Peace Front headed by the Soviet Union, which took shape last 
year in the World Peace Congress grows in strength from day today. The 
working class of every country is taking the foremost part in rallying 
all people of goodwill in defence of peace and is increasing its 
concrete actions in its defence#

Last November, on the initiative of y^ur fighting central organiaat- 
ion, the AITUC, partisans of peace in India held the All-India peace 
Congress in Calcutta# The rally of over one lakh of people at the 
Congress showed the determination of nur people to fight in defence of 
peace#

Today in face of the feverish preparations of the warmongers and 
their mad drive to war we must bend all energies and fight with all our 
resources this menace of war. Rally all people of goodwill, irrespective 
of their political views or religious persuation, in the sacred battle 
for peace.

Sign the appeal of the Permanent Committee of the yorld Peace 
Congress to ban the atomic bomb and get millions to sign it. proclaim 
t'o the war-mongers that the Government which first uses the atomic 
weapon against any other country will be held to have committed a 
crime against mankind and branded as a war—criminal. Warn the 
atomaniacs cf the retribution that awaits them should they dare to use 
this weapon of mass extermination.

On this day of international working class solidarity renew your 
pledge to fight the machinations of the plotters of war and that we 
will never fight against the Soviet Union, the land cf victorious 
Socialism.

Resolutely fight against all attacks on your living standards • jfigii 
all the assaults on your organisation and defend your fundamental 

trade union rights and the democratic liberties of the people.

Fight the flames cf communal war o.nd protect the minorities. 
Build the unity cf the common people in common struggles and foil all 
the attempts of the reactionaries.

'Ttrking men and women of India!

The historic trade union Conference of Asian and Australasian 
countries, held last November in liberated Peking, under the auspices 
of the WFTU has pointed to the path that the working class ~f oppressed 
countries has to take, in its Manifesto it has reminded them* «you 
know that your own liberation is inseparable from yur notional 
liberation. To achieve a basic improvement in your social status and 
working conditions, it is indispensible that first and foremost you 
win genuine national independence, democracy ,«nd freedom for the muss 
of the people”.

Y/e in India .know from cur own
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7e in India knew fr^m cur own experience thnt imperialist domination 
means never-ending poverty, unemployment, misery, starvation, communal 
and fratricidal war and the menace of w'Tld war.

The 111-India Trade Union Congress therefore calls cn you all to 
he in the forefront of this struggle. Remember that the broad masses 
cf peasants who- are waging the struggle to end feudal landlordism and 
for land are your allies. Support their struggle for land. Build and 
consolidate allieance with them.

Remember that the middle classes suffering privation are your 
allies. By your courageous struggles inspire them into action and 
build united front with them.

The AITUC calls upon ycu all to- follow the glorious working class 
of China and forge a united national front under y~ur leadership, 
comprising all those who are oppressed and exploited by imperialism 
and its collaborators, above all with the peasant masses, and wage .a 
relentless struggle for national liberation*

The struggle for peace, for national liberation, for democratic 
and trade union rights and in defence of your living standards ore 
indisclubly linked and form a single chain.

At the present time it is more than ever indispensable to c ons olid-at 
the unity of the workers throughout the country and the world.

The history of working class movement demonstrates that the most 
effective weapon in the hands of workers is their unity. To allow 
this unity to be broken is to disarm the working class in its struggle 
against the enemy. It is this that the enemies of the working class 
have always sought t^ do.

The assaults launched on our standards and our trade uni on rights 
in India underline the urgent importance of forging unity.

The AlTUC has always fought for unity of the working class, it 
declares that nothing divides the workers nationally or internationally. 
Their interests are common. Their enemy is common. They face common 
attacks.

The nITUC appeals to all workers to: immediately f^rpe this 
united fr^nt, Form Joint action committees and resist every attabk 
of the employers dn your living standards, Form broad joint committees 
cf all unions and defend your trade union and democratic rights.

On this May Day organise united demonstrations and rallies .against 
the Black Bills and thus lay the foundation for organisational unity. 
Your united actions will surely smash the game of the disrupters and 
achieve firm unity.

Remember that the WTU, created by the unity of the workers of 
the whole world fights for consolidation of the international unity of 
the working class and is a powerful factor in its battle for peace and 
for social, economic and political emancipation.

The British, American and Dutch labour agents of imperialism seek 
tc disrupt this unity on orders of their masters. They have started 
a scab international consisting of the strike-breaking leaders fr*m 
many countries. The leaders of the INTUC and certain leaders of the 
Hind Mazdur Sabha have joined them and are carrying their disruptive 
activities in India.

Remember that those leaders who seek to divide you serve a cause 
which is not your own.

The ixITUC calls upon ycu all tc fight



The ^JTUC calls upon you all to fight these disruptive attempts* 
Rally under the banner of the ^ITUC and strengthen the ./FTU '-nd thus 
consolidate the international unity cf the working class.

♦LONG LIVE THE WORLD FEDERATION OF TRADE UNIONS, THE 
EMBODIMENT OF INTERNATIONAL WORKING CLASS SOLIDARITY’.

♦VICTORY TO THE WORLD PEEPLES’ STRUGGLE FOR A LASTING
PEACE AND PEOPLES DEMOCRACY’,

♦VICTORY TO THE COLONIAL PEOPLES IN THEIR STRUGGLE FOR NATIONAL
LIBERATION’

♦VICTORY TO THE INDIAN PEOPLE IN THEIR STRUGGLE FOR NATIONAL 
INDEPENDENCE, DEMOCRACY AND SOCIALISM!

♦LONG LIVE ALL INDIA TRADE UNION CONGRESS!

♦LONG LIVE THE MAY DAY - THE DaY OF INTERNAL ION AL SOLIDARITY 
OF THE WORKING CLASS!

(To 136 inserted on Page 1, after para No . 6)

The AITUC sends its warm fraternal greetings to the workers 
and the common people of Pakistan, with whom the working class and ti 
common people of India have been united in bonds of common struggles 
against imperialism. it greets the growing struggles of the workers 
and peasants of Pakistan against the unbearable economic burdens 
imposed upon them by imperialism and its native collaborators.

In these militant struggles is being forged the unity of the 
working class and the common people of Pakistan, which will surely 
smash the machinations of imperialism and its reactionary agents 
who are planning to disrupt the democratic movement by means of 
communal and fratricidal war.



ALL INDIA TRADE UNION CONGRESS

PROV/20/50 R*L»Trust Building,
55, airgaum Rd, 
B 0 m b a y 4, 

1 lith March TU50.
CIRCULAR

To /
All provincial Committees and Regional councils /

Dear Comrade, /

Press reports have already shown the enormous danger 
threatening the working class and other toilers* movement in the 
form of communal disruption and indo-Pakistan tension* unless 
we act extremely promptly and effectively and mobilise workers 
to foil the incendiary plans before'they fructify, ^e must 
immediately hold meetings and demonstrations campaigning and 
organising workers and other toilers on the lines suggested 
here. If meetings are prohibited you should issue handbills, 
printed or cyclostyled, take out posters, hold indoor meetings. 
Send reports to the local press mtxk and to us. The main point 
is to counter effectively and early the bourgeoisie’s and their 
Socialist agents’ incendiary propaganda, by asserting the unity 
and integrity of the toiling people’s struggles inside India and 
in both the states. This must be effectively popularised.

please see that all Unions under your provincial Trade Union 
Congress/Regional Council act swiftly on this and prevent this 

mad frenzy from disrupting our movement, which is the real aim 
behind this game.

I need hardly reiterate that the matter is extremely urgent 
and full of very serious and dangerous potentialities, more so 
since the Socialist leadership which has so far failed to disrupt 
workers’ ranks effectively has openly joined in this drive for 

war hyst.ria.

Kindly acknowledge this statement and circular and let us 
know what sr ups you are taking.

With greetings,

yours fraternally, 
p.B.Rangnekar

ASSISTANT SECRETARY♦

P.S* IMPORTANTt The postal authorities in Bombay have 
Inf ormeT’us that it will facilitate end expedite 
delivery of telegrams if they are addressed to 
AITUCCONG, BOMBAY, GIRGAON instead of just 
AITUCCONG, BOMBAY as has been the practice hitherto 
The extra word of Girgnon dess not any
payment. All PTUCs should notQ this and 
inform the Unions of the same.



ALL INDIA TRADE UNION C0NGRE3S
‘ .. .. .. R.L.Trust Building,

PROV/ ®g/50 :: 55*Girga-on Road* •
Bombay* 15-3-1950 >'■ ,

CIRC U L A R ‘ \ ,
. i’ ■’ i- .. . .. •■ .. ...

To All provincial Trade Union Congress Committees and Regional Councils

Bear Comrades* - 1 * ■ < ~

On the 1st of this month v.re have despatched to you a copy of 
the monthly Information and Documentary Review of the World federation 
of Trade Unions “World Trade Union Movement” Mo, 8(December 1949)which 
contains a full review of the historic conference of Asian and Austra
lasian Trade Unions convened by tho WTU, at Peking* reports of Trade 
Union movements in various conntrios of Asia and Oceania presented 
at the conference as well as the resolutions and manifesto adopted 
at thia conference. . '

I have to call your particular attention to the Manifisto 
addressed to tho working people of Asian countries. This manifesto 
should be immediately translated into provincial languages and made 
available to 'all Unions. It is very important that this manifesto 

should De widely circulated and explained to all workers. We are sorry 
j were lato in sending this circular*

Please‘inform us of the steps you are taking in this regard. 
In particular please reply whether you received the copy of the WPTU 
Bulletin referred above. A copy of the Peking manifesto is sent here
with for ready reference.

With greetings.

Yours fraternally, 
P.B.RANGNEKAR

ASST. SECRETARY (AITUC)

MANIFESTO OP THE PEKING CONFRERE CS

Tp All^hg working ncople of the Asia a and Australasian Countries,

V/orking Ken and Women of the Asian countries! 
frothers and ^isters,

!♦ We> the delegates to the Trade Union Conference of Asian and 
Australasian Countries, representing millions of works rs in 14 countries 
of Asia, send you fraternal greetings*

2» Our Trade Union Conference vac convened in accordance with the will 
and wishes of the workers of tho Asian countries, to discuss the means 
of consolidating the links between the trr.de unions of the Asian coun
tries and between these trade unions and the International labour mov
ement and to discuss a problem which is causing deep concern among the 
workers of our countries, namely; how to end the‘imperialist yoke and 
exploitation and how to achieve genuine national independence and 
democratic freedom for the mass of the people; how to improve the., livi* 
ng conditions of the workers and find the way to complete liberation^

3, Our Trade Union Conference of Asian and. Aus trains i an countries met 
in November, 1949, in poking, capital .of the uopubiio of China
proclaimed by the Chinese people.

trr.de
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It is with immense satisfaction that the Conference noted the his„ 
torical Importance of the great victories achieved by the Chinese, people# 
These victories are due to the fact that‘the Chinese working class3 
having united all classes, organisations, groups and individuals, who 
had been persecuted by imperialism and its agents, organised the united 
national front, formed a revolutionary army under its own leadership 
and, with ,the support of the whole people, first and foremost of all 
the peasants, waged a revolutionary war, defeating . the combined 
force of domestic reaction and foreign imerialism*

4* On behalf of the workers of Asian countries, our Conference sends 
heartfelt greetings and congratulations to the Chinese working class 
and to all the heroic. Chinese people# on the establishment of their 
People’s Republic*

5. Jar-reaching democratic transformations have been or arc being 
carried out in a- number of Asian countries.where the workers have 
become masters of their own destiny. The imperialist and feudal yoke 
and exploitation have been aboloshod for ever or arc being wiped out 
in the People’s Republic of China, in the People’s Republic of Mongo
lia and in Northern Kaf<ea. All the working people have risetr from their 
position of slaves to become masters of the State and of society and 
are free to create a happy future according to their own will. In these 
countries, progressive labour legislation has been or is being introdu
ced, the principle of ” equal pay for equal work” is being implemented 
and the material and cultural condition of the workers is steadily 
improving. '

6. Tho victory of democracy in. these countries inspires all the opp* 
ressed peoples of Asia, in their fight against the.imperialist colonial 
regimes of enslavement.

The fact that the Tr^de Union Conference of Asi,an and Australasian 
countries has been convened in Peking is striking proof of the groteth 
of democratic forces in Asia.

These forces arc constantly growing throughout the world. The camp 
of peace and democracy is supported by the common people of -11 - 
countries.

7• The world democratic forces arc headed by the great SoVXct Union, 
hope and boacon of all working humanity. The great example of liberty, 
equality and fraternity offered by the multi-national people of the 
Soviet Union is of world wide historical significance.

8. While welcoming the outs tandig success of the already liberated 
peoples of Asia, the Conference particularly draws the attention, of all 
the workers to the cruel yoke under which the v/arkers of colonial, semi- 
colonial and dependent countries of Asia^ deprived of every right,, are 
leading an inhuman life. The Conference has thrown a glaring light an 
the ruthless exploitation carried out by the colonialists and has 
clearly show the. capitalism bears the whole respondibility for the 
wretched slavery and poverty with which th,c workers of oppressed oearrtr- 
ics aro burdened.

| • Gi • ‘ ‘ . La' L*’..

9. In order to maintain and to consolidate their domination over the 
peoples of Asian countries, to squeeze still greater profits out of tho: 
and to find a way out of the economic crisis, which is already develop
ing, the rapacious imperialists are increasing their economic, politica 
and military pressure on the oppressed peoples of the Asian countries. 
At a time when those peonies were taking part in the Second World War# 
side' by side with freedom-loving peoples of the whole world, they were 
promised their national independence. But British9rrench and Butch 
imperialists have gone back upon their premise. They arc carrying on 
an armed offensive against the national liberation movement o^ the^ 
peoples of Asia, American imperialism haq taken the load in.thia off
ensive and is arming the reactionary forces at* Asia.
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10. This looting, this barbarous cruelty of imperialism cannot but 
give ri0G: to a determined resistance on 'the part of the peoples of ' 
the persecuted colonial countreis o,f Asia for the’ defence of their 
national independence, in the same way as, during the Second World 
War, the peoples of France, of Holland and other countries of Huropo 
fought back, arms in hand, against the Nazi invader who was colonising 
their countries and enslaving them..

11. The mass of the people in a number of oppressed countries in Asia 
such as, for instance,Viet Nam, Malaya, Indonesia., Burma, the Philipp
ines and Southern Korea, unable tobear any longer the cruel yoke of 
imperialism, have taken up armed resistance, are organising popular 
units which fight partisan warfare, are setting up partisan areas and 
large or small liberated areas and are carrying on a relentless struggle 
against the onslaughts of the imperialists and their:agents. The 
people of Viet Nam, in particular, have already achieved notable success 
in their struggle against the French colonialists. The conference 
expresses its admiration for the national forces leading a patriotic 
struggle to shake off the yoke of imperialism. This patriotic struggle 
is a just one, through which the peoples can achieve, under good loadr 
ership, at the end of all thoir efforts and sacrifices, their sacred 
aims freedom and national independence.

The imperialists fear the development of the national liberation 
movement in Asian countries, which destroyed the basis of their domina
tion and they p era. acute with revewed fuftji; and ruthlessness, the peoples 
of these oppressed countries, 't'hey send troops to these countries to- 
attack the liberated areas and p?.rtisan units; furthermore, they support 
reactionary forces everywhere, so that the national traitors, under the 
protection of imperialist military power, may set up a bloody rule of 
a fascist type. ,

13. Wherever their military forces are in.control, white terror is 
raging; all genuine trade unions and other democratic organisations are- 
persecuted or wiped out -nd their leaders and active members are hunt

ed and often executed.

In Malaya, undei' the reign of British imperialists,"-the Fan-Malayan 
Federation of Trade Unions- has been outlawed and its leaders Veersenam 
and Gnnapati executed.
a J . ■ ■ . .

In Indonesia, in the course of the last year alone, more than 
25,000 patriots and trade unionists were imprisoned, and the lenders 
of the Central Trade Union Organisation, Karjonc, Oci Geu Hwat and 
Barusman, have been shot.

In Southern Korea, well known trade unionists, such as Gven Bin 
Thyak, Vice-President of the Union of Textile workers, and you Hen.Bik, 
member of the Presidium of the Confederation of Labour, have been 
executed. ■. . : •

In Iran,many trade union leaders have been arrested and eight o 
others, including Reza Roustra, President of the Central Council of 
United Trade Unions, were sentenced to death in absentia.

In India,tens of thousands of active trade unionists and members 
of other progressive democratic organisations have been imprisoned. 
Uhc General Secretary of the A.I.T.U.C.S.A. Dange, member of the 
Qcutive Bureau of the W.F.T.U.has been languishing in jail for more thai 
one year without trial or indictment. All ..the delegates elected ^by 
the All Ind'ia Trade Union Congress to attend the 2nd World Trade onion 
Congress were arrested before they could leave the country.

In 
members .

Burma, democratic organisations arc persecuted, their militant 
arrested and in the concentration camps torture and murder arc

a frequent occurance.
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In Siam, the democratic forces are hunted by the reactionary 
regime backed by American imperialism. Not satisfied with oppre
ssing the democratic trade unions, this regime provokes clashes among 
workers of different nationalities in an' effort tb weaken the growing 
unity of the working class.

Mib Arthur’s Headquarters has forbidden the delegation from the 
democratic trade unions of Japan to leave their country, thus preventing 
their participation both in the 2nd World Trade Union Congress and in 
our Trade Union Conference of Asian and Australasian Countries. The 
reactionary Japanese Government, with the backing of Mac-Arthur^s Head
quarters is resorting to armed force to suppress the labour movement 
in that country. American tanks and machine guns arc being used against 
strikers.

14. At the same time, the agents of imperialism, the reactionary lend
ers of the American federation of Labour, the .0.1.0.‘and the British 
T.U.C. who,at the'command of their masters arc attempting to disrupt 
the trade union movement both on a national and a world scale, arc 
carrying on their dirty work in the trade union movement of Asia, Joint!; 
with the local reactionaries in those countries, they arc creating sham- 
trade unions, led by police stooges and reactionaries and arc attempting 
to string them together into a so-called Asian federation of Labour with 
the help of which they hope to st'ifle the struggle led by the workers 
of Asia in defence of their vital rights and to win their democratic 
freedom and their national independence.

15. The Conference calls on the trade unions and the workers of the 
countries of Asia to fight for the implementation of. the principles laid 
down by the 2nd World Trade Union Congress in Milan in its resolution 
concerning the colonial and semi-colonial countries, and which aims 
oeyoci allyi

- To put an end to the system of colonics, protectorates pnd de
pend endant territories as spheres of economic exploitation;

- To develop trade union organisations in these countries, free of 
any discrimination based on race, colour, nationality or belief end to 
establish labour legislation guaranteering protection to the workers;

- To fight against all social, economic or political discrimination 
to fight for the application of the principle of equal ixty for equal 
work, both in private industry and in public services;

- To demand the repeal of anti-labour laws and the suppression 
of forced labour in those countries;

- To intensify every labour struggle in support of workers claims 
with the aim of rallying the working masses for raising their stand
ard of living.

16. In the name of millions of workers of Asia, the- Conference pro
tests strongly against the persecutions, led by the imperialists and. 
their agents, of t^e trade unions and other, democrat! c organisations 
and ef their loaders in India Jaoan, Iran, Southern Korea, Burma
Malaya, Indonesia and in other oppressed countries.

17. fhc Conference dcoands that democratic freedom be restored and 
particularly freedom of organisation for the trc»dc unions oi uio^c 
countries. It demands the immediate release of all imprisoned trade 
unionists and fighters for the cause of national liberation and demo- 

‘erotic freedoms. It calls on the workers of the countries of Asia
to fight resolutely against the intrigues of the agents of the Anglo- 
American capitalists aimed at disrupting trade union unity; to con
solidate • this unity, and not to let themselves tq/deccivod by those 
traitors to the working class.



18* The Conference.calls on the workers and on all the oppressed people 
of Aola to resist dctcmnindely the armed offensive of the colonialists 
and to give all the help that they possibily can do to the patriots 
waging a hard struggle to defend the independence and freedom of their 
country,

Workers and trade unionists of the oppressed countries of Asia! 
four delegates to the Conference have relented how,, when you can no longer 
parry on your activity in the cities under white terror, you rejoin the 
areas under partisan control to rally their units* Through relentless 
struggle you broaden and strengthen the role of the working class as the 
backbone and the leader of these armed people’s units. The Conference 
hails this patriotic action, which eloquently shows the heroic path 
chosen by the workers to extend ever more widely the struggle for national 
liberation* - ■

19. Workers of the oppressed countries of Asia! you know that your own 
liberation is inseparable from your national liberation. To achieve a 
basic improvement in your social status and working conditions it is indis. 
pensable that first.and foremost you win-genuine national independence, 
democracy and freedom for the mass of the people. You should ba the most 
devoted, the most determined and the most through-going fighters for the 
cause of national liberation. You must show initiative in uniting around 

'u the broad masses of the peasantry and■the intellectuals , the petty 
bourgeoisie in the cities and the national bourgeoisie which suffer from ; 
the vaxations and restrictions imposed by imperialism and its lakcys.

You must create a powerful national front, so that it can wage, 
under your leadership, the struggle against imperialism and its agents. 
The alliance of workers and peasants is one of the basic conditions for 
success* Only whan.'your struggle has effectively obtained the support of 
the large mass of the paoolc will you attain your goal-tho national 
libnr&tion of your cuuntry and your own emancipation.

20. Working men and women! •’
In the cities under whl.t© terror, apply with good judgement and 

elasticity the tactics that can best ensure the defence of your interests? 
Active trade unionists, you must be present wherever the masses are, oven 
in the trade unions, organisations and instututions led by reactionaries. 
You must organise the d^y-to day struggle of the masses for the defence 
of their interests, in particular opp'osing,,slave labour, and every kind 
of discrimination. .In this way you will-prepare and gather forces to 
rganiac, when a favourable opportunity arises, broad mass movements that 

will deliver docisice blows at the reactionary forces.

21. Working mon and women, who still suffer under the persecution and 
violence of imperialism: Thanks to the victorious Struggle of national 
liberation and particularly thanks to the groat victory of the Chinese 
people the national liberation mot cmcut, * inspired byv these, victbrica. ■’s^ill 
iiactit&bly"tlatoXopvatill.further in a number of Asian countries.

But where the forces of imperialism and its agents arc still pow
erful!, they will apply still more ruthlessly their policy of blood and 
terror, and will attempt to crush every progressive force. Thus, it muss# 
be expected that the Conditions under which the workers of these coun
tries and areas are living may temporarily become even more difficult* 
But if bearing in mind the concrete conditions in which you find,your- 
selves, you make good and proper use of the contents of this kanifes^o* 
the blows that the reactionaries are aiming at you will miss theil mark# 
You will know how to aviod falling into their traps; and, in,the end, ‘ 
by rallying large masses of the people, it will bo you that will gradual! 
weaken your adversaries. The time shall come when you yourselves will 
have created the conditions for the final collapse of the enemies of ^ho 
people and then you will achieve complete victory. .



22» The Conference notes that the? imperialists and their agents are 
attempting to organise a united reactionary front to launch an offensive 
against the forces.of democracy and peace in the. countries of Asia. That 
is why it is indispensable to close the ranks of. the working class and of 
all ths oppressed peoples of the countries of Asia, in order to resist the 
offensive of the reactionary forces,

23. The Conference calls upon the working, class in every country of the 
world and particularly in the U.S.A., great Britain, Prance, and Holland, 
to express its vigorous sympathy with its brothers of the oppressed people 
and to give them all the help and support that they possibly can. This 
is a sacred duty in keeping with international solidarity.

■ . > ■ >
24, Working men and Women of the countries of Asia!

•I ■ , • s
You are not isolated in your struggle. You can rely on the fraternal 

sympathy and of the help and support of the workers throughout the world. 
The World federation of Trade Unions is the trustworthy defender of the • 
interests of the peoples and of the oppressed workers of Asia, It fights 
for the cause of the working class,

The Conference reports to you with great satisfaction that a ?ermar 
nent Liaison Bureau of the World federation of Trade Unions has been set 
up in Asia, v/ith the task of developing and strengthening the ties betw
een the trade unions of the Asian countries .and bettveen the Trade union 
National Contres of these countries and the. World federation of Trade 
Unions•

Lon# lite: the unity, friendship and fraternal mutual assistance of 
the working class and of all the working pcoole of Asia J

r Long Live the In'.ernational unity of the working class!

Long live freedom and independence for all the peoples!

'
THE TRAUB UNION CONFERENCE Of ASIAN 

- AND AUSTRALASIAN COUNTRIBS*

PEKING , UE CEOER 13t,1949, : • '• . -

The following countries were represented at the Trade union Confereai 
of Asian and Australasian co tintri es* Burma, Ceylon, China, India, 
Indonesia, Iran, Malaya, Mongolia, North Korea, the Ehlllippinca* South 
Korea, U.R.S.S.? Siam and Viet Nam, *; - ’ • '



- ALL INDIA PEACE C01MTTEE
48tBanhamhall Lane,
Girgaon,Bombay, 9 th 

" ' ' 16-3-1950

C I R C U L A R NO, 1/50 /
• ■ ■ •S''

To Ml peace Commit teen and. Affiliated Organisations^^

D ear Comr ad es, 
- •?

The All India peace Committee met on'28th February, 1950 after the. 
successful all India Peace Congress in Calcutta in last November,

After reviewing the work done by Peace Committees and democratic 
organisations in all parts of our country following the Calcutta Con- 
gross, the AIPC took the following important decisions in order to fur
ther strengthen the peace movement.

DECISIONS OP TIE A.I,P»C,

1« OFFICE OF AIPC x In accordance with the decision adopted'at the all 
India" i?eace 'Congress the ^allowing place was fixed for the central office 
of the All India Peace Committee in Bombay!

TEA ALL INDIA PEACE CMITTEB 
c/o The Bombay F.S.U., 
48, Bcnhamhall lane, Girgaon,Bombay,

2. ELECTION OF OFFICE .BEARERS: As the elections of offic bearers at the 
All Ind Peace” Congress were provisional, the following office bearers * 
wore elected to the AIPC.s

; ■■ S' < :r. ? . .

President:- V. CIIAKKARAI CKBTTIAR
GENERAL. SECRETARY:- A,M.SHIRMI 
TREASURER: - 3 . AHUJA

• ’ j : •'? ' ■ * j. . . V. 1 f.. "

3. RULES'FOR REPRESEN^TION TO. TI^ AlPCi- In order that the AIPC be a 
representative body oi hll t organisations and sections of our 
people in all parts of our country who stand for democratic peace aM 
against war, it was decided that in addition to the names of the members 
of AIPC already submitted at the AUG Congress in November last further 
representation be given as follows:-

i) All Affiliated organisations that are of on all India nature 
may nominate a minimum of Five members on behalf of every such 
organisation' to the AIPC;

ii)Each Provincemay nominate a minimum of Ten members to the AIPC 
to represent the Provincial Peace Committee OR where there is no 
such Provincial Committee to represent the organised peace move- 
ment in any part of that Province.

iii) On the recommendation of any of the provincial Peace Cormnittec 
or the All I~dia Organisations, the maubers representing that 
FPO or organisation may be substituted or changed or increased or 

decreased in number.

.It was decided that all unrepresented bodies should immediately 
tend in their nominations to the AIT-C office, before the

and’1 "tli cro after a meeting of all members of Aipb bcnelu to elect 
a forking Committee, it was also decided that this Working Committee 
will have the powers to expel any member subject to confirmation by the 
A.I^.C. T ’

4. FUNDS FOR AIPC: To enable the AIPC to organise and coordinate the 
peace movement in al 1 parts of our country, it wao decided to raise a 
fund of Ts ^<000/-. before MaY DAY,
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The AIPC hag issued a public appeal for funds (copy attached here
with) 

■
The following quotas wore taken by Provincial representatives pre

sent in the AIPC meeting.

PROVINCE Payment beffre 31st March ’50 Total co Hectic
• ’ p ■ ns by MY DAY

Bengal Rs 500/- Rs 3,000
Madhya Bharat Rs 150/- 500
Guj rat1 it 100/- 300
Bihar H 100/- 500
D£Lhi it 30/- 300
Bombay. (To mect the expenses office) 3,000 -

Madras 100/- 1,000
U.P. 100/- 500 (mSn)

All other provinces must send in their quota immediately and start, 
collections funds.

5 OBSERVANCE OP PEACE WEEK: It was decided to observe a PEr^CE WEEK EROM 
APRIL 23rd.to May 1st. The attached copy of the resolution will give 
an idea of the nature of the observance of the Peace week. The Committee 
lias authorised the Secretary to send an invitation to the Bureau of the 
Committee of the World Congress of the Defenders of Peace requesting the 
delegation of the World Peace Committee to visit India during this Peace 
Week*

6. MASS SIGNATURE CAMPAIGN BOR PKACE* Though a decision was ftratecn at 
the a1T India Peace Congress to collect signatures on the. statement of 
the Congress adopted at Calcutta, no organised effort could be made to 
implement this decision. The AIPC, therefore, decided to redraft the . 
statement incorporating in it the latest decisions of the World peace 
Committee and organise the signature campaign (copy of the new draft 
attached) . All Affiliated organisations and peace Committees arc re
quested to immediately to start this - campaign of collecting muss signa- 
tur es on the statement and send - their reports about its development from 
Time to Tim e "To The. central office of the peace committee*

After bbllecting signatures the statement should be sent to the 
AIPC office from where ail the copies will he sent in bulk friom time to 
time to the proper quarters,

7* OTHER RESOLUTIONS PASSED BY THE AIPC ARE ON :(COPIES ARB ATTACHED)

i) On repression protesting against arrests of peace fighters in
cluding Acting General Secretary of AIPC Com. Gavankar,

ii) On Salem jail firing.
iii) On the &1^vq Constitution, ... ■
iv) On the World peace Committee’s monthly journal; “In Defence of React 

v) On- Communal riots. ,

Comrades, the evil designs of the'Anglo-American warmongers and 
their Indian lackeys who today are busy fostering communal riots at the 
bidding of their imperialist masters, must be foiled. The growing unity 
of the people in their battle for peace, which is alsothc people’s 
battle .for freedom, democracy and better living conditions must be or-r 
ganiocd under'the banner of Peace Committees. Vigoi'ous work must start 
immediately to implement the above decisions?

1* Send the names of members iC AIPC representing your Commit toes- 
before 31 March' 1950

Report your collections towards funds for AIPC- send your quota and 
-whatever amount collected immedia<tely{On this will depend the 
'issuing nfv.UGtjnt'ibullQtinH from the control office) .

' ■' ... .*.’■■'*1



3. Report your plans for observance of Peace Week,

•4, R port your jblans for signature campaign on peace statement.
5* BSend your orders for tho'Journal ”ln Def once of peace”.

With Greetings.

jEncl: Copies of Resolutions. 
Appeal for Blinda» 
Statement for signature

• '' Campaign*

■ Yours fraternallyj 
A.M. SHIRALI

GENERA SECRETARY
ALL INDIA YEA OS COWITTAE

• ’ ■ ‘v - ! ’ - < ;' '■■■ ? ‘

RESOLUTION S

On Repression This meeting of the All-India Peace Committee notes with 
,groat indignat1 on the repression unleashed on the defenders of peace all 
over India by the Nehru Government, the Lackey of Anglo-American war
mongers, resulting in the arrest^of Gavankar, Acting Secretary .of the.. 
All India 1'eacc Committee in Bombay, and three members of the All India 

, Toabo Committee from Bengal, the banning of Peace meetings by police 
''-offensive in Lucknow, Indore, Ahmedabad, various other centres in Bengal 

and other provinces, and arrests and detention of numerous defenders of 
peace in all parts of the country.

With the growing strength of the Peace Movement all over the w rid 
and in India, the Nehru Government, in its desperate effort at pursuing 
its policy of pawning India as war-base to the Anglo-Anerican imperia
lists has passed Security Bills in the Centre i.nd in the States to crush 
the Peace Movement and any kind of democratic movement for the fundamen
tal rights of the people.

This mooting therefore calls on the Pcace-loning people- of India to 
launch a country-wide militant peace movernont protesting against fascist 
repression on defenders of peace and to frustrate the war plans of the 
Nehru Government,

ON SALEM JAIL FIRING This meeting of the All India peace Committee con- 
enhs' with 'hatred the recent firing by the jail authorities , of the Con

gress Government on unarmed political prisoners in Salem Jsiil in Madras^ 
resulting in the death of 22 and injury to over 100. This action is a 
common feature of the Congrcssrnhbaiinll&hdda today, as evident from lathi 
charges and firing on political detenus in jails in other provinces all 
over the country.

This mooting characterises these fascist actions of the Congress । 
rulers, hirilings of the Anglo-American warmongers, as the desperate • 
effort to‘crush All democratic movement for permanent peace against the, 
policy of Nehru of pawning India an a war^ase to Anglo-American war
mongers.

This mooting calls on the people of India to strengthen the militant 
peace moyouent throughout the country and not to allow the Nehru Govern-* 
montrto pursue its war policies and its policy of persecution against 
peace fighters.

It demands an immediate, unofficial, impartial and public enquiry 
into the Salem tfailnfiring, the punishment of those guid-ty and the release 
of all the political detenus.



ON THE CONSTITUTION Tais meeting of the All India Peace Committee oon- 
sixers’ that the ddn^iditutM&ouf the Congress Government imposed upon the 

p-Qxt^Lle of India is a uonstitution of enslavement to Anglo-American war
mongers which consolidates the hold of foreign imperialist monopolies on 
th? economy of India and thus barters away India’s sovereignty*

It is a Consittution to facilitate the policy of war in the interns' 
of British and American imperialists and Indian big business against 
the USSR, Bree Chino, the People’s Democracies in Eastern Europe and th 
democratic peoples of the worlds so long pursued by the Congress Govern
ment pt the bidding of its imperialist masters*

This meeting calls on. the peace-1 oving. people of India to make 
this black Constitution of warmongers ineffective by frustrating their 
war plot through a mighty peace movement throughout the country*

TOuCOyiNG PEACE CONCHES3 DECISION The Committee whole heartedly
wcL n’rec? vTe dlTioT<n s""oF tFo World peace Committee and its lat&st five 
poin^ d^Jw-v^on, The Ccirmittee particularly welcomes the decision to 
sena a de'ugatipn of leuh-.rg peace partisans to various countries to get 
the peace congress declaration adopted'by their legislatures* The 
Commiiwarmly welcomes tne decision to include India in*the programme 
of this .delegation’a visit and assures all support to the delegation in 
their visit to India.

The Committee directs the General Secretary to request the World 
peace Congress to enable to visit to the delegation to India during? 
the peace y/eek i.e* in the last week of April.

’IN PEMCE 0? IfaACE’ The Committee pledges to the World peace Congress 
to secure the wTdcot possible circulation to the organ of the World 
Peace Congress, namely, uln Defence of Peace’1 and calls upon all affilia
ted organisetions end proving a. units to take up its popularisation as a 
an important part of thoir work* They must enrol subscribers, secure 

agents and otherwise n OAg L \iajrimv.i number of copies of A this magazine 
is being road oy cur pc??n o* The Gcrnm.' tree calls on all- the partisans of 
peace to en'J 1st themselves co subscribers and vendors and propagox'dists 
of “In Dcferuc of JWuo Zurthev attempts'should be made to see th.it 
articles aopearjng in the magazir’-G arc translated in all the national 
languages in India and published in as many journals as possible*

ON PElda W??IK The Committee approves the resolution tabled by the AITUC 
oal 11'ng’*for observing the week following the first anniversary oi the 
World Centre s f. o.? Ecaooj from Apr:rl 23rd to 31th npjtil as tue ’’Um :
PEACE end calls or. all provincial units and a^.l peace partisans ana
all affiliated organisationa to plan in advance to make the ebsor 'avion 
of the i/cek a great occasion of popularising the decisions of.^tne voria 
Toacr Cur r. resound the activities of the KIT India peace Committee, as 
an occasion tc rally the vast mass of toilers and 'fre^l^ lovxng ,
for the fight for peaces

• • J. - ' ■ • * I • . ‘

The Programme might take the form 013-

'!• Ccl 1 ocuWg) mass signature in support of the manifesto of the All 
, . India peace Conference*

2.* holding demonstrations, meetings, processions and strikes which eyex 
j is possible- and effective.

By selling peace fl$gs.

4. By any other effective means* 
r

The Committee colls on all progressive papers to bring out special 
Peace issues in this week*

A special Peace fund will be collected during th^.s week, and the 
collection will be sent,to the Central office of the All India peace

Committee*



RESOLUTION' OH nTO-IAKISTAN WAR HYSTERIA

The All India Peace Committee most vehemently condemns the incen
diary propaganda carried on by the bourgeois rulers of both the Indian 
Union and Pakistan and their press with the aim of bringing about an 
armed conflict between the peopl e of bo th the territories.

Behind this war hysteria is the game of the Anglo-American imper
ialist warmongers, who arc feverishly pneparing for a third world war 
and who want to use India and Pakistan as bases of their war operations 
against Soviet Union, China,.and against the national liberation move
ments of South East Asin, By instigating an armed conflict between 
the peoples of India and Pakistan, these war-mongers want them to remain 
permanently in a state of hostility so that they can strengthen their 
grip ovex’ both the territories.

Events of the last three* years, the communal carnage of 1946-47, 
the war in Kashmir, devaluation of currency and the consequent trade 

’ war, and now the whipping of war frenzy,.all these clearly reveal that 
these ruling circles are not the free rulers of their territories as 
they profess to be, but act as the national agents of- the Anglo-American 
imperialists,

At their command, the League rulers of Pakistan sent their raiders 
into Kashmir while Lord Mountbatten got Pandit Nehru to refer the dis
pute to UNO, which has meant direct intervention by Angl o-Ameri can im
perialism. The acceptance by both to-day of the joint British and 
American' proposal of the onc-sian commissi on for Kashmir is one more 
proof of this reality of their servitude. Imperialism is th^s assured 
of a source of permanent priced conflict between the two peoples.

It was in continuation of this imperailist policy of creating sources 
of permanent conflict that India was made to devalue her currency while 
Pakistan was made to retain the old value of her currency. The conse
quent trade war, the banning of export of jute by the lone and of coal 
by the other, all of which only aggravate the tension,- this is but the 
logical fruition of the impinialist policies.

If today also, as in 1946-47, both the? ruling circles not only 
refuse to sever their bonds of servitude with imperialism, but arc only 
playing its game and madly whipping up war frenzy, it is because, pani
cky at the growing sweep of the national liberation movement, they see 
in this frenzy their only weapon for-side tracking and crushing the 
peopled struggles.

Today, both in India and Pakistan, the bourgeois rulers have used 
'every fascist measure" to suppress the mass movement of workers , * peasants 
and the common people against inhuman exploitation, unemployment, star
vation arid death. Thousands of leaders of the toiling masses are in 
jail, hundreds have been killed in firings, many, of their organisations 
have boon banned* And yet the bourgeoisie has failed to suppress the 
over-mownting and determined resistance of the masses. It is to suppress 
this resistance and side track the attention of the forking ipeople from 
the struggles against their own oppressors and to divert their rising 
discontent'into channels of hatred against each other, that the ruling 
circles of both the countries want, to drive them into waging a bloody 
warfare. ’ x

Hence this war frenzy, the mad, bankrupt talks of transfer of
populations.' Tens of lakhs of refugees are yet to be given land and 
jobs. Both the Governments are disowning responsibility in this regard. 
And yet they speak of transfer of population. The crude game is, to ex
ploit the miseries of these tens of lakhs of peoplepto smash the strike 
struggles of the city working class and the agricultural labourers in 
both the' territories.., which are grorang despite the .fascist-repression 
let Looso on them so far.

In this nefarious conspiracy of the Anglo-American imperialists And 
"their bourgeois agents to drown the revolutionary movement in blood, 
..not only'such communal reactionary parties as the'RS3 and the Hindu 
MOrtWabhu^ but the Indian Socialist ‘party also is helping them. - Its 
Ijoadare^-A'a-Jdt:■’prakrnh'Namin,..Loh?a and Karmdra lieo have-not^.only joint
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Joined the bourgeoisie, but are openly demanding that ^Indian, 
march: into ^akistan . Qud^.t^r-t. Anaci

The Socialist Tarty leadership is thus openly acting as the agent 
of the Anglo-American imperialists, vociferously carrying on war propa
ganda and thus shamelessly serving its foreign and Indian masters,

Despite the fact that the memories of last massacre arc yet fresh, 
these enemies of the people, both in India and Pakistan, are once again 
subjecting innocent people, men and. women in both the territories,to un
bridled attrocities and murders in cold blood. The bourgeois rulers 
arc shamelessly Justifying these attrocitios as a natural retaliation to 
attrocitics committed across the borders.

The All.,-,India Ponca Committee strongly denounces these plans of the 
Anglo-American imperialists and their agents, the bourgeois rulers both 
in India and Pakistan, and calls upon the workers, peasants and toiling 
masses and all lovers of peace throughout India and Pakistan to condemn 
this diabolical plan and forge their mighty unity.

The All India peace Committee warns the ruling circles, both in 
India and Pakistan, against these war plans and declares thtt the Indian 
toiling'mass as lad by the working class, shoulder to shoulder with the 
toiling masses of Pakistan, will refuse to fight-against ouch other, that 
instead, they will unite and fight the bourgeoisie of both the territory< 
in defence of their basic rights, for peace and real national indopcndonct

A woay hysteria is being whipped up in both the territories. The 
working class and all dcrjocraticsl&ndrdoydrpcofopcaco must therefore 
excerciso ^he greatest vigilance in asserting the unity .and intogrity^qL 
the struggles of/ the toi^ng,people in.4»:-th;^e'-dzcrtTtu^ ~
their own op^essors and thus foil the imperialist game to drag them 
behind the bourgeoisie of each country and into a fratcicidal war.

The.All India Peace Committee, therefore calls upon all provincial 
Peace Committees and affiliated organisations and appeals to all peasants’ 
Students’ and other working peo.Ie’s organisations to unmask and denounce 
this Angld American -bourgeois Socialist,leaders’ conspiracy against 
both the pcooles, hold Hindu-Euslim unity .demonstrations , farm peace 
squads to fight the incendiaries of communal warfare and build people’s 
resistance to riot makers. They must actively protect the minorities 
in their midst and thus forge a fighting united front of all toilers to 
defeat those diabolical plans. . ,f

The All India Peace Committee calls upon all its provincial Commi
ttees and all affiliated organisations to hold meetings and demonstratione 
in co-operation with other democratic organisations and forgo a mighty 
unity of all toiling masses and lovers of peace to denounce and defeat 
the plans of the bourgeoisie, to defend peace and the national libra
tion movement,

• . ■/ • "• :.S. " ;d-'

> ।
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We the people of ..................... ........ are aware of the terrible
danger of war which once again threatens all the people of the world.

We know that the peace of the world is threatened by the ma chi nations 
of imperialist warmongers who are waging wars of intervention against the 
peoples of Viet Nam, Burma, Malaya, Indonesia, Greece, fighting for nation, 
al independence and democracy. The imperialists arc further threatening 1 
the peace of the world by forming such partial military alliances as the ' 
Atlantic Pact, by engaging in a fevortsj armaments drive, by rearming 
Germany and Japan, by establishing military bases all over the world, by 
'tearing up agreements between the Great Powers, by brandishing first the 
atom bomb and now the hydrogen bomb to frighten and blackmail the peoples 
of the world, b> intensive war propaganda through press, raid o and films, 
and by supporting in every continent anti-democratic governments that arc 
the enemies of the peoples.

All these efforts of the imperialists not only threaten the peace but 
the independence of the peoples of the world and arc calculated to increase 
the super-profits of the monopolies and to prolong the subjection and en- 
(lavemont of the peoples of the colonics.

Above all these efforts arc calculated to unleash aggression against 
the peoples of the Soviet Union who have established, a higher social order 
and against the new order that is being established in the people’s Demo-- 
cracies and in Free China.

Imperialist powers led by America have launched a mad drive for world 
domination which will lead directly to v/ar.

Only four years after the Second World Y/ar which caused terrible des
truction and immense suffering to our people, and from the effects of 
which our people have not yet recovered, they are once again faced with th-;, 
peril of a new war.

Against the will of the Iniian people, the Nehru Government has 
agreed to keep India within the British Commonwealth-thus forcibly aommi-r 
tting her to partnership) of the war-bloc headed by the British and 
^orican imperialists.

Against the will of the Indian people, the Nehru Government has 
committed India to the ^nglo-American imperialist plans of military agg
ression in Asia-plans of supporting reactionary anti-damoctatic govern
ments in Vict-Nam,nlJndoncsia, Burma and Malaya against the people of thes* 
countries fighting for national liberation and democracy.

In furtherance of the war -plans of British and American imperialists- 
and the defence of the interests of Indian big business, a crushing 
burden of military expenditure is being foisted upon the backs of the 
people already groaning under famine, high prices, unemployment and 
grinding poverty. A veritable reign of terror is launched against 
the people, suppressing their trade union rights and democratic liberties

At the bidding of their imperialist masters the pcactionary rulers 
of India and Pakistan, who arc jointly suppressing the democratic move
ments in the two countries, have launched a barrage of chauvinist war 
propaganda against each other. They arc granting full faciiitie^ 
reactionary communal organisations in the two countries, which 
hatred against the minorities to carry on their work of'"fostering c^mwpna. 
riots so as to diverttthe people’s attention from these attacks' Ch 
their living standards and to disrupt the growing unity of the 
in the fight for their common demands.
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Those off or ts of the Nehru Government which represent a violation 
and surrender of the national sovereignty of the Indian people to the 
dictates of the'^unerican and British warmongers not only spell ruin and 
disaster to the Indian'people‘but constitute a serious danger to- the peace 
loving peoples of the world*

Being full;/ convinced that today Peace is the supreme and most 
urgent .demand of our peoples, we.denounce all these policies and measures 
of war which seek to make India a base of war and which commits India to 
the' aggressive war bloc headed by the Anglo-American imperialists.

'tfc^lh^uhc'b' the "par tri or ship 'in the Tri tish Commonwealth which is a 
partnership in an aggressive war-bloc against the peoples of the world*

At the some’time, slanderous' propaganda is carried on against the 
So vie t ■ Union and the peace loving peoples of the .world'.through the. speech 
of Government ministers, in the capitalist press and on trio.raido»

, We fully support the proposals of the World Committee of the parti
sans of Peace addressed, to the Parliaments and Assemblies of all the 
countries forr ■ 

!• ^hc cessation of the armaments race which plunges the people into 
misery and destroy ymy hope of well being* .This is possible through a 
reduction in war budgets and military expenditure.

2. An end to be put to the horrible threat of atomic bombing. This 
is possible through the banning of the atom bomb and other weapons of 
mass destruction*

"■3. i' The, cessation of military intervention 
A, f' 'in Indonesia-.,■•..Malaya and Viet Nam.

>4^' 1 ■ The cessation of all- repress!op' against
U

repression alias at breaking the people’ 
a> free fcourse ofor war preparations*

,gai ns t the poo pl63 espaci all

reaistence and leaving

; ' ; ' ' ’ ■' t - ■' " ■ I - ■ A. '<-A
5. The cessation'of wnr/n'erves , so that confidenco. can tc re-estaolish^ 
'•‘/.-Thi-s id ^possible through signature, in the -framewoi'^ of the United 

Nations, of a Peace Treaty between the Groat Powers.. . . . . - —— —

‘t- in themvords -of .-the : Par is. Peace- Manifesto, wo declare, the defence 
of Peace is the concern of all the peoples of the world.

.-■ ■ Vi ’Y/o ■ ^greo.t thc ,peoples of the. Soviet Union, of. the PgoijIom ’ Deiao*. ... 
cracios. pf' Eastern«.Europerand the peoples of jhccc China who, together 
with the freedom-loving peoples of all countries are united in the 
World Peace Erpnt and constitute the most powerful and invincible • .. 
gutnntoo of'-peace... ' h, . . •.

? tbat ™ ral1^ the peoples of rail races, . - .
^professions, to condemn -war preparations and war measures* to 

tri 4 ?° Of Indian resources for the purpose of suppressing other 
^2°?^ ' •independence,., to unite in defence of -the democratic rights 

t.ia people,.-to protest again? t: the crushing burden, of military ex- 
. pencituro and to^^fuse to bo usx?d'in ■preparation for-war.'

The battl.o- for peace is the battle'for freedom, Democracy .and Life. 

L3T 'VSriWT^TO .-M TIll I&TT^

, 5-siw row hitoh-
ao ftop%mnioo



(To bo circulated through the Peace Committees and democratic 
mass organisations and printed in the democratic press)

The All India Peace Committee vrtiich recently met in Bombay reviewed 
the work dene by the leaco Commi ttecs and democratic organisations in all 
parts of the country following the remarkably successful All-India Peace 
Congress held in Calcutta in last November, 

hold
The Peace Conforvac.a. and districts

in the teeth of police re pi cj sior., the meetings on the results
of the Calcutta Peace Congress, the setting up of a number of provincial 
and district Peace Committees have further consolidated the Peace move
ment in our country. However, tie absence of a cental co-ordinating 
office han been a serious handicap, in unifying this growing peace move
ment and developing it into a total offensive of the entire toiling people 
of India against the imperialist warmongers and their allies in India.

This organisational lag, it was felt, must be made up in as short 
v time as possible. The central office of the Peace Commit tee which, it 

was decided, is to bo situated in Bombay has got to be run in a manner p 
demanded by the intensity and ex tension of the Peace Movement both in 
India and abroad. Our link with the World Peace Committee, so vital for 
our own existence and growth, has got to be maintained and stren^htenod. 
If tho central office is not fully oQuipp^d for this purpose, our Peace 
Campaign may receive a serious set-back. "

Squally vital is the necessity for a central 
organise and direct the Peace Campaign throughout 
dination with the World Peace Movement.

Peace journal to unifi^-. 
the country in co-or-

Bunds are necessary for this basic work for Peace, i.e. running of 
the Central office and starting a central organ as soon us possible. We 
therefore appeal to all lovers of peace, irrespective of race, creed or 
profession, to all people vitally interested in Peace to contribute 
liberally to our Central Peace Bund so that work may be immediately 
started.

Conditions today arc overwhelmingly in favour of peace» The So- 
called defence expenditure in Indian budget spells economic ruin for the 
toiling people. The people in Bengal and elsewhere arc today- paying 
with their lives for the cold war between India and Pakistan which the 
native henchmen of the Anglo-American warmongers have launched at their 
masters bidding. The toiling masses today eagerly await to be ahew-th* 
way out to Peace. The situation brooks no delay and the work of the All 
India peace Committee demands to be taken up in dead earnest.

We therefore, confidently hope that hx this appear. for th® Control 
Peace Bund will receive wide aryl generous response.

Contributions must be addressed to:
The Secretary ,.A11 India Peace Committee >
6/o of xkiend-?. of the soviet Union office,
48, Benham Hall Lane, Girgaon, 

Bombay,

ALL INDIA P^hCS CCMMITTM.
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To , . -■ * - -■
All Provincial Committees and Regional councils
All affiliated Unions

Dear Comrade,

Re: UNITED CAMPAIGN AGAINST THE BLACK BILLS

In our earlier circular sent along with the resolution of the 
General Council calling for demonstrations against the fascist 
labour Bills introduced by the Government of India, we had stressed 
the urgent need for forging the broadest united action of the 
working class on the basis of. total opposition to the Bills, -^e 
had further stated that it is possible and practicable to forge 
such unity from below, if we approach the ;mass .of-workers-, •. :
ing to the Hind'.'Ma&door Sabha, "for the issue, vitally .'affectring; ■
,7r -v?d bn? mkaLv' J .'.nr? n nA- end nv. ’■ b -v- <u. - -

Last.j^ek, the ;Hind zdoor f sab ha ha$ passed, a resolution .1^
/opposing t'he\ twb'^B ills','and .has called for obseryi^ c
a day. of dem^iis^rat ions ’’aga inqt the ' di'l,ls» ... <

^e:/have proposed ;;tb the .Rind Maz’door ^abVal that' Vo th' dur ' 
organisations should join hands and evolve a joint campaign against" 
these Bills, A copy of the letter which we hove addressed to the 
Hind Mazdoor Sabha is enclosed herewith,

°ur Delegation, at the Tripartite Indian Labour conference, 
called by .the Government of India at' Delhi to consider these two 
Bills, is also proposing to the delegation,-of-the. Hind Mazdur-Sftbha 
that they should join together in totally opposing the two Bills 
and in demanding their complete, withdrawal»

All comrades should, however, remember that only by a sustained 
and determined struggle for it from below will such abroad united 
front become possible. The time is-most opportune for mobilising 
the rank and- file workers on the need for such unity end for 
forging such.united front on a local level throughout the country. 
Total opposition to these two Bills 'and'the demand for their 
withdrawal constitute the platform on which such a united front 
can be forged, ■ 1

All trade unions and. provincial Committees, should therefore 
take the following steps, to forge; unity■ and to make, the 
demonstrations -on: the’.3rd and’ 9th7'Aprils'united demonstrations. of 
all worker:s;r a-Ah’.bo i •■♦jn j ’ •■3 ?. a~;. "i.cu .< /■;■'.

; ■' jfi 1 ’T j t hiig _> ,L. £ 1x a ; ; ci Oija OU.'. JndJ ’„>/0./?■:.» ?' J
1, Immediately propose to the local unions affiliated to the 

Hind Mazdobr Sabha and bt-her uh Lonas-in: your locality', united' action. ' 
and campaign5 Vn -the- question >of opposit ion to these "two Bills,’ 
^ropcae . to them that they should’ 3oiti together and celebrate; both 
the 3rd of-April 'art^ the'9t'h of: April'Utintly and .mobiline the 
^kers irh opposition :to -the BillsV' Your letter should emphasise 
t^h^iieed for all'workers sinking their differences in the face 
Vf thia grave menace and unitedly fighting against the Balls,

2. Simultaneously approach the mass of workers on the basis 
of these pxopasa^s* 1 The mass of workers who are: In. the unions 
affiliated to the Hind Ka^door SAbha- should 'knqvr-that you have made

< •: ;.‘i i . • .r. ■•‘'flaeTe'Vr^^ "Then



these proposals* Then only, they would bring pressure on the local 
union leadership to' agree to the proposal for united front.

3. The campaign for united front against the Sills should be 
carried on very gigoriously in the factories, in the tiffin sheds . 
and in the places where the workers reside. ■This can be Effectively 
done, only if we explain to the workers what is at stake. The op&ply 
fascist character of the two Bills should be concretely exposed; 
how they take away the most fundamental rights of the workers to 
strike and cf organisation and leave the workers completely disarmed 
before the capitalist offensive. The fact that the INTUC alone ’will 
be the organisation that will have the right to negotiate and 
"represent”, i.e. betray the worhrs, should be well brought out. The 
worhrs should be mobilised to fight against this danger with reference 
to concrete instances^ of their betrayal both locally and from 
instances of other centres, j?or example,.’in Bombay, the INTUC union 
with a bogus membership of 15 per cent of the workers in the textile 

industry, today has agreed before the industrial Court to postpone 
the question of bonus due in the month of February to May 1950, 
After these two. Bills are passed, such ^agreements” of the IBTUC will 
be binding on all workers, in this way, on the basis of the complete 
denial of-the right to strike, the complete denial of the freedom 
of organisation and the imposition of the company unions on the 
workers, the entire ’working class con.and should be roused to united 
act ion, ...

4. On. this basis .we must organise the widest discussion of the 
proposals for united front and also the..nature; of the offensive as 
fore-shadowed in the-two Bills among J;he broadest mass of workers. 
Our militants should take the lead in the organisation of such 
discussions. In these discussions, the greatest attention should be 
paid to pointing out the need for united action. All instances of 

workers* resistance to employers* attacks being weakened by khx 
disunity should be brought before the workers. These concrete 
instances from their own experience in their struggle against the 
attacks of the employers,  a.powerful lever in rousing the 
workers for unity.

will.be

5, By these means.we should organise the workers in the other 
unions to go. to their unions in groups and demand of their leadership 
to agree to united-front. It is only by giving such concrete shape * 
to tho campaign for united front, that the workers will be-t aken 
forward and real united front will grow from below.

6. No hard and fast rule can be laid down as to how concrctx»xy_ 
such demand is to take shape. But comrades should take the-local 
condit ions . into account and work out the details, v/e can for 
example ge.t the workers in the. other, unions to meet together and 
pass resolutions demanding such a united front. ; These resolutions 
should be broadcast to the mass of workers and more aud. more of 
such meetings should be encouraged.

7,. It may be possible even if we are not able immediately to 
get the unions.to agree to united, front, to get- ad hoc committees, 

workers from all unions fo.rmed in individual factories or on a 
local level for-the. purpose of working out campaigns .against the Bills* ./ 
?hese committees can call, conference of all workers for this purpose. . 
In this way, the demand for united front will grow and become strong* 
Comrades should remember that, campaign, against; these 'Bills should be 
a Sustained one-and that we alone can and must initiate and develop it* .

B. On .9th-,. April, if. we are not able to get their unions ,to 
agree for, joint observance;, we should, not keep away .from .this 
observance and demonstrations 1 In fact, it must be our task to see 
that all demensbrations against these Bills are successful.

We should therefore mobilise

will.be


We should, therefore, mobilise all the wtrfkers under our influence 
on that day and join their demonstrations, we should take out our 
own banners against the Bills, with our distinctive slogans. The 
slogans of unity and united front against the Bills should be the 
most prominent in our demonstrations which join their demonstrations 
on 9th April. The workers must see and realise that we mean united 
action seriiusly.

If we carry on the campaign for united front from now on, our 
slogans for unity will find a ready echo among the workers attending 
their demonstrations and meetings on the 9th and mass fraternisation 
can take place and the disruptive leader ©"'will be powerless before 
the mass cf workers united in opposition to theABills and ardently 
desiring .unity,

V/e should come forward before the mass of workere— as-- the—champ ioi'ie'*" 
of united front.

While we are making the most sustained and determined efforts 
for united action, the Provincial Committees and Unions should 
not Boas sight of the fact that in this campaign we do not, cannot, 

..give up our'imiep^udent action. We must launch a vigorous campaign 
from now on for making the observance of April 3 - the Anti-Black 
Bill Bay ns decided by the General Council of the AITUC - a complete 
euocoes.U.taking all the.ne ©e ss-ary- st-eps in the direction, like 
‘•aking out handbills, posters, wide agitatdA?Qal_camp-aign among the 

~ workers, etc.

The main, point to note is in all our campaign for April 3, as 
Also for April 9, we must concretely and vigorously—campaign for 
act ion.-against these two Bills, so that April 3 becomes .-a cig--s-t-ep. .. 
ih out building up ef united struggle, we should try our very best 
to make the 'of both the day^-unit ed action. But in

case it is delayed for any ’reason, we should not weaken our campaign 
for the._auG.ces-ef-ul observance of ^pril 3, inviting the workers

-behind the UnionsTaffiliated-lo the Hind —...
participate in our meetings anB ions« -

While we vigorously expose the openly fascist character ertha. — 
two Bills and call on workers to struggle for their v/rbh-drtxwal, we 
must puxswat^iLtly and consistently emphasise the need f:r united 
action of all workers to su<rcessfully achieve tKi-s common task, 
Thxarugh the steps sugg-eeTred above we canc-ret-ely show to the workers 
that not only v/e are serious about united action, but also that unity 

« quite practicable and vit,al.

All Unions and provincial Committees should immediately go into 
this campaign. They shduld use all the available facilities, like 
handbills, posters, gate-meetings, bustee meetings, meetings in 
tiffin sheds and mass meetings for successfully carrying out this 
Campaign for united front.

Please send reports of your activities to this office and to 
the press.

With greetings,

Y^urs fraternally,
P.B.Rangnekar 

ASSISTANT SECRETARY. 
Bncl, 1

.w
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